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A subsonic, linearized aerodynamic theory, wing design program for 
one or two planforms has been developed which uses a vortex lattice near- 
field model and a higher order panel method in the far field. The theoretical 
development of the wake model and its implementation in the vortex lattice 
design code are summarized in this report and sample results are given. 
Detailed program usage instructions, sample input and output data, and a 
program listing are presented in the Appendixes. 
The far-field wake model assumes a wake vortex sheet whose strength 
varies piecewise linearly in the spanwise direction. From this model 
analytical expressions for lift coefficient, induced drag coefficient, 
pitching moment coefficient, and bending moment coefficient have been 
developed. From these relationships a direct optimization scheme is used 
to determine the optimum wake vorticity distribution for minimum induced 
drag, subject to constraints on lift, and pitching or bending moment. 
Integration spanwise yields the bound circulation, which is interpolated 
in the near-field vortex lattice to obtain the design camber surface(s). 
INTRODUCTION 
The current computer program has been developed as a preliminary design 
tool for one or two interacting, subsonic lifting surfaces. Linearized 
aerodynamic theory is used, in the form of a vortex lattice representation 
of the wings in the near field, along with a piecewise linearly varying 
vortex sheet model of the undistorted wake. Summaries of the theoretical 
development and the overall code structure have been given in references 1, 
2 and 3, along with some sample.results. Reference 3 also describes a 
second design code currently under development, which includes viscous 
effects. In all cases, results from the current code have been compared 
to results for the same configuration obtained from an earlier design 
code (ref. 4), from which the current design program has been developed. 
This earlier design program, due to Lamar, uses a discrete vortex 
filament wake model, in contrast to the curren continuous wake vortex 
distribution. 
A detailed development of the current far-field wake model has been 
given in reference 5; this theory has been developed from the model 
formulated by Loth and Boyle (ref. 6). A separate, stand-alone, far-field 
drag minimization program has been written using the current wake model, 
which has been documented in a user's guide (ref. 7). For completeness, a 
summary of this theory is given herein, including some details of the 
development of expressions for pitching moment and bending moment coef- 
ficients which were not given in references 1 to 3. An example of the use 
of the current design code in the design of a wind-tunnel model of a trans- 
port wing fitted with winglets may be found in reference 8. Again, 
comparison is made between the current design and the design obtained 
using the earlier code of reference 4. 
Following the theoretical development, several sample results for 
configurations having one or two planforms are given. Comparison with 
results from the earlier code (ref. 4) generally shows a significant 
difference between designs only in the vicinity of a change in planform 
dihedral (see also refs. l-3). Finally, the detailed user instructions, 
such as program limitations, input data preparation, output data, sample 
input and output, and the computer program listing are included in the 
Appendixes. 
NOMENCLATURE 
A vortex lattice aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix 
[es. (291 
Ai ' term in equation (14) 
2 
;: 
A ij induced drag coefficient matrix [eqs. (24) and (25)] 
a chordwise loading function parameter 
b wing span 
B bending moment 




cB wing root bending moment coefficient 
cD 
induced drag coefficient 
cL lift coefficient 
'rn pitching moment coefficient 
AC 
P 
pressure difference coefficient 
Gi, c., ii 
1 
variables containing unknown wake vortex sheet strengths; ap- 





13. .9 I4 2 
1J ij 
'5ij' '6ij 
I influence coefficient integrals appearing in drag equation (3) 
M Mach number 
N 
N cv 
total number of wake panels; total number of horseshoe 
vortices; normal force 
number of chordwise rows of horseshoe vortices [eqs. (15) and 
(16) 1 
S reference wing area 
d local higher order wake panel coordinate 
S higher order wake panel semiwidth 
U free-stream speed 
'i 
X 
term in equation (14) 













x-coordinate of center of pressure 
shift of trim point 
terms containing xc in equation for CB [es. (WI 
spanwise body axis coordinate 
vertical body axis coordinate 
vertical separation between planforms 
wing wake vortex sheet strength 
bound circulation; horeshoe vortex strength 
bound circulation at outboard edge of wake panel i 
incidence angle 
local fractional spanwise coordinate 
wing sweep angle 
Lagrange multiplier 
local fractional chordwise coordinate 
density 
dihedral angle 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT OF FAR-FIELD WAKE MODEL 
A summary of the theoretical development for the current code's far- 
field wake model is given in this section; further details may be found in 
references 1, 2, and 5. The wake vortex sheet strength y is assumed to 
vary along the 
on wake panel 
Y(ni> = 
spanwise direction in a piecewise linear fashion: that is, 
1, 
yi+l + Yi Yi+l - Yi “i 
2 + 2 q (1) 
where s i is the semiwidth of panel i. The wake(s) are segmented into 
N flat panels, having a cosine size distribution, with small panels near 
wing tips or changes in wing dihedral. The Biot-Savart and Kutta-Joukowski 
4 
laws are applied so that the lift coefficient is a linear function of the 
y values (ref. 5): 






cos @Ji si U )I 
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where ro(-si) is the bound circulation at the outboard edge of wake panel 
i (ref. 5). The induced drag coefficient on wake panel i due to panel 
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(3) 
,. 
where the G., G., and G are linear functions of the unknown wake vortex 1 1 i 
sheet strengths yi and the (Ilij, Izij, ISij, ILtij, ISij, Igij) are influence 
coefficients given in reference 5. 
Expressions for the pitching moment coefficient and wing root bending 
moment coefficient are developed as follows. First, for the pitching 
moment coefficient, let Mi equal the contribution to the pitching moment 
due to that portion of the wing located between the inboard and outboard 
edges of wake panel i (see fig. 1). Then the local x-coordinate of the 
center of pressure may be written as 
xc("i) = (xci+l: xci) + ("'i+l,- xci) 2 
(4) 
where x c. denotes the x-coordinate of the center of pressure at a y 
1 
corresponding to the outboard edge of wake panel i (fig. 1). Then the 

















Figure 1. Geometry definition for pitching moment derivation. 
6 
where N(hi) is the local distribution of normal force. Using the Kutta 
Joukowski theorem results in 
2 cos ai % 
C = m. 
1 s SC -s 
~ (6il Xc("il dni 
i 
where ~~(6~) is written as 
"i X&hi) = XPi + XMi s 
i 
X + x 
C C. 
XPi = i+l 1 2 
X - x 
C i+l C. xMi = - 1 2 
and from references 1, 2, and 5: 
n 
r. (-‘i) 




Y. +Yi Y. - Yi 






and ro(-si) equals the value of the bound circulation at ,si = -si. Sub- 
stitution of equations (7) and (10) into equation (6) and integration 
yield 
c = 
2 cos #Ji 
m. 
1 SF I 
r. (-sil 
2 u si XPi 
+ Gi XPi + $ s; XMi - f s; XPi Gi (121 
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S C i=J- 
cos oi 
r. (-‘i) 
2si XPi u 
s? S? 
+ ++ (xMi + 2XPi) + ++ (XMi + 4XPi) (131 
The xc. values are obtained through linear interpolation from the near- 
field virtex lattice local chords and x values for the wing trailing 
edge, along with the user-specified NACA a series mean line value (ref. 4). 
As shown in figure 2, 
N 






Ai = $- if a > i - 0.75 - 
cv -Ncv 
i - 0.75 
Ncv (161 
For the bending moment coefficient calculated about the wing root 
[similar to eq. (S)] 
2Bi -2 'i 
'Bi ' -=- s 
r (pi> 
SbpU2 Sb -s 









where the yi, zi values correspond to coordinates of the center of wake 









EXACT LOADING, a = 0.6 
_ VORTEX LATTICE LOADING 
Figure 2. Example of vortex lattice representation of chordwise loading 
function; seven chordwise vortices. 
9 
I 
CBi cos c$~ + zi sin $i) 
(181 
Thus, the total wing root bending moment coefficient (refs. 1, 2, 3) 
is 
CB = -$ fJ(yi cos $i + zi sin $i ,( 2si r"(isi) 
4 2'i 2 2 +3'i -'pi U 1 3 'i+l\ u ,+ysi ('i+li 'i)) t (191 
It must be noted that the computer program currently can impose a bending 
moment constraint only for an isolated wing. 
INDUCED DRAG MINIMIZATION METHOD 
The minimum induced drag, subject to constraints on C L and either 
Cm or CB is obtained using Lagrange multipliers; thus the function to 
be minimized becomes of the form 
cD + x1 ( 
c 
i=l 
'i- C,)+ h2(f cm i +- 0) L,i U i=l ' 
+ x3 il 'B i ; - 'B) , 
(201 
The CLi, Cmi, andCBi denote derivatives of the respective coefficients 
with re;pect ti (vi/U) which are (refs. l-3): 
C 
1 
. . L,i 
- co.5 0. s? + j- cos 4. s2 





l-l 1 (21) 
10 
C 4 =- m,i SC 
+ cos $i sf (xMi + XPi) 
+ + cos I$ i-l sf-1 (XMi_1 + 2XPi_1) 1 
8 
+ s c 
-[ 
si cos 9i XPi si-1 + (Si + si.& 
.Ng 
j=i+l 'j "OS 'ii 'Pa J 1 
C -4 = - B,i 3Sb + s3 l-l + 4sf (yi cos $i + zi sin $i) 
+ 2s 2 i-1 (Yi-1 'OS pi-1 + 'i-1 sin pi-1) 
+2s s i i-l (yi co.5 Gi + zi sin ei) 
+ 2(Si + s ‘j (Yj cos $. + z. sin I$.) J 3 7 1 
The total induced drag is written as 
CD = 2 
i=l j=l 
‘D,ij =(~~ [AijI (:> 
(23) 
(24) 
where explicit expressions for elements of [Al are given in references 
1 to 3 and 5. A system of N + 2 linear equations are written for the 
unknown X i values, Xl, and either X2 or X3. For a trimmed configu- 
ration these equations are 
5 (Aij + Aji) ; + X1 CL i + .A2 c m i = 0, i = 1, . . . . N (25) 
j=l , , 
while the remaining equations are 
-fc ‘i-c,=0 
i=l 




For a single planform subject to a constraint on CB, equation (27) is 
replaced by 
CB = 0 (281 
As discussed in references 1 and 2, special treatment of these equations is 
necessary at the tip of each wing and in the summations containing '0 (-'i) 
in equations (2), (13), and (19). 
MEAN CAMBER DETERMINATION 
Once the far-field optimum wake vortex sheet strength distribution is 
obtained from equations (25) to (28), the bound circulation at the wing 
trailing edge is obtained from equation (10). This piecewise quadratic 
r/U distribution is linearly interpolated to obtain the chordwise sums of 
the r/U values for the near-field vortex lattice. The assumed chordwise 
loading value then determines the strengths of the individual horseshoe 
vortices. As in reference 4, this circulation distribution is related to 
the local surface slope by 
(g) = [Al (6) 
where the matrix [A] is the near-field vortex lattice aerodynamic influence 
coefficient matrix, as given in reference 4. 
Once the surface slope array at the vortex lattice control points g 
( > 
is obtained from equation (29), chordwise integration from the trailing 
edge forward is performed to obtain the nondimensional camber surface 
distribution z/c, which contains the combined effects of incidence, twist, 
and camber. This integration process uses a cubic spline interpolation 
between near-field slope values (ref. 4). Further details of the inte- 








l$;';, In this section, results for four sample configurations are discussed 
j (see refs. l-3 and 8 for presentation of design results for other geometries). 
i In most instances the current design has been compared to results obtained 
i ,,:.:; .5. 
for the same planform using the earlier design code of reference 4. Ap- 
; 
i f :f :‘,':, 
pendix B contains an example of the computer program input data and the 
: ':. . resultant output for one of the examples presented in the current report. 
' '. 
Figure 3 presents optimum induced drag coefficient values for a close- 
coupled wing canard configuration, as shown at the top of the figure. This 
planform is identical to that shown as an example, first in reference 4, 
and later in references 1 to 3. Solutions are shown for various vertical 
separations z c, between wing and canard, and various trim points Ax. 
Initial results from references 1 to 3 showed that the current code 
(solid line) consistently yields a higher, more accurate, induced drag 
coefficient compared to values obtained from the original design code of 
reference 4 (dashed line). New results in figure 3 show that for small 
separations between canard and wing, [zc/(b/2)1 e 0.169, there is a smooth 
transition in the variation of CD with the shifted pitching moment 
center, Ax/(b/2), from a curve with a definite minimum CD value at 
large vertical separations to a relatively straight curve at zero separation 
between wing and canard. Although not shown, camber surface results for 
the two codes (present and ref. 4) are nearly identical for this planar 
configuration. 
As a second example, figure 4 shows the geometry of a high aspect 
ratio wing-strut configuration for a high-altitude reconnaissance airplane 
described in reference 9. Optimum spanload results are shown in figure 5 
for both design codes, while wing and strut camber surface results appear 
in figures 6 and 7, respectively. All results shown are for a shifted 
moment trim point, Ax = -0.9137, at the natural trim point for the 
configuration. The original code (ref. 4) shows large differences in 
spanload and camber surfaces depending on the number of wake unknowns. 
Major differences between the present design and that obtained using the 
earlier code of reference 4 occur for this configuration largely in the 
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Figure 3. Optimum induced drag coefficient for a wing-canard configuration 
for a range of moment trim points and vertical separations for 



















PRESENT RESULTS, Cm = 0 
PRESENT RESULTS, NO 
Cm CONSTRAINT 
-\ RESULTS OF REF. 4; 
'. 94 WAKE UNKNOWNS 
\- 
'\,q, STRUT ---- RESULTS OF REF. 4; 
--- 87 WAKE UNKNOWNS 
0.0 I 
0 0.2 '0.4 \ \ 
Figure 5. Optimal spanload results for a wing-strut configuration at 
CL = 0.7; FI = 0.65, a = 0.8, 14 x 18 vortex lattice, no gap 
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y = -0.1636 
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0 z 
Figure 6. Optimal camber surface results for the wing of a wing-strut con- 
figuration at CL = 0.7, M = 0.65, a = 0.8, 14 x 18 vortex lattice, 
no gap at junction, Ax = -0.9137. 17 
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-O.lOL 
Figure 7. Optimal camber surface results for the strut of a wing-strut con- 
figuration at CL = 0.7, M = 0.65, a = 0.8, 14 x 18 vortex lattice, 
no gap at junction, Ax = -0.9137. 
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configuration appears to be one for which the results of reference 5 are 
not entirely satisfactory. 
Two additional 2-planform configurations are summarized in figures 8 
to 11. Figures 8 and 9 show the optimal spanload and camber surface 
results, respectively, for a high aspect ratio joined wing (ref. lo), 
while figures 10 and 11 display similar results for the basic joined wing 
fitted with upper and lower winglets. The respective planforms are shown 
in figures 8 and 10. Optimal*induced drag values for the joined wing are 
CD = 0.007386 for the present results and CD = 0.007338 for the code of 
reference 4. Differences between results of reference 4 and the current 
code are confined to the vicinity of the wing tips and on the winglets. 
A similar behavior was noted for a single transport-type wing fitted with 
winglets in references 1 to 3 and 8, where significant design differences 
were noted only on the winglet. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A subsonic, linear lifting surface, wing design code using a higher 
order panel method far-field wake model and a vortex lattice near-field 
model has been developed which can handle one or two planforms. A summary 
of the theoretical development of the far-field wake model has been given. 
Several sample results for a computer code which implements this wake 
model have been shown; these results differ from those for a code using a 
discrete vortex wake model in the vicinity of a wingtip, a change in 
planform dihedral, or near a point of intersection of the planform wakes. 
The spanloads and camber surface results obtained using the present code 
are believed to be superior to those of the original code for such 
complex configurations. Finally, use of the current program has been 










PRESENT RESULTS, WITH AND WITHOUT Cm CONSTRAINT 
---- REF. 4 RESULTS 
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Figure 8. Optimal spanload results for a joined wing configuration of aspect 











PRESENT RESULTS, Cm = 0 
--- PRESENT RESULTS, NO Cm CONSTRAINT 
--- REF. 4 RESULTS 
0 -+- T = -0.9643 
0 -5 T = -0.8929 
0 + z = -0.8214 
Figure 9(a). Optimal camber surface results for a joined wing configuration 
of aspect ratio 10.0 for CL = 0.5, M = 0.8, a = 1.0, front 
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PRESENT RESULTS, Cm = 0 
--- PRESENT RESULTS, NO Cm CONSTRAINT 
REF. 4 RESULTS --- 
Figure 9(b). Optimal camber surface results for a joined wing configuration 
of aspect ratio 10.0 for CL = 0.5, M = 0.8, a = 1.0, rear wing, 
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Figure 10. Optimal spanload results for a joined wing configuration with upper and 
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___ PRESENT RESULTS, NO Cm CONSTRAINT 
--- REF. 4 RESULTS 
Figure 11(a). Optimal camber surface results for a joined wing configuration 
with upper and lower winglets for CL = 0.3, M = 0.8, a = 1.0, 
front planform, 14 x 14 vortex lattice. 
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Figure 11(b). Optimal camber surface results for a joined wing configuration 
with upper and lower winglets for CL = 0.3, M = 0.8, a = 1.0, 




COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND LIMITATIONS 
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..-. _--- 
This appendix briefly describes the organization of the computer 
program written to implement the theory described in the main body of 
the report: known program limitations are also discussed. Input and 
output data are described in Appendix B and Appendix C, respectively, 
while a sample input deck and output are given in Appendix D. A complete 
listing of the program appears in Appendix E. 
This computer program has been written in FORTRAN IV and is currently 
operational on a Cyber 173 computer at the NASA/Langley Research Center 
(LaRC). This computer uses approximately 15 decimal digits in all 
computations. As a result, some modifications to the code may be neces- 
sary to ensure correct execution on a computer system which uses a 
significantly different number of decimal digits. Specifically, 
tolerances set in the program in subroutines SNTAN and LOGS and in programs 
GEOMTRY and ZOCDETM may have to be changed. Further, double precision 
arithmetic in program WINGAL through subroutine LOGS will be required 
for machines using eight decimal digits. This would entail adding 
implicit double precision (A-H, O-Z) statements in the main programs and 
all subroutines, as well as using double precision for all special 
functions such as DCOS, DSIN, DLOG, DATAN, DATAN2, DSQRT, DABS, DMINl, 
and DMAXl. Finally, some variable names should be changed in subroutines 
CCAL and CONCAL to be consistent with the implicit double precision 
statements. Use of double precision arithmetic seems to be of particular 
importance in the far-field drag minimization section of the code (program 
CIRCUL2). 
The computer program consists of two separate job steps: First, 
program GEOMTRY is compiled and executed, and vortex lattice geometry 
results are written on a disk file designated TAPE25. Program GEOMTRY is 
nearly identical to the first portion of the program described in reference 
4. It is in this program that all configuration data are read from the 
input file. This program uses 51000 octal storage locations. Once the 
geometry has been defined and stored on disk, a second program written 
using three overlays is compiled. The zero overlay consists of a control- 
ling program WINGAL, and interpolation and linear equation solver sub- 
routines. WINGAL calls overlay 1 (program CIRCUL2) where the far-field 
drag minimization is performed followed by a call to overlay 2 (program 
28 
ZOCDETM) to determine the optimum mean camber surface. The program CIRCUL2 
and subroutines GAMCAL, DRACAL, CCAL, CONCAL, SNTAN, and LOGS are similar 
in many respects to the direct optimization program described in reference 
7. However, the earlier program was not written to allow solution by- 
direct optimization for the minimum drag for the two planform case. To 
allow the inclusion of constraints on pitching moment or wing root bending 
moment, as described in the main body of this report, required the direct 
optimization method implemented in CIRCUL2. The program ZOCDETM uses 
circulation strengths computed in CIRCUL2 to determine vortex lattice 
control point slopes, from which the optimal camber surfaces are determined 
by integration, using a cubic spline curve fit of the slopes between 
control points. This portion of the code also is essentially unchanged 
from that of reference 4, with the exception of additional output data, 
as discussed in Appendix C. (See reference 4 for some discussion of the 
accuracy of this integration process.) 
The known limitations of the program are now described. First, the 
program will not correctly execute with a wing dihedral value of exactly 
90". Instead, it is necessary to use a dihedral near 90" (say 9 = 87-88') 
to approximate the effect of an endplate on the design. This same 
limitation also exists in both the original design code (ref. 4), and in 
the stand alone drag minimization code (ref. 7). 
Next, the current limitations on the number of unknowns are described. 
The total (both planforms) number of horseshoe vortices must be no greater 
than 400, while the total number of far-field wake panels must be no more 
than 50. This number of unknowns leads to accuracy comparable to that 
obtained using 200 to 250 discrete vortex unknowns (see ref. 5). The 
user must also determine the chordwise number of horseshoe vortices and 
the spanwise numbers of both horseshoe vortices and wake panels which 
yield the best solution. Reference 4 discusses the recommended near- 
field lattice arrangement. The wake paneling is automatically done using 
a cosine size distribution, but the user must determine how many wake 
panels to assign to each planform and to each spanwise portion of a wing 
having constant 4. (See Appendix B for more details of input data 
preparation.) 
29 
Third, the code currently uses NASA/LaRC system subroutines such as 
INFOPLT for plotting which are not generally available outside the NASA 
computing system. Hence, plotting of the optimal camber surfaces or airfoils 
is not generally available. (See Appendix B for a description of the 
available plotting options.) 
Finally, as discussed in Appendix A of reference 7, for configurations 
with two planforms, or for configurations having wake shapes comprised of 
smoothly curved surfaces which are to be approximated by a series of flat 
wake panels, the following restrictions hold. The wakes cannot cross one 
another unless such wake crossing points occur at (to machine accuracy) 
edges of wake panels. The code automatically searches for such wake 
breakpoints having equal span (y) stations with z-coordinates within 10s4 
of one another. The z-coordinate of the wake on the second planform is 
then adjusted to be equal to the corresponding z-coordinate on the first 
planform to insure exact intersection. However, other logic in program 
GEOMTRY necessitates that there be a slight change in planform dihedral 
on a planform across such wake intersections, as for example in the wing- 
strut-configuration discussed in this report. (See Appendix B for further 
discussion of preparation of input data.) If there are intersections of 
wakes away from wake panel edges, the statement "80 ENTERED" appears on 
the program output file; design results for such computer runs are of 
questionable accuracy and should not be utilized. This is because there 
is an apparent midrange singularity which occurs in the far-field 
influence coefficients which is not currently dealt with adequately 
(ref. 7). It must also be mentioned that this singularity may occur for 
curved wakes, even when there are no physical wake crossings, whenever 
the projection of the plane containing one wake panel intersects another 
wake panel away from the edges of the panel. Such projection inter- 
section points must be calculated to machine accuracy by the user, and 
input as planform breakpoints (see Appendix B), across which there is a 
slight change in planform dihedral. 
30 
APPENDIX B 
INPUT DATA PREPARATION 
Introduction 
In this appendix instructions are given for the preparation of an 
input deck to use the computer program listed in Appendix E. An example 
input deck and the resultant output are given in Appendix D. Almost all 
user-supplied input, with the exception of those cards dealing with the 
wake paneling, is identical to input required for' the original design 
code (discrete wake) described in reference 4. Thus, much of what follows 
is identical to the instructions given in reference 4. The required 
input data are broken into three groups: groups one and two are identical 
to input for the code described in reference 4, while group three 
contains input for the higher order wake model. 
Group One 
First the planform geometry and reference values are input. All 
coordinates and sweep angles should be for the left half of the wing 
planform (negative y). The axis system used is shown in the planform 
sketch of figure 3. Any consistent set of input units is acceptable; 
output will be in terms of the user-chosen input units. The x-axis is 
in the symmetry plane and points into the wind. The y-axis is positive 
pointing along the right wing, while the z-axis is positive downwards. All 
input cards in group one use a format of 8F10.6. 
Data on the first card are for the five named variables below, sup- 
plied in the following order: 
PLAN number of planforms for the configuration; 
use either 1. or 2.; this sets the maximum 
value of the variable IT; 
TOTAL 
CREF 
specify 1. for this field; 
reference chord of the configuration; this 
chord is used to nondimensionalize the 
pitching moment terms and must be greater than 
zero; 
SREF reference area of the configuration; this area 
is used to nondimensionalize the lift, drag, 
pitching moment, and root bending moment 
terms and must be greater than zero; and 
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XLOCTN location of pitching moment reference point 
(trim point), if shifted from zero of coordinate 
system. 
The data required to define each planform are.next provided by a set of 
cards. The initial card in each set contains the following data, for 
planform IT: 
AAN number of straight line segments used to define 
the left half of a wing planform excluding the 
root chord; a maximum of 24 line segments may 
be used; 
XS(IT) x-location of the pivot for a variable sweep 
wing; use 0. for a fixed wing; the axis system 
used is shown in the inset to figure 3; 
YS(IT) y-location of the pivot; use 0. for a fixed wing; 
and 
RTCDHT(IT) vertical coordinate of the root chord of the 
particular planform being defined. 
The rest of this data set to define a planform requires one data card for 
each straight line segment used to define the left half of the planform 
[variable AAN(I Note that, as discussed in Appendix A, if there are 
wake intersections it will be necessary to break a straight portion of a 
planform leading or trailing edge into two pieces by adding a planform break- 
point at the y-coordinate of the wake intersection. All data described below 
are required on all except the last card of this set; the last card uses 
only the first two variables in the following set: 
XREG(I,IT) x-location of the Ith breakpoint; the first 
breakpoint is located at the intersection of 
the left wing leading edge with the root chord; 
the breakpoints are numbered in increasing 
order, for each intersection of lines, in a 
counterclockwise direction; 
YREG(I,IT) y-location of the Ith breakpoint; 
DIH(I,IT) dihedral angle (in degrees) in Y-Z plane of 
line from breakpoint I to breakpoint 1+1, 
positive upward; along a streamwise line the 
dihedral angle is not defined, so use 0. for 
these lines; the dihedral angle must have the 
same sign and magnitude along the leading and 
trailing edges of a planform over the same 
spanwise extent; note also that there must be a 
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AMCD 
slight change in dihedral across a planform 
breakpoint corresponding to the intersection of 
wakes as discussed in Appendix A; and 
move code; this number indicates whether the line 
segment is on the movable panel of a variable- 
sweep wing; use 1. for a line which is fixed or 
2. for a line which is movable. 
Group Two 
Two sections of data form the group two data. The first section is a 
single card which gives the details of the particular configuration for which 
the mean camber surface is to be found. This card requires a format of 
5F5.1, 2F10.4. The second section is used to specify the fractional chord 
locations where the chord load changes from a constant to a linearly 
decreasing value. This card uses a format of 2F10.4. 
Section one data are to be supplied in the following order: 
CONFIG arbitrary configuration number which may include 
up to four digits; 
sew number of chordwise horseshoe vortices to be used 
to represent the wing; a maximum of 20 may be 
used; do not set equal to zero; 
VIC nominal number of spanwise rows at which chord- 
wise rows of horseshoe vortices will be located; 
the variable VIC must not result in more than 
50 chordwise rows of vortices to be used by the 
program to describe the left half of the configu- 
ration; in addition, the product of SCW and SSW 
(the actual number of spanwise rows) must not 
exceed 400; 
MACH 
CLDES design lift coefficient for the lifting system; 
SAC11 variable sweep angle of the first planform; 
specify leading edge sweep angle (in degrees) 
for the first movable line adjacent to the 
fixed portion of the planform; for a fixed 
planform this quantity may be omitted; and 
Mach number; this value should be less than the 
critical Mach number; if a value other zero is 
specified, the Prandtl-Glauert correction factor 
will be applied to all x-coordinates; 
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SAC21 variable sweep angle for the second planform. 
Section two data consist of two quantities: 
XCFW fractional chord location where the chord load 
changes from a constantvalue to a linearly 
varying value toward zero at the trailing edge 
of the first planform; this is the same as the 
symbol a used in the body of this report; 
XCFT fractional chord location where the chord load 
changes from.a constant value to a linearly 
varying value, decreasing to zero at the trailing 
edge of the second planform; if only one planform 
is present, the variable XCFT should be omitted 
from the input data. 
Group Three 
Two sections of data form the group three data. The first section sets 
various control flags to define what constraints are desired, to specify 
whether thickness data is to be used to obtain airfoil coordinates, and to 
control various plot and card punch options. The second section determines 
the wake panel spacing and defines the desired bending moment coefficient 
or thickness distribution, if required. Both sections of data are in 
lOF5.0 format, except for the thickness data, which is in 6FlO.O format. 
Section one data consists of a single card; values are to be supplied 
in the following order: 
FJFLAG flag to set the type of constraints to be 
imposed on the minimum drag design, as discussed 
in the theoretical development section of this 
report; the following values may be chosen: 
0. the configuration is to be constrained only 
as to the total lift generated; 
1. in addition to the constraint as to the 
total lift, the configuration is to be 
trimmed; 
2. in addition to the constraint as to the 
total lift, the configuration is to have a 
specified wing root bending moment coef- 
fient, as input in section two; this option 
is available for a single planform only; and 
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FJCTL flag to determine whether or not thickness data 
is to be input in section two, and to determine 
which plotting option is to be used; the following 
values may be specified: 
0. no thickness data is to be specified; no 
plotting is to be performed; 
1. no thickness data is to be specified; optimal 
chordwise mean line results at the centers 
of each chordwise row of horseshoe vortices 
will be plotted using NASA/LaRC computer 
system subroutine INFOPLT; 
2. thickness data is to be specified; optimal 
airfoil results obtained as the addition of 
the optimal mean camber surface results plus 
or minus the specified thickness distribution 
will be plotted using NASA/LaRC computer 
system subroutine INFOPLT. 
FSLP flag to determine whether or not a deck of optimal 
design control point slopes is to be punched; use 1. 
here to obtain a deck or 0. if no deck is desired. 
Section two data determines the wake panel spacing for each planform, as 
well as determining the wing root bending moment coefficient and thickness 
distribution, if required. The initial card contains the following data for 
planform IT: 
BRK(IT) number of breakpoints for the wake of planform 
IT; equal to number of flat portions of the wake of 
planform IT plus one; and 
TOT(IT) total number of wake panels for the wake of 
planform IT; this value connot exceed 50; for 
configurations having 2 planforms, the sum of 
TOT(IT) values for both planforms cannot exceed 
50. 
The second card determines the distribution of the TOT(IT) wake panels 
among the BRK(IT)-1 flat portions of the wake of planform IT; it consists 
of BRK(IT)-1 values; for planform IT: 
SEGG(1) number of cosine-spaced wake panels on Ith 
flat portion of wake of planform IT; first 
value specified will be the number of wake 
panels on the inboard portion of the wake; the 
sum of all SEGG(I) values on planform IT must 
equal TOT(IT). 
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The above data must be specified separately for both planforms for a 
two-planform configuration. Next, if FJFLAG=2., a single card follows to 
determine the required wing root bending moment: 
CRBM desired ratio of the design wing root bending 
moment coefficient, divided by the wing root 
bending moment coefficient of an elliptically 
loaded planar wing having the same span and 
lift coefficient as the designed configuration. 
Finally, if FJCTL=2., thickness data are to be specified beginning with 
a single card to fix the number of thickness values: 
FNZS number of specified percent chord and thickness 
values; the value specified must not exceed 50. 
Following the definition of FNZS are a series of cards to specify, first, 
the fractional chord stations where thickness data are to be given, followed 
by the fractional thickness values; only a single thickness distribution, 
valid for both planforms, may be specified. Thus, the first set of cards 
contains FNZS values, in 6FlO.O format: 
PCTX(1) fractional chordwise locations at which thickness 
data are specified; values must be specified in 
increasing order and must begin with- 0.0 and 
end with 1.0. 
A set of FNZS thickness data values are given as the last set of cards: 
PCTZ(1) fractional airfoil thickness at corresponding 
PCTX(1) chord station. 
A sample input deck, as well as the resulting output appears in Appendix 
D. It is recommended that a minimum of 10 spanwise and 10 chordwise rows of 
horseshoe vortices be used (ref. 4). Use of at least 25 wake panels is also 
recommended. Further, some sensitivity studies as to the effects of vortex 
lattice arrangement and wake panel spacing are advisable (see refs. 4 and 




OUTPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 
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Introduction 
The printed results of this computer program appear in three sections: 
geometry data, aerodynamic data, and local elevation data. The geometry 
data follows the output format of the program of reference 4, while portions 
of the aerodynamic and local elevation data differ in format from those of 
reference 4. 
Geometric and Aerodynamic Data 
The geometry data are described in the order that they appear on the 
printout. The first group of data describes the planform( stating the 
number of straight line segments used to describe the planform perimeter(s), 
the root-chord height, and the pivot position, followed by the breakpoints, 
sweep and dihedral angles and move codes. These listed data are all input 
data except for the sweep angles. 
The second group of data describes the particular planform for which 
the local elevation data are being computed. Included are the configuration 
number, the sweep position, a listing of the breakpoints of the wing planform 
(x, Y, z) values, sweep and dihedral angles and move codes. These data are 
listed primarily for variable-sweep wings to provide a definition of the 
planform where the outer panel sweep differs from that of the reference 
planform. Also listed is information about the number of horseshoe vortices 
and the shift of the coordinate system origin, if any. 
The third group of data describes the wake geometry and far-field 
optimum drag solution. The wake breakpoint coordinates are listed, followed 
by the numbers of wake panels on each flat wake segment. Next the individual 
wake panel center coordinates (y, z, $) and wake panel semiwidth values are 
printed. Following the wake geometry data, the calculated induced velocities 
at the wake panel centers, followed by the optimal wake vortex sheet strength 
and bound circulation solution values and optimal induced drag are listed. 
The fourth group of data presents a detailed description of the vortex 
lattice used to represent the configuration. These data are listed in 
eight columns, where each line describes one elemental horseshoe vortex. The 
following information is presented for each panel or horseshoe vortex: 
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x c/4 x-location of quarter-chord at midspan of horse- 
shoe vortex 
x 3c/4 x-location of three-quarter-chord at midspan of 
horseshoe vortex; this is the x-location of the 
control point 




z-location of the midspan of the horseshoe vortex 
semiwidth of the horseshoe vortex 
C/4 SWEEP ANGLE sweep angle of the quarter-chord 
DIHEDRAL ANGLE dihedral angle of the elemental panel 
GAMMA/U AT CLDES r/U value at the design CL 
The fifth group of data lists the following configuration reference 
data: 
REF. CHORD reference chord 
C AVERAGE average chord; equal to true planform area 
divided by true span 
TRUE AREA true planform area 
REF. AREA reference area 
B/2 largest true semispan of the planforms listed 
in the second group of geometry data 
REF. AR reference aspect ratio computed from reference 
planform area and true span 
TRUE AR true aspect ratio computed from true planform 
area and true span 
MACH NUMBER Mach number 
The sixth group of data gives aerodynamic results: 
Al fractional chord location where chord load 
changes from a constant value to triangular on 
the first planform; this is the same as the 
symbol a used in the body of this paper 
A2 fractional chord location where chord load 
changes from a constant value to triangular on 
the second planform; this is the same as the 







C&C, span loading 
'Ld' design lift coefficient 
total CL actually developed from the inter- 
polated spanwise bound circulations 
total Cm actually developed from the inter- 
polated spanwise bound circulations 
C vortex drag coefficient based on the higher 
o!!der far-field solution at 'Ld 
Local Elevation Data 
This section presents the optimal local elevation solutions at varying 
spanwise stations, for up to two planforms. An explanation of the variables 
listed follows: 
Y spanwise location 
Y/B/2 2y/b, fractional spanwise location based on semi- 
span of larger planform 
CHORD physical chord at y, projected into wing 
reference plane 
DZ/DX slope of local elevation curves along the chord 
These data are followed by the angle of attack of the local chord line with 
respect to the x-axis in the X-Z plane, followed by the following elevation 
data, for configurations where no thickness data have been specified: 
x/c fractional chordwise distance measured from 
the leading edge, positive aft 
z/c z/c, local elevation normalized by the chord 
measured with respect to elevation of the local 
trailing edge, positive down 
(Z/C) COS(DIH) z/c cos (I$), local elevation normalized by the 
chord times cosine of the local dihedral angle; 
equal to local normalized elevation with respect 
to wing reference plane, positive down 
DELTA X (x/c) (chord) 
DELTA Z (z/c) (chord) 
(DLT z) cos(D~~) (z/c) (chord) (cos 4) 
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If thickness data have been specified, columns of the above data will 
also contain the following: 
z/c us COS(DIH) upper surface local elevation normalized by the 
chord times cosine of the local dihedral angle; 
equal to local normalized wing upper surface 
coordinate with respect to wing reference plane, 
positive down 
z/c Ls COS(DIH) 
Z US COS(DIH) (z/c) (chord) (cos 4) upper surface 
Z LS COS(DIH) (z/c) (chord) (cos $I) lower surface 
lower surface local elevation normalized by the 
chord times cosine of the local dihedral angle; 
equal to local normalized wing lower surface 





EXAMPLE OF INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA 
Sample input and output data are presented for the joined wing with 
winglet configuration presented in figures 10 and 11 of this report. Input 
data and a sketch of the input planform and wake shape appear on page 46, 
while the output data begins on page 47. 
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INPUT DATA FOR JOINED WING FITTED WITH WINGLETS 
2. 1. 2. 
6. 0. 0. 
12. 0. 15. 
2. -20. -75. 
1.0551885 -20.13588 -75. 
.3207539 -20.54352 0. 
-,3292461 -20.54352 -75. 
0. -20. 15. 
10. 0. 
6. 0. 0. 
-10. 0. -15. 




-2. -20. -15. 
-12. 0. 
























PROGRAM OUTPUT DATA FOR JOINED WING FITTED WITH WINGLETS 
GEOMETRY DATA 
FIRST REFERFNCE PLPNFORt4 HAS 6 CURVES 
















o.nnnnb 26.56505 15.nnnnn 
-2o.nnnnn 81 .RlhOl -75,onnnn 
-2n.13568 60.96801 -75,nnnnn 
-20.56352 9n.onooo n.oonon 
-20.54352 31.20607 -7s.nnnon 
-2o.nonoo 26.56505 15.nonnn 
o.nnnno 
SECCND REFERENCE PLbNFOFIH HAS 6 CURVES 
ROOT CHORD HEIGHT = -5.35898390 VARJABLE SWEEP PIVOT POSITION 7fS) = 
BREAK POINTS FOR TNE REFERENCE PLlNFORH 
FOTNT Y Y SUEEP DTHE’JRAL 
REF REF PNGL E ANGLE 
: 
-Io.nnnnn o.nonon -26.5651l5 -15.ooonn 
O.nonnn -2n.nnonn a1 .a1601 75.onnno 
3 -.54481 -20.13568 60.96801 75.0nnnn 
4 -1.679% -20.54352 9n.ninno iionnncl 
5 -2.32925 -20.54352 31.20607 75.onnnn 












6 -2,rnnno -2o.?onOo -26.56505 -15.onnnn 
7 -12.cpnnn n.nnnno 
- - 
POTNT x Y 
1 12.00000 o.cooon 
2 2.ooonn -20.00000 
3 1.05519 -20.135RB 
4 .32(J75 -20.54352 
5 -. 32925 -20.54352 
6 0.00000 -2o.aoooll 








CONFLGURATICN NO. 2. 
CURVE 1 I5 SWEPT 26.56505 DEGREES ON PLANFORM 
CURVE 1 IS SWEPT -26.56505 CECREEs ON PLANFORH 















.5n711 ia.9asn1 -75.00000 
2.02844 vo.oaaon o.aoono 
2.02844 31.20607 -75.00000 
. ooono 26.56505 15.00000 
5.35898 
SECOND PLANFORk BREAK POINTS 
-5.35898 -26.56505 -15.0000(1 
-.noooo 81.81601 75.oooao 
-.50711 60.36801 75.oooon 
-2.02844 9oIooioo o.onnnn 
-2.02844 31.20607 75.nnnnn 


















392 HORSESHOE VORTICES USED CN THE LEFT HALF OF THE CONFTGURATTON 
PLANFORM TOTAL SPANWISE 
1 196 14 
2. 196 14 
14. HORSESHOE VORTTCES IN EACH CHCRDWISE ROU 
)! SHIFT OF ORIGIN = 0.0000 UNITS 




Y Z PHI 
O.OOO@fl 5.35898 15.oonon 
-20.00~00 .ooooo -75.OOr)OO 
-20.54352 2.02844 0.00000 
NO OF WAKE VORTICITY SEG’MEI\ITS = 25 
MAKE VORTTCITy SEGs ON WING SEGMENT No 1 = 15 
WAKE VORTICITY SEGS ON WING SEGMENT NO 2= 10 
TOTAL PLANFORM PERIPHERAL LENGTH= 22.80552 
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- PLANFORM 2 
\dAKE GEOMETRY 
Y Z PHI 
0.00000 -5.35090 -15.@O@OO 
-20.00000 .ooooo 75.00000 
-20.51352 -2.02904 0.00000 
b10 OF WAKE VORTICITy SEGMENTS = 25 
kAKE VORTICITy SEGS ON WING SEGMENT fl0 5= 15 
WAKE VtJRTICITY SEGS ON WING SEGMENT NO 6= LO 
TOTAL FLANFORM PERIPHERAL LENGTH= 22.80552 
SEGMT NO Y Z PHI 
1 -20.536870 2.003625 -1.308997 
2 -20.510919 1.966775 -1.308997 
3 -20.&61557 1.722556 -1.308997 
4 -20.393617 1.469001 -1.308997 
4 -20.313749 1.170928 -1.308997 
6 -20.229771 .857516 -1.308997 
7 -20.109903 .559444 -1.308997 
a -20.081963 .305888 -1.308997 
9 -20.032601 .121669 -1.308997 
10 -20.006650 .024820 -1.308997 
(cant Id) 
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45 .28306E*OO .11354E-nL .57223E+no 
46 .3n222E*on .9733&E-n2 .48677E+nn 
47 .31945E+nn .81094F-02 ..39598E+OO 
48 .33421E+no .6”A30E-02 .znoerE+nn 
49 .34598E+Oo .47594E-02 .2n241E+On 
50 .?503cE+nn .3C137E-n2 .i0174E+On 
51 .35756E+on n. n. 


























































































































































































. 78750 SO.14646 
. 7575P 54.72931 
. 787511 55.19663 
.78?5n 53.53619 
. 78750 51.73447 
. 7875n 49.77671 





























































































































(cant ’ d) 
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X 
C/4 3Cx/4 Y 
3.09230 3.c2oI)7 -17.45826 
2.94944 2.87801 -17.45P26 
2.80459 2.73514 -17.45p26 
2.46373 2.59230 -17.45e26 
2.52087 2.4hQ44 -17.45e26 
2.37C.nl 2.30659 -17.&5@26 
2.23516 2.16373 -17.45e24 
2.09230 2.021lB7 -37.458Z6 
I .9494* 1.878Pl -1 7.45826 
I.50659 1.73516 -17.45e26 
I.66373 1.5923c -17.45824 
1 .52087 1.44944 -17.45e2c: 
1.37801 1.30659 -17.45@26 
4.08241 4.01098 -15.76376 
3.93955 3.66812 -15.76376 
3.79669 3.72524 -15.74376 
3.65383 3.5824 1 -15.76376 
3.51n9t3 3.43955 -15. 76376 
3.3@12 3.29669 -15.76374 
3.72576 3.15383 -15.76376 
3.08241 3.01098 -15.76376 
2.93955 2.86812 -15.76376 
2.79669 2.72524 -1C.76776 
2.65383 2.50241 -15.76376 
2.51098 2.43955 -15.76376 
2.36832 7.29669 -15.76376 
2.22526 2.15303 -15.76376 
4.92965 4.85822 -14.06927 
6.78680 4.71537 -14.06977 
4.64394 4.57251 -14.06927 
4.501na 4.429t5 -14.nAs27 
6.35822 4.28680 -i4.063$27 
4.21537 b.lb29L -1b.neG27 
b.t-17251 4.OPlfl8 -14.ofiot7 
3.92965 2.05022 -14.ncq27 
3.7ebSO 3.71537 -14.06927 
3.64394 3.57251 -14.fl6927 
3.50108 3.42965 -i4.06$27 
3.35822 3.28680 -14.06927 
3.21537 3.14394 -14.nrs27 
3.P7?51 3.001~8 -14.06927 
5.77690 5.711547 -12.37477 
5.63404 5.56262 -12.37477 
5.49119 5.41976 -12.37477 
5.3483’7 5.2749n -32.37477 
5.20547 5.13404 -12.37477 
5.Q6262 4.99119 -12.37477 
4.91974 b.Ab633 -12.37477 
4.77690 4.7(1547 -12.37477 
FIRST PLANFORM 





















































































































































































































































































































3c/4 Y Z 
4.56262 -12.37477 2.1-14317 
4.41976 -12.37477 2.04317 
4.27690 -12.37477 7.04317 
4.13404 -12.37477 2.1-14317 
3.99119 -12.77477 2.1-14317 
3.84833 -12.37477 2.04317 
6.55272 -lC.b0027 2.4$7?1 
6.40906 -1 C.h0n27 2.49721 
6.26701 -1 c.h6077 2.49721 
6.1?415 -lO.%C!n27 2.4q72.1 
5.98129 -10.68027 2.49721 
5.83643 -1n.ben27 2.4$721 
5.69558 -1n.hen27 2.49721 
5.55272 -1n.hen27 2.49721 
5.40906 -1n.han27 2.49723 
5.267Ol -ln.b0027 2.4q771 
5.12415 -In.68027 ?.49721 
4.96129 -1n.bRC27 2.4S721 
4.83R43 -1n.60n27 2.49721 
4.69550 -1n.49027 2.4$721 
7.39997 -0.90570 2.95125 
7.25711 -8.90578 2.95125 
7.11425 -0.9857% 2.95125 
6.9714C -8.90578 2.95125 
6.a2e54 -a.9e570 2.95125 
b.CE560 -3.9e570 2.95125 
6.5&2%3 -c3.9@570 7.95125 
6.3QQQ7 -0.90570 2.95125 
6.35711 -ti .90570 2.95125 
6.1 1425 -8.9857e 2.95125 
5.97140 -0.98570 2.95125 
5.02054 -P .9P578 2.95125 
5.68568 -8.9057@ 2.95125 
5.54203 -8.9n578 2.95175 
0.24722 -7.2912!? 3.4fl529 
6.10436 -7.29120 3.4n529 
7.96150 -7.29128 3.4n529 
7.01664 -7.29125 3.4t-1529 
7.67579 -7.2912p 3.40529 
7.53293 -7.29120 3.40529 
7.39nn7 -7.2912P 3.40529 
7.24712 -7.29128 3.40529 
7.lfl436 -7.29120 ? .4n529 
6.96150 -7.29120 3.40529 
6.01864 -7.29120 3.411529 
6.67579 -7.29128 3.40529 
6.53293 -7.29128 3.4n529 
6.39nQ7 -7.29128 3.4C529 
9.07446 -5.59679 3.85933 
FIRST PLANFORM 















































































Pf .Sh~OS 15.nnnOn 
?h.=6506 15,nonnn 
26.5hsn5 15.nnnnn 















































































9.02304 8.95161 -5.59679 
8.B8018 e.sne75 -5.59679 
8.73732 8.66589 -5.59679 
8.59446 8.52304 -5.E9f?V 
6.*51bi 8.38018 -5.59679 
8.30875 8.23732 -5.59679 
8.16589 8.09446 -5.59679 
8.02304 7.95161 -5.59679 
7.6@018 7.80875 -5.59679 
7.73732 7.66589 -5.59679 
7.59446 7.52304 -5.59679 
-'.45161 7.38nl8 -5.59679 
7.30675 7.23732 -5.59679 
I@.01314 9.94171 -3.90229 
9.87028 9.79085 -3.911229 
9.72743 9.656nn -3.90229 
9.58457 9.51314 -3.9n229 
9.A417\ 9.37020 -3.9n229 
9.29885 9.27743 -3.9n229 
9.156nO 9.08457 -3.90229 
9.01314 8.941'1 -3.90229 
a.e7020 0.79885 -3.9n22Y 
0.72743 8.656nn -3.9n229 
8.58457 8.51314 -3.9n729 
5.44171 8.37nii3 -3.9n229 
0.29R85 0.22743 -3.9n229 
e.15600 8.00457 -3.90229 
10.86039 10.78896 -2.2n78n 
10.71753 10.64610 -2.2n780 
10.57467 lo.50325 -2.2n78n 
10.43182 10.36039 -2.2n7en 
10.2 8896 10.21753 -2.207efl 
10.14610 lo.n7467 -2.2n?an 
10.00325 9.93102 -2.2n7Qn 
9.66C39 9.78896 -2.207Qn 
9.71753 9.66610 -2.2"7Pfl 
9.57467 9.50325 -2.207Qn 
9.43182 9.36n39 -2.207Qn 
9.28896 9.21753 -2,207po 
9.14610 9.n7467 -2.20780 
9.nn325 8.93182 -2.20780 
11.62415 11 .55272 -.68027 
11.48129 11 .4@986 -.6802? 
11.33843 11.267fll -.68@27 
ll.lS558 11.12415 -.60027 
ll.fj527C 10.98129 -.cen27 
10.90986 10.838b3 -.C8027 
10.76701 10.69558 -.$a027 
10.62415 1c.5527; -.fen27 
10.48129 1 O.‘n986 -.6en27 
10.33843 10.367lll -.68n27 
10.19558 10.12415 -.han27 
11).052?2 9.98129 -.60n27 
9.90986 9.83843 -.68n27 
























































































































































5.17671 .?0427 76.565n5 
5.17671 .7n427 Ph.5hc105 
5.17h71 ,7n427 7h.Eh5n5 
5.17671 .70427 76.5h505 
5.17671 .7n42? 26.565ll4 
5.17671 .70427 26.56505 
FIRST PJANFORM 




















































































































-1.39183 -1 .42375 
-1.455f.7 -1.48754 
-1.519Fl -1.55143 
-1 .CR335 -1.61527 
-1.64719 -1.679ln 
-1.71102 -1.74294 
-1.77406 -1 .a11678 
-1.0387l-I -1.87062 
-1.90254 -1.93446 








-.94863 -1 .OO466 
-I .n6os9 -1.11671 
-1.17274 -1.2PR77 








-.6n22cr - .67362 
-.74!in5 -.8164e 
-.,pF1791 -.95934 
-1 .n3077 -i.inzPc 
-1.17362 -1.245fl5 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































.07714 -2h .56505 
.07714 -26.565nS 















































































































































































































































































































































































.P?7l a -76.56505 
.P77)6 -26.565rl5 



































































































































































-5 .S9b79 -? .a5933 
-5.59679 -3.05933 
-5.59679 -2.05933 
-5 .S9b79 -3.05933 






















-2.2fl7en -4 .?6741 
-2.2070I-I -4.76741 
-2.2070n -4 .?6741 
-2.2n7ao -4.76741 
-2.2o7eo -4 .?C74l 





-2.ts70n -4 -76741 
-z.?nren -4.76741 
-2.2n78n -4.7.&7&l 











































































































































































































-1 o.e3843 -1n.9n9e6 
-10.98129 -11.05272 
-11.12415 -11.17558 
-11.267fll -1 I .33e43 
-11.40966 -11.48129 
-11.55272 -11.62415 
















































REF. CHORD C P\rEPPGE Tc\UE AREd REFERENCE AREA p/7 REF. PR TRUE Pt? MACH NUMBER 
2.nnnnn 3.95039 162.3n996 16n.nnnnn 20.56352 ln.55n91 in.40075 .75nnn 
41 = i.nnnon 
47 = i.nnnnn 






























CL DEVELOPED ON THIS PL ANFORM= .I54441 
CM DEVELOPED CN TWIS /‘1ANFDRM= .50243a 
















CL DEVELOPEC ON THIS PLANFORM= .145462 
CM DEVELOPER CN THIS PLANFORM= -.471198 
I CL DESIGN = .3nnnno CL COMPUTED= .299904 CM COMPUTED= .312E-01. co v= .002241 
LOCAL ELEVATTpN DATA 
Y= -20.3397 v/p/2= -.9901 CH’OP~= .0938 
SL@PES.OZ/DX*AT SLOPE PC1NTS.FROt.i FFi@NT T@ REAR 
. 1996 .I496 .I169 . 0918 .0704 .f!511 .n328 .0147-.0039-.0239-.0466-.075]-.1177-.?332 
CORQESPONOING X/C LOCATIGNS Fr7OM FRONT TO REAR 






























































































































































































































































Y= -in.n679 y/n/2= - .9769 CHCRD= 1.5688 
Sl~OP~S.DZ/Dr.AT SLOPE FClhT<.FofltJ FPflNT Tr) r;EPD 
. 1936 .0976 .0619 .0049-.0208-.0397-.@S49-.n8n7-.n939-.1n93-.13n~-.1647-.24~9 
CnP!-JFSPflt*:PThF X/C Ll-CfiTJIlNq FDfl@’ CfiCNT TO DEbP 































































































































lh’ Y-2 PLAhrF= -2.337lDEW’EES 















































































































Y= -19.1528 Y/P/z= -.9323 CHORD= 2.nonn 
SL~PES.DZ/DY.AT SLOPE PCIWTS.FWF( FPPNT TO REAR 
.c353 .0753 .01&S .nl33 .cI-J@~ .nC43 .nn’J2-.~03g-.0078-.n120-.0’166-.0224-.”313-.0576 
CORRESPCtdDlMC X/C LOCUTIONS FRCM FRONT Tf! AEPfi 
. n536 .125n . 1964 .2679 .3393 .4107 .4821 .553b .625n .696* .7679 .i3393 .9107 .9821 































































































































































































































































Y= -17.4583 y/p/2= -.8A98 CM(I~D= 2.nnon 
SLOPESeCZ/DXvAT SLnPE POIKTSeFPW FPflF!T TO CEAF 
.n4n4 .n295 .n225 .nl7n .n122 .nn79 .0037-.nnn5-.nn5n-.009~-.0~55-.n227-.~338~.n644 
CCRPF+PVhOING X/C LC?CITlPNS FPnM FRONT Tfl REAR 
.I’536 .1250 .I964 .2679 .X393 .4107’.4821 .5536 .6250 .$966 -7679 .8393 .9107 -9821 






























































































































































































































































Y= -15.7638 y/p/2= -.7673 rHCPl?= 2.nnnn 
s[DFE&DZ/Cx,bT SLflPE PClNTS.FPOM FE)IIKT TO REAR 
L. .- . .032n .r241 .“179 .c125 .nn76 .nn29-.“n19-.nn69-.n124-.n186-.o27n-.n395-.n74n 
CCF;FESPnrli?TNlj X/c LCcATlChq FPflM FFflWT Tn REAP 
.*5-b .i.sn .I964 .7c679 .3393 .41”7 .4821 .5536 .625” .6964 .7679 .0393 .9l”7 .9821 




























































































































































































































































Y- -1q.ne93 y/p/z= -.68&9 croFD= 2.nnnn 
SLnPES.DZ/Dx,AT SLnPE POI~TS,FFIP~J FfnhT T(! DFAF 
.0477 .0342 .n2S4 .“I35 .n125 .nn71 .nol9-.nn34-.no89-.n15o-.n22~-.n3ii-.”~46-.n829 
CCPFESi’MDlhG X/C LOCbTIOFlS F-POP FF)OhT TO RF,I!= 
.OS36 .125D .1964 .2b?y .3393 .4107 .4811 .5536 .625” .6964 .7679 .B393 .9107 .9821 
CYORD AWGLE: OF ATTACK TN %-2 PLPNE- -.llnJDEGREES 
L’ICAL ELEVAT IUY 
























































































































































































































































l 0506 .036n .C264 








































Y= -12.3748 Y/P/2= -.6024 CHT)RD= 2.nnnn 
SLOPES*DZ/CYsAT SLOPE POINTS.FRON FRONT TO REPR 
.0189 .0125 .nn66 .OOn9-.On48-.nlO8-.cl74-.n25n~~~347-,0*96~ . 0908 
CORRESPnNDING x/C LOCATIONS FROM FRONT TO REAR 
.2679 .3393 .410’ .4621 .5536 .6250 .6964 .7679 ,839~ .911-~7 -9821 




















































































































































































































.0531 .0374 .0272 











































Y= -1 0.6803 Y/P/z= -.5199 CHORD= 2. nnm 
SLOPES,DZ/OU,AT SLOPE POlNTS.FRCM FRCNT T* REbR 
. 0192 .0123 .0~6O-.nnno-.nn6i-.nlz5-.nl95-.n27~-.~3~n-.n536-.0977 
CCRRESPOIIDTNG Y/C LCCPTIrNS FWkl FRf’NT TO REAR 
.2679 .3393 .4107 .4821 .5536 .6250 .b964 -7679 .8X33 .9107 .9821 
CHORD ANGL.E OF ATTACK TN x-2 FLAW= - .25320EGREES 
Z/C 



















































































































































































































Y- -3.9050 Y/P/z= -.4374 CHORD= 2.nnnn 
SLOPES.OZ/DU.AT SLOPE PflINTS,FDtW FPONT TO FF4P 
. 0551 .(I385 .0277 .I?193 .0121 .0054-.0~1~-.0n74-.0141-.OE14-.~3~9-.C4n~-.n~76-.1n3e 
CORRESPCNDTNC Y/C LOCATICNS FFXH FPllNT TO REAR 
.0536 .1250 .1964 .7679 .3393 .4107 .4%21 .5536 .6250 .6964 .7679 .a393 .91’?7 .9821 






























































































































































































































































Y= -7.?917 Y/p/?= e.3549 tYPCCC= z.nnnn 
SLOPES.OZ/DY~PT SLnPE FI?~NTs.FRO)~ FRnNT TO REAR 
-0565 -0392 .C26o .ol92 .0116 .oo46-.nn2o-.oo~7-.0157-.n233-.n322-,nL36-.n61~-.1092 
CWiRESPCFIDI’.lG r/C LDCATl@h’S FAl?P FPCINT Tn EEbH 
-0536 01250 .I964 .2679 .a393 .4107 ,4821 -5536 .625n -6964 -7679 .8393 .9107 .9821 
































































































































































































































































Y= -5.5968 y/a/2= -.2724 CHCRD= 2.nnnn 
SLOPE5.DZ/DX.PT SLCFE POJ~TS.FROM FROFJT TO PEAR 
.0572 .0383 .0277 .0196 .olOB .003b-.0033-.0102-.0174-.C253-.0345-.0462-.n641-.114n 
COHRESPONDJNG x/C LCCATTONS FGOM FRONT Tn REAR 
.0536 .1250 .I964 .2679 .3393 .4107 .4821 .5536 .625n .696‘ .7679 .8393 .9107 .9821 































































































































































































































































Y= -3.9023 v/n/2= -.I900 CHORD= 2.nnnn 
SLOFESeDZ/Dx-AT StnPE ~OIMTS.FP~W FROYT TO REAR 
.0568 .0365 .Q265 .fll72 .0092 .OOlg-.n(152-.~12Z-.fl196-.n276-.n37n~.n49n~~n~74~~11~~ 
.0536 .I250 .I964 
CORPESPCNDIhlG X/C LOCPTICFIS F&M inni~-Th iiii 





























































































































































































































































Y= -2.2n78 v/n/2= -.1075 CHflPD= 2.nnnn 
+I ~?FFc.PZ/DY~PT Sl.nPE P(!Th’TS.FPPH FQPMT Tn FEPQ 
.n536 .n350 .n228 .nl34 .nns3-.nnzl-.nns2-.~i62-.0317-.n41~-.ns32-.n7l8-.~737 
f-‘lFQF+Pl?hPTI~ y/C I.?CbTlrR5 FWPlv FWnNT Tn QEEF! 































































































































































































































































Y= -.sen3 y/p/2= -.n331 CHOP!)= z.nonn 
SL~PES.DZ/DY.~T SLf!pE pnThTS.FPrM Fpnh’T TO pE4F 
.0396 .nZnl .n~75-.0023-.~~05-.017~-.0246-.r~3~~-.0378-.045n-.~534-.fl644-.~e19-.1331 
CPPPESP~hrThG X/C Lf-CbTTCb’S FpFM FPCNT Tn pEPp 































































































































































































































































Y= -2Q.3397 v/n/2= -.99nl CIiCRD= .8938 
SL~FES.,‘,~/DX.AT SLOPE PCIVTS.FI?nM FRONT T@ REbR 
.2050 -155~ -1~29 .ny62 -0774 .n587 .n412 .n23Y .nn6l-.n130-.n349-.n62C-.10ac-.2194 ,-~Et?F’T,=‘,3~lP~hF x:/C LPCATICMS FPcIIl FDChT Tr) PFhn 
.1)536 .125n .196‘ .2679 .3393 .4107 .4821 .5536 .6250 .6964 .7679 .P393 .@107 .9821 





























































































































































































































































Y= -2n.n4rs Y/R/%= -.9'69 CiJCPC= 1.5668 
SLnP~+eDZ/DY,PT SLOPE pOIFTq.FRn*J FPPFIT TC QE~Q 
.238fj . ‘3’6 -n7-“5 .'!36@ ."~'9-.~~39-.~~15-.~667-.n607-.~60'-.074~-.~~~~~~~n~~~~,~~~~~~~g' 
C’-“‘FESro:PTbG X/C LCCPTIIlFlS FanM Fp(~bqT TD p~fip 
.n536 .125n .I966 •2~~9 .3393 ~4107 -4821 .5536 .6250 .6Y64 .7b79 -8393 .g)n’ *ye21 




















































































































































































1 .n589 -.0618 
























































Y= -1g.152e Y/R/?= -.9323 cwpn- 2.nnnO 
<I GFF=.ll7/Pr.P1 SLOPE F@IFJTS.FQnP FpflCT Tn REPS? 
-.nn34-,0121-.0176-.n~~7-.n249-.n276~~0299~~n320~~0342~~0~~7~~n400~,04~7~~~~~7~~0769 
COPPFSPCt.‘l?ThF X/C LCCATIOP~S FaPh FPONT TO r;EAR 
. 0536 .I250 .I966 .267g .33g3 .4ln7 .4821 -5.536 .625n .6964 .7679 .83g3 .y]n7 *ye21 
rrcIW bt’cLF OF PTTPCF Tk Y-2 FLPEF= -1 .‘Bl8DFGREES 





























































































































































































































































Y= -17.4583 y/n/z= -.a*98 ClJl?QP= 2.nnnn 
SI C!PE~.0Z/DX,AT SLnPE PCIETS.FPP?! FR0FIT Tn nFAW 
.fl138 . Pn38-.I?n28-.fl078-. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
C0P~FSPQt’ClhF X/T: L~‘CATJCIMS FPftt! FPONT TO REAR 
. 0536 .125n .1964 .2679 .3393 .41P7 .482.1 .5536 .6250 -6964 .7679 -8393 .9107 .9621 














































































































































































































































Y= -15.7638 y/r./2= -.7673 CHOPT\= 2.annn 
. r536 .125” .1964 .2679 .3393 .41n7 .4821 .5536 .6250 .6y64 ,767Q .a393 .9107 .p821 



























































































































































































































































Y= -14.0693 v/p/z= -.6069 l-HnFD= z.nnn0 
sLOPES,DZ/D~.AT SLOFE POIFITS.FRW FFWFIT TO FRAU 
.0?66 .0137 .0053-.0012-.0~69-.~12@-.n17~-.~219-.~269-.~325-.n3~9-.n471-.~597-.~~4Q 
C~PPE5P~trlht x/C LCCATIONS FcIIF( FRWT TO REAR 
. 0536 .125n .1964 .2679 .3393 .4107 .4821 .5536 .625r! .6964 ,767v .0393 .9107 .982L 






























































































































































































































































Y= -12.37~8 Y/F/Z= -.6n24 CHCRD= z.nnnn 
SLC~E~.CZ/CX.~T SLOPE POJNTS.!=ROM FRONT T” 4EbR 
. 0314 .p17n ,nne3 ,no~1-.~~5~-.n~og-.oi6n-.n213-.n269-.O329-.n3Q9-.~4~Q-.O~27-~~n1~ 
~,-,~,qEs,=‘nNpThG 7/C I.OCATTCMS FRCM FRONT TC EElrR 































































































































































































































































Y= -ln.681?3 y/11/2= -.5199 cw-lnq= 2.onnn 
SLClPES.nZ/DY.AT SI..nFE PClNTc,FFc@fi FpC!F:T Tf-’ REAR 

































































































































































































































































.n394 .n236 .nl33 










































Y= -0.9058 y/a/t= -.4376 crnug= 2.nnnn 
SLnpEs.Dz/oY.bT sLnPE PCIKTS.FRW FPONT Tn PEbR 
.nn52-.nol7-.onei-.o141-.~2~2-.n265-.n33~-.n6~3-.n5~5-.n67~-.~1~6 
C0”PESPClNDWG W/C LCCdTIf’hlS FROM FPtlt!T T0 REAQ 
,2679 .3393 .41n7 .48zl .5536 .6250 .6964 .7679 .8393 .9107 .9621 


















































































































































































































Y= -7.2913 Y/H/E= -.x369 CtJOPD= 2.nnnn 
SLCFESIOZ/O~.AT SLOPE PI?I~TS,FPPM FDT:VT TC! REIq 
.nqtC .ni63 .n15S .~~7~-.~nr2~.nn66-.013l-.nlg4-.n26n-.n332-.nAl~-.n~~2-.n68~-.~~4~ 
CflRnESP~rlDTNG Y/c LrCATll?h’< FEnH FPONT TC: REPR 































































































































































































































































Y= -5.5968 Y/P/z= -.2724 CFCDD= 2.nnnn 
SLPPEs.DZ/Cx,AT ~LOPF PPTLT<rFFPV FPnF’T TO FFPD 
.n45p l n289 l n177 ,pPgn ,““15-.““53-.n11p-.“l~4-.“252-.“326-.n413-.~523-~~6p~-~~~65 
CQRRES~CUOT~G u/C LCICPTTPFIS FRf’N FPn’JT Tn PEAR 




























































































































































































































































Y= -3.9n23 Y/P/2= -.19nn CHORD= z.nonn 
cI.~PFs.Dz/Rx.ET SLOPE PflINT5,FRfJN FPi-ihlT TfI i?EbF: 
.a&91 .0316 .0202 .n113 .nn36-.nn34-.n101-.nl66-.n237-.n3~4~.~4n2~~05~6~~n6gn~.~l75 
t-fiDQF+Pf’bnlFF X/c Ll-CATTPb!r. FPFI., F”r-,NT Tc F;EbFi 
.0536 .125n .I966 .2!79 .3X93 .4107 .4821 .5536 .6250 .6964 .7679 .8393 .vlO7 .9821 
rwnPr CNGLL OF ATTPCK 10 r-2 PLANE= -.8419DEGREES 





























































































































































































































































Y= -2.2p70 v/p/z= -.ln75 CPCRD= 2.nnnn 
SLP~E+.CZ/CU.AT SLnPF_ PrlLfTS.FPnM FDfWT Tn M8R 
. 0532 . n355 .0240 .nI5r! .nn73 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
rnP!-~FcPctPThc X/C LCCOTIc!rlc. Fort’ FPPVT TC REAR 
.r536 .1250 .lVLlb .2679 .3393 .‘107 .&821 .553b .625n .4344 .7679 .8393..9107 .9821 


























































































































































































































































. n632 . n465 .r36fl 








































v= -.6&“13 v/p/2= -.n331 CPPRD= 2.nnnn 
SI.~PFS.DZ/DX,I’T SLOPE PC:llrlTs,FnCY Faf’NT To REAR 
. n2ijn .n212 .nl48 .nng6 .nczl-.nF48-.n12b-.n2]g-.n34n-.n525-.1031 
C~RQ~SPt?lJlJTNr, u/C LOCPTll?F!S Ffir?p.l FDllhlT TO REPR 
.2679 .3373 .4107 .4821 .5536 .625” .6964 .7679 .8393 .91”7 .982l 



















































































































































































































COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
95 
This program has been written in FORTRAN IV language for the CDC 
Cyber 173 computer system with NOS 1.3 operating system. The program 
is briefly described in Appendix A of this report, Minor modifications 
to the program may be necessary to achieve successful execution on other 
computers, as discussed in Appendix A. The following table is an index 





















































This program is stored under user number 496125E on the NASA/LaRC 
computer system, with program GEOMTRY stored in permanent file WDES, and 
all other programs and subroutines stored in permanent WDEM. An example 
of the necessary control cards for execution of this program appears on the 
following page. 
96 
EXAMPLE OF CONTROL CARDS FOR EXECUTION OF CURRENT 

















































PROGPAM GF~PTRY fXF’~IIT.~lITPI’T,TAPFS=INPIIT.TPPFh=OII~PIIT.TAPE7S,TIPF 
15i-l) 
PIWFP’SIllN XPFF(25). YPFF(75). SPpf25)q P(25). RSAP(25). X(25). Yf 
1251 l RnTSVf2). CA(Z). VPOF’nfSIle SPY(50.2). KFX(2). TYLf~t-I.2)r rYT 
2f5n12) . 
nl~sFN2lnFI LSFG(l0). 7fin), YJ(10). PJ(10) 
DIWENCION PCTX (50). PCT7 (50) 
DIluENsION h’TDTf3). MRRK(71. TnT(2). RRK(2). <FGG(In) 
COMMnM /ALL/ POT.V.~FTA,PTEST,OTFSTITPLSC~(SO) ,0(4nn) .PN(bnO) ,PVf 
1400) ,s(bno) ,PSl(400) .PHr (5n1 .7Hf50)1Nssw 
COWWON /MAINfIr’F/ ICPDFOF.TnTAL,AAN(2) ,X5(?) tyC(2) .KFCTS(7).XPEG(P 
15*7) rYPEG(7C.7) .APFG(25.?) .nIk+(zs.?) .~cn(75*7) ,Xx(75.7) rYY(PSr7) *A 
25(26.71 rTTW~(7=.7)~~‘C~(75.71 rAN(7),77f?5,7) rTFLAG 
COWON /ONFTlJPF/ TWIST(~) .CPEF,SREFtCAVE.CLI)FSrSTtJUF.ARrARTPllE.RT 
lCPvT(7) .CONFTF,NSSVSV(Z) .rSV(7) .KRDT,PLA~.IpLAN.MACH,SC~WAfSn) 
COPF’ON /CCRPPl’/ C~OPD(~~).XTE(S~),~PIT,T~PAN.TSP~~~A 
REIL WACH 
RFWINO 50 
THIS PPCFPAF’ TS A SLIGHT PFVISION OF THE GFnwFTRY PROMAM 
DFSCPrPED 1~’ NASA TN D-Bngn. RY JOHN E. LAMAR 
PPCIGRAM CIRCUL? CI-INT~IN!: THF TPEFFTP PLANF OPTlMI7ATION 
USING THE 2-n PDVANCFD PA~FL THEORY OF NASA CP-3154, RY 
JOHN !I. YUHL)rPF’. FUPTHEP aFFFAENCFS AND A ~FSCRIPTTDN 
OF THF THFOPY bPF GTVEN A!: C@Mh’ENTS IN PROGRAM CIPCIJLZ. 
PROGQAlr 7ncnFTM FnLLnWS THF YFAN CACPER INTEGPATIDN Pp)n- 
GPAW OF TN D-PO90 
PART ONE - FFOMETRY COMPIJTPTION 
SFCTIOL’ ONF - Ih’PUT OF REFFRENCF WING PDSTTION 
TCOPFnF = 0 
TOTAL = 0. 
PTEFT = 0. 
OTFST = 0. 
TWYSTll) = 0. 
TWIST(Z) = 0, 
IF (TnT6L.EO.n.) RTCt’HTfl)=PTcDHT(2)=0. 





















































PPOGRAY GFOHTRY 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+485 R1/01/27. 13.35.39 PAGE 2 
AZY = 1.E l 13 
PITTT = 4. l ATAN(1.1 
PIT = PITTT / 2. 
RAC = 180. / PITTT 
IF (TOTAL .GT. t-1.1 GO Tn 70 
RTCDHT(l1 = 0. 
RTCDl'T(21 = RTcl3HTfl) 
1 
i 
C SFT PLAN EQUAL TO 1. FOR A UJNR ALONE COMPUTAION - FVFN Fop A 
C VARIARLE SUFEP WING 
C SET PLAN FQuAL Tn 2. FOR A kING - TAIL COMRINATION 
k SET TOTAL EQUAL TO THF NllluRER OF SFTS 
C OF GPnuP TWO I-JATA PROVIDFC 
C 
READ (5,lOPn) PLAN,TOTAL.CPFF,SREFIXPREF 
IF (ECIF(S)l 9Pn.10 
IO IPLAN q PLAN 
C 
I- SFT APN(IT) Et?l!AL TO THF f'AXIWls NIWRFR OF CIIP\IES PFOUIREll TO 
C @F.FlF,F THE PLAKFflPlu PEplrFTFR OF THF (IT1 PIANFORH. 
C 
C SET RTCnHT(ITl ~13i1At Tn THF pnnT ckmpn HFIGHT nF THE LIFTING 
C SUPFACF (IT).wHnTF PFPIt'FTFP POIWTS APF PEIb'G PEAll IN, UITH 
C PFCPFCT TO THF WING POOT CHOPn I'FIGHT 
C 
WPITF (6,lOht-I) 
00 60 IT q l,IPl.sN 
PFAI? I~rlOlIl) A4~~IT).XSfTTlrYS~IT)rRTCn~T(IT) 
N q AAN 
h' 1 =h!+l 
YAK = n 
IF (IPLAN .FO. 1) PPTCON = 1OH 
IF (IPI.AN .Fn. 2 .Ab'n. IT .FC. 1) PRTCOW = 1nH FlRTT 
IF (IPl.4N .Fn. 2 .AMn. IT .Eb. 2) PRTCON = 1nH ?FCnNn 
UGITF fh.107I-l) PpTC~~~.M.pTCn~T(IT).XS(IT),Y~(IT) 
WRITF (fi,119fl) 
no En T q l,tdl 
FFPr (Ei*lnPFb YPFG~l.ITI.YpFG~I,IT~~~IH~I,lT~~A~C~ 





















































PROGPAY C;FIlFtTPY 74/74 PPT=l ?TATTC FTN 4.7+445 R1/01/77. 11,3r;.30 PPGE 3 
~~CD(T.ITl = Alucn 
IF (I ,EIZ. 1) co Tn 50 
IF (vnK .NF. n .~a. tdcn(I - lrIT) .NF. 2) Gn Tn zn 
b'AK = I - l 
2n IF (aps(YREG(I - 1tlT) - YRFG(I+IT)) *LT. YTDL) GO TO 30 
APFR(I - 1qIT) = (XRF.G(T - l.IT) - XRFG(I.TT)) / (YQFG(I 
1 YREGfT.TT)) 
ASLJP =mATANiA~~~(I - l.IT)) * RAD - 





















YRFC(lrIT1 q YPFT-(I - ItIT 
ARFr,(I - l.lT) = 47~ 
ASYP = 90. 
J=I-1 
~JFITF PLPNFnDCl PERIvFTER PnIhTS ANn ANGLFF 
I.IT) - 
WRITF (hrllho) J,YRF~(J.IT)~YREG(J,IT)~ASWP.!lT~(J,TT).b'CD(J~IT) 
DIH(J.TTl. = TAh'(DIH(J.171 / RAD) 
CONTINIIF 
KFTTS(IT) = PAK 
UPITF (6.1160) N~,XPEG(NI,IT)*YREG(N~~IT~ 
CONTINllF 
PART 1 - SFCTIDN 2 
DFAD GROIIP ? DATA ANI'I cOCPIITF DESIPEP WING PnsTTION 
SF1 SA(l)tSA(?) FOURI TO Tt'E SWFEP ANGLFIIN DFGPFFSr FI-IR THF FIPqT 
ClJPVF(S) THAT CAN CHANAF SWEEP FOR EACH PLANFORM 
PFAD (5r1150) CONFIG,SCWIVTCIMACHICLDES~S~(~),~A(?) 
WRITF (hr109n) CnNFIG 
IF (EnF(51) 9Rn,PO 
IF (PTFST .NF. n. .AN~. OTFST .NE. 0.) 60 Tn inn0 
IF (SCIJ .EO. 0.) GD Tn Ion 
Do 90 I = l.sn 
TPLSCw(I) = SCM 
GO TO lln 
RFAD (CI.lOAfI) 571 









































READ (P,lORfl) (TRLSCW(Il.TRLScW(I + l).TPLsCY(T l ?l.TF'LScW(I l 3) A 126 









PhnGFAb’ T-FP1’Tf.Y 74/74 OPT=] ZTATTC FTF! 4,7+hR’, ei/n1/77. 13.m.39 
lrTRLSCw(1 + 4l,TRLSrw(I + 5).TRLSCW(I + h).TpL~Cw(I + 7191 = 1rUcT A 1~7 
Tb.RI 
ii0 En i6n IT = l.JpLAN 
N = AAN 
Vl=N+l 
DO 12n I = l.N 
XPFF(I) q XRFPfT.IT) 
YREFfI) = YRFG(I,ITI 
A(11 = A9FGf1.7~) 
WAR(l) = ATAP(A(l)) 
IF (A(T) .Ef-J. A7v) azAp = PIT 
120 CONTINltF 
XREF(Nll = XRFG(NlrIT) 
YPFF(Nl1 = YpF(:(NlrIT) 
IF (KFCTSIIT) .GT. n) Gn Tn 130 
K = 1' 
SAtIT) = RSAR(1) * PAD 
GO TO 140 
130 K = KFCTf(IT1 
140 WRITE (h,ll?O) K.SA(TT),IT 
SP = SA(IT1 / PAD 
IF (ARStSR - PSAPfK)) .cT. f.1 / R4D11 c-0 TO 170 
C RFFFPFNCF: pLAKFT)DtI CnnpPTNATES ARE: SlOPED ~IP'CHANGE~I Fop WING!: 
C WITHOUT Cl'ANr;F IN ~uFEP 
Do ihn 1 = 1.h' 
X(11 = xREF(I) 
Y(I) = YREFtI) 
IF (RSAR~I) .FfJ. pITI GO TO isn 
A(11 = TAN(PSAP(I)) 
GO TO 160 
Isn A(11 = A7.Y 
160 SARtI) = RSApfT) 
X(Nll = XPFF(N1) 
Y(N11 = YPEF(N1) 
GO TO 340 
C 
C CHANGFS IN WIF'I: sWEEP.APF MADE HEPF 
C 
170 IF (MCn(K*IT) ,NE. 7) GO TO 990 
KA=K-1 
DO 180 I = 1rKA 





















































PPOGRAf.' GFnPTPY 74/74 nPT=l STATIC FTN 4.7+485 R1/01/?7. 13.75.39 PAGF 5 
Y(I) = YREF(1) A 164 
1Rn sAR(1) = RSAP(I) b i7n 
C DFTFPVTNE LFAnlwG EDGF TNTFRSECTInN PFTWFFN FTXFD AND \rAP14PLF A 171 
C SWEEP WTNR SFCTTPN? 4. 172 
SAR(K) = SP A 177 
A(K) = TAN(SP) A 174 
SAT = ?P - PSAP(K1 A 175 
X(K + 1) = XS(TT) l (XQFF(K + 1) - xS(IT)) * CnS(cAIl + (YREF(K + b 176 
11) - vs(IT)) * STN(qAI) A 177 
Y(K + 11 = YS(lT) + (YPFF(K + 1) - Yap * rns(qAI) - (xDFF(K + A 17R 
11) - xs(ITl) * <lN(ZAI) A 179 
IF (APS(SR - =AR(K - 11) .LT. (.l 1 nA@)) GP To 19n A 1An 
Y(K) = x(K + 1) - X(K - 1) - A(K) * Y(K l 11 + A(K - 1) * Y(K - 1) b 141 
Y(K) q Y(K) / (4(K - 1) - A(K)) A 1~7 
X(K) = P(K) * X(K - 1) - A(K - 1) * XIK + 1) + 4(Y - 1) * A(K) * ( A IA? 
lY(K + 1) - Y(K - 1)) b If!4 
X(K) = )((K, / (A(K) - A(K - 1)) A lR5 
GO TO 700 A 186 
C ELIMIWATF FXTRAIIEOI~S PRFAKPOINTS A lA7 
19n x(K) = XREF(K - 1) A IRA 
Y(K) = YREF(K - 1) A lR9 
SAR(K) = SAR(K - 1) A 1Qn 
PO0 -K = K + 1 b 191 
C SYEFP TYF PRFAKP~INT~ nN THF VAPIAPLE SWEFP PANFL 4 107 
C (IT ALSO KFFPs Sb'FFP bNrilFS IR FIRST DP FOIIPTH OUADRANTS) A 19.7 
210 K = K + 1 A 194 
SAR(K - 1) = SAT + ASAP(K - 1) A 195 
220 IF (SAP(K - 1) .LE. PIT) 60 TO 230 A 196 
SAP(K - 1) = SAR(K - 1) - 3.14159?7 A 197 
GO TO 270 b 19R 
'230 IF (SAW(K - 1) .r,E. ( - PIT)) GO TO P40 A 199 
SAP(K - 1) = SAP(K - 1) + 3.1415927 d 7nn 
GO TO 230 A 7ni 
340 IF ((SPn(K - 1)) .LT. .O) GO TO 750 A 202 
IF (SAP(K - 1) - PIT) 2pn,2hOe2h0 A 303 
750 IF (SAP(K - lb l PYT) 270,27nr2Ro A 204 
760 Aof - 1) = A7Y n m5 
GO TO 790 A 206 
27n A(K - 1) = -AMY d 207 
GO TO 290 A ZbA 
2Pn A(K - 1) = TAM(SAR(K - 1)) A 209 









PROGRAM GEOMTRY (Continued) 
PPOGRAY GFOMTPY 74174 tlPT=l STATIC FTN 4.7*4RS Rl/n1/77. 13.-6.39 PAGF 6 
IF (KK .Eo. 11 lin TO 300 
Y(K) = YS(IT) + (YRFF(K) - YStITI) * COS(SAIl - IXRFFfK) - XSfITl) 
1 + SIN(SAI) 
X(K) = XSfIT) + lXRFF(Io - XS(IT)) * COS(sA1) l IyPFFfK) - YSfIT)) 
1 * SW(SAIB 
GO TO 710 
C DFTF.RCIIh'F THF TPIILIh!t FDGF INTERSFCTION 
C PETIJEEN FTXFD AND VAPIARLE SWEEP VIM SECTIONS 
300 IF (ARS(PSAR(K) - SAPIK - 1)) .LT. (.I / DAP)) GO TO 710 
Y(K) = XREFfK + 1) - X(K - 11 - A(K) l YPFF(K + 1) l AfK - 1) l Yf 
1K - 1) 
Y(K) = Yo(l / (P(K - 1) - A(K)) 
X(K) = A(K) w X(K - 11 - A(K - 1) * XPEFfK l 1) + A(K - 11 * A(K) 












X(K) = XIK) / (A(K) - AfK - 1)) 
GO TO 320 
x ICI = XREF(K + 1) 
Y(K) q YREFIK + 1) 
K=K+~ 
STORE pEFERECiCF PLAF!FOPb' COORDINATES ON INF10ApD FIrFD TRAILING 
EDGE 
00 330 I = K,Nl 
X(I) = xREF(I) 
Y(I) = YREFfI) 
SARfI - 1) = PSARfI - 1) 
00 350 I = 1.w 
XXfIvIT) = X(I) 
YYfI*IT) = YII) 
MYCD(I,IT) =~PiDlIrIT) 
TTWD(T*IT) = OIH(ItlT) 
ASfI,IT) = A(I) 
XXfNlrIT) = X(N1) 
YYfNlqIT) = Y(Nl) 
ANfIT) = AANfIT) 
CONTINUE 
LINE UP RDFPKP~IINT~ AW-WG PLANFORb'S 
ROTSV(1) = 0. 
POT5V(?) = 0. 
URITF (htllR0) 



















































PROGRAM GEOMTRY (Continued) 
PPOGP/\W T-FPMTRY 74/74 CPT-1 <TATlr FTN 4,7+4R5 Rl/01/77. 13.75.30 PAR!? 7 
NIT = CNfIT) + 1 
00 42n ITT = 1.1~l.A~ 
IF (ITT .Ef-J. IT) GO TO 470 
NITT = AIr’fITT) + 1 
Dll 410 I = l.WITT 
JPSV = 0 
'30 370 JP = leNIT 
IF (YY (JP,IT) .Fn. YY(I*ITT)l GO TO 410 
37Il CONTINIIF 
DO 3Rt-I JP = 1rNIT 
IF (YY(JP,IT) .LT. YYfIeITT)) GO TO 390 
-4AO CONTIF!lJE 
GO TO 410 
390 IF (JP .FO. 1) c,n TO 410 
JPSV = JP 
IN0 = NIT - (JPSV - 1) 
DO 4Oll JP = 1,Ihtn 
K2 = NIT - JP 4 7 
Kl = NIT - JP l 1 
XX(KE.IT) = Y.X(KI*IT) 
YY(K2,IT) = YY(KI.IT) 
kWCD(Ki!tIT) = YPrCDtKl *IT) 
. AS(K2rIT) = AS(Kl.IT) 
400 TTUD(K?rIT) = TTWD(KlrITl 
YY (JPSVt IT) = YY (IvITT) 
ASfJPSveIT) = ASfJPSV - 1rIT) 
TTWD(JPSVIIT) = TTWn(JPSV - ItIT) 
XXtJPSVoIT) = (YY(JPS’J.IT) - YYtJPSV 
lXX(JPSV - l.IT) 
CCCD(JPSVIIT) = WCD(JP?V - l.IT) 
ANfIT) = ANtIT) l 1. 
NIT = NIT + 1 
41 o CONTINIJE 
420 CONTINIJE 
C 
1rIT)) Q AS(JPSv - l.Ii) + 
C SEOIJENCE WING CfW?DINATFS FPOM TIP TO ROOT 
C 
Nl = ANfIT) + 1. 
DO 430 I = lrN1 
430 Q(I) = YY(I.11) 
DO 470 J = 1,F’l 











































PROGRAM GEOMTRY (Continued) 


























Do 44n I q l.h'i 
IF ((O(I) - HIGH) .GF. 0.1 GO TO 440 
HIGH = O(I) 
IH = I 
COtJTINUE 
IF (J .NE. 11 FO TO 450 
AOTSV(IT~ = HIC-w 
KFX(IT) = IH 
O(IHl = 1. 
SPY(J,ITl * HIC-l-l 
IF (IH .GT. KFXIITl) GO TO 460 
IYL(J.ITl = 1 
IYTfJtITl = n 
GO TO 470 
IYL(JIITl = n 
1YffJ11Tl q 1 
CONTINUF 
CONTINtlE 
FTN 4.7+4R5 Rl/lll/77. 13.35.39 PAGF R 
SELFCT MAXIMIlk' R/2 A5 THF WING SEMISPAN. IF ROTH FIRcT ANT, 
SFCONll PLANFOPYS HAVF SAMF SFCISPAN THFN THF SFCONO PLANFORM IS 
TAKEN TO RE Tt'E WING. 
KPOT = i 
IF (ROTSVfl) .GF. COTSV(7')) KROT = 7 
BOT = ROTSV(KROT) 
COMPUTF NOluINPL HORSESHOE VORTEX WItiTH ALONG MING SIJWFACE 
TSPAN = 0 
ISAVE = KFX(KROT) - 1 
I = KFX(KROT1 - 7 
IF (I .EO. 0) GO TO 500 
IF (TTWO(IIKROT~ .Fn. TTWO(ISAVE+KnOTll GO TO 510 
CTWO = COS(ATPN(TTWO(ISAVF,KPOT))) 
TLGTH = (YY(ISAVF l IrKROT 7 YY(1 l ltKBOT1) / CTWI' 
TSPAN = TSPAN . TLGTM 
IF (I .EQ. 01 GO TO 520 
ISAVF: = I 
I = I-l 
GO TO 490 



















































PROGRAM GEOMTRY (Continued) 
PFWRbl' GFOt'TRY 74/74 CPT=l STATIC FTN 6.7+4R5 Rl/nl/77. 13.35.39 PAFF 9 
VSTOL q VI / 3 
C 
TSPANA = 0. 
KPIT = 2 
IF (IPLAN .FC. 1) GO TO 5hIl 
IF (KPOT .En. 7) KRIT = I 
ISAVEA = KFX(KPIT) - 1 
IP = KFX(K@ITl - 7 
s3n IF (Ib .m. 0) Gn TO 54n -~ 
IF ITTwD(IA~KPIT~ .m. TTWD(ISA~~EA.KRITll Gn Tfl 5sn 
540 CTU@A = COS(ATbN(TTW~(ISAVEArKRITll1 
TLGTHA = (YY(lSAvEA + 1,KPITl - Yy(IA l 1rKRJT)l / CTUDA 
TSPANb q TqPANA + TLGTHA 
IF (IA .Eo. 01 Gn To 560 
ISAVFA = IA 
550 IA = IA - 1 
GO TO 43n 
560 coN;Ihw~ 
C ELIHINATF PLANFORM RREAKPOIkTS WHICI' APE: WITHIN (R/?)/Pnnn WITS 
C LATERALLY 
C 
DO 5130 IT = lr1~LbN 
N = AN(IT1 
Nl = N + 1 
DO 5PO J = 1eN 
AA = APS(SPY(J,ITl - SPY(J + 1rIT)) 
IF (AA .EQ. 0. .DR. AA .fiT. PRS(TSPAN / 7000.1) GO TO 5PO 
IF (AA .GT. YTOI.) UPITE (6,171nl SPY(J l lrrTl~spv(JIITl 
Do 570 I = l.Nl 
IF (YY(T*IT) .NF. SPY(J + IrIT)l GO TO 57n 
YY (IeIT) = SPY (J.IT) 
570 CONTINUE 
SPY(J + 1,IT) = SPYtJrIT) 
580 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPIJTF: 2 COnpDlNATFS 
C 
Cn 620 IT = l.IPLAN 
JM = Nl q AN(IT1 l 1. 
DO 59n Ji! = l*Nl 
590 ZZlJZ,Ifl = RTCDHT(IT1 











































PROGRAM GEOMTRY (Continued) 
PPOGRAC RFOMTRY 74174 flPT=l STATIC FTN 4.7+445 R1/01/77. 13.35.39 PAM in 
3RO 
fin0 J7 = J7 l 1 A 379 
IF (J7 .GT. KFXfTT11 GO TO hl0 A 3nn 
7Z(J7,1T1 = 77(J7 - 1eIT1 . (YY(J7rIT1 - YY(J7 - lrlT11 l TTKD(J7 A 3Rl 
I- I.ITl 
GO TO hn0 
385 
390 
610 JK = JU - 1 
IF .( J'fi .EQ. KFXfIT)) RO rn wn 
27(JR.IT1 = 77(Jp' l ltIT1 + (YY(JRrIT1 - YY(JR + 
IIT) 
GO TO hl0 
h7n CONTINUE 
C 














C A 392 
YPTTF (6.1100) A 393 
00 640 IT = l.IPLAF' A 394 
N = AN(IT1 4 395 
Nl =N*l A 396 
IF (IT .FQ. 21 WRITE (6.17OOl A 397 
DO 63n KK = l*N A 39R 
TOUT = ATAN(TTWD(KK,IT)) * PAD A 399 
AOUT = ATAN(AS(KC~IT11 * PAD A Ann 
IF (AS(KKqIT1 .FO. A7Y1 ADUT q 9n. A 401 
UPITF (6rlIIn) KKrXX(KK,lT)~YY(KK~~T~t27(KK~ll~~A~(~T~T~(~T~~~Co(KK~ A 4n2 
1IT) A 403 
h30 CONTINUE A 404 
WRITF (6.11101 Nl.XX(Nl~IT1~YY(Nl*IT1*77(~1~1T1 A 405 
h4n CONTINIIE b 4n6 
C A 467 
E SFLECT WAKE RPFAKPOINTS FOR USE IN CIPCUL2 A 4na 





AS WAKF RREAKPOINTS 
THIS WFOIIIPFS b SLIGt'T CHAb'GF IN RlHFDRAL 
TtIF INTERSECT1OM POINT f-IN ROTH PLPNFOPRS 
IT = 1 
JKT = 1 
JI = JKT + 1 
YJ(JKT1 q YYOrlf1 
I(JKT1 = ZZ(lrIT1 
PJ(JKT1 = ATAK(TTh'D(l,IT)I Q RAD 
A 410 
A All 


















‘PROGRLt# GFCIF’TRY 74/74 OPT-1 <TATIT: FTN 4.7+4P!i Rl/O1/77, I?.?~.?9 PARF 11 
YJ(J1) = YY(7sTT) 
7(Jl) = 77(2vTT) 
PJ(JI) = ATANfTTVD(7.IT)) l PA0 
N = bN(IT) 
JKT = Jl l 1 
Nl = N - 1 
Y)rINT = 0. 
DO hhn J = 1.K 
h6n YPINT = AMINI (YUlNT.YY (J-IT)) 
00 690 KW = 7.Lll 
If1 = KK + 1 
JM = .JvT - 1 
JV2 = JKT - 3 
K2 = KK + 2 
IF (yY(KK*IT) .FI). YMINT) c-0 TO 7nn 
IF (YY (KlrIT) .FO. YY (KKllT) .AM!. YY (K2.IT) .r.T. YY fKl*IT)) 
1 700 
IF (Yy(Kl.lT) ,GT. YY(KK.lT) .AND. YY(K2rIT) .GT. yy(KlrTT)) 
1 7nn 
TOUT = ATiN(TTYn(KK.TT)) * AA0 
IF (Yy(KKtIT) .NE. YY(Kl.lT)) GO TO h7n 
PJ(JKT - 1) = ATAN(TTWD(Kl.TT)) * RA0 
GO TO h9n 
h7t-I YJ(JKT) = YY(Kl.IT) 
Z (JKT) = 77(KlrlT) 
PJ(JKT) = ATAN(TTW(Kl*IT)) * RA0 
IF (PJ(J#P) .NE. PJ(JM)) GO 10 hRn 
YJ(Jv) = YJ(JKT) 
Z(Jp) = Z(JKT) 
PJ(Jv) = PJ(JKT) 
JKT = JU 
hP0 CONTINIIF: 
JKT = JKT + 1 
h9n CONTINUE 
JKT = JKT + 1 
70n CONTINOE 
;; !I;T.t”i IPLAN) 00 TO 710 
GO TO h50 
710 CDNT INUF 
C 
















Gfl Tn 4 436 
4. 43-I 


























PROGRAM GEOMTRY (Continued) 
PPOGpLt' FFflMTPY 74/74 flpT=l STATIC FTN 4,7+4R5 Al/n1/27. 13.35.19 PAGF l? 
465 
470 
C WITH PnINT AT SAWF y ON PLAkFoRH ONF IF Y VAIlIFS sAVF 
C AND AAS DJFF 7 VALllES,LESS TRAN TOLEPANCE, l'IF7 
C 
IF (IPLAN .FO. 1) Gn TO 730 
DIFY = 1.F - nl 
DIF7 = l.F - n4 
JKTI = JKT - 1 
nD 730 IC = I,JKTl 
YCOlrP = yJ(IC) 
ZCOMP = Z(IC) 












IF ~ARs(YJ~Jc) - YCtlPP) .LT. DIFY .AKD. ARS(7(JCl - 7CnMP) .LT. nI A 474 
IFZ) 7fJc) = 7Cnf"P A 475 
7Pb CONTINIIE A 476 
730 CONTINCIE b 477 
C A 478 
C PART 0Nf - SECTlnN THREE - LPY OllT YAUED HOPSF~HOF VOWTICES A 479 
C A AAn 
STRUF = 0. A AA1 
WSWSV(Il = 0 A AR2 
NSSMSV(2) = 0 A AA3 
wsV(1) = 0 A AR4 
PSV(3) = 0 A 4R5 
DO C2n IT = 1rlp~AN P 4R6 
N1 = ANfIT) + 1. A 4A7 
I=0 A 4AA 
J= 1 P 489 
YIN = ROTSV(I7) A 490 
ILS = KFX(IT) A 491 
ITF = KFX(IT1 4 492 
C DFTFPMINE SPAP'UISE PDPDFPS OF HORSESI'OE VOPTICFS A 493 
7411 IxL q n A 494 
IXT = n A 495 
I=I*l A 496 
CPHI = COS(ATAN(TTWD(ILF,ITl)l A 497 
IF (YIN ,GE. (sPY(J.TT) + v=TnL * cPH1)) f3-1 m 75n d 49P 
C RORDFR IS WITHIN VORTEX 5PACIKG TOLFRANCF (VSTCIL) OF RRFAKPOINT A A99 
c THEREFCIRE IISF THF NEXT RRFIKPOINT INPOAPD FOP THF PnpnFP A 500 
vmRD(I) = YIN A 501 
GO TO 7fw A sn2 
c uSF NOMTNAL VCPTFX zpAcIw TO DFTFwINE THF ptwnm A 5n3 







PROGRAM GEOMTRY (Continued) 










COVPUTF CUPsCPTpTS ILF AM ITF TO IHClICATF ClHTCH 
RREdKPnTNTS CFF ADJACFNT Ak'r! WHETHER THEY APF ON THF ulNG LFAI'Ib'c 
FDGF nw TF(F TWAILIVG FnGF 
IF (J .GE. h~i).nn Tn 770 
IF fSPY(J,IT) .NF. ~PY(J 4 1.1~)) Gn Tn 770 
IXL = TXL l IYl(J*IT) 
IXT q IXT + IYTfJ*IT) 
J=J+l 
GO TO 760 
YIN = qPy(J.1~) 
IXL = TXL l lYL(J,IT) 
IXT = IXT + lYT(J*IT) 
J=J+l 
CONTINUE 
IPHI = ILf - TXL 
IF (J .GE. Nl) TPHI = 1 
YIN = YIN - VT * CD~(ATAN(TTUD~TPHI,ITl~) 
IF (1 .NE. 1) Pn TO 400 
ILE = ILE - IXL 
ITF = ITF + 1x1 
GO To 740 
COMP~JTE COORnIMATES FOR C+mPPWISE ROW OF Hnn~fMOF VnPTTCfc 
YO = (vPoRD(I - 1) l vanmfI)) / 7. 
HW q (vSORD(I) - VROPO(T - 1)) / i'. 
Ilul = I - 1 + N's~WSV(l) 
Zti~I~ll = 27tlLF.IT) l (Yn - YY(ILF*IT)) * TTunlILFrIT) 
PHItIP = TTb'nfILE.TT) 
SSWWA(IM1) = ASfILF,lT) 
XLE = XX(ILF,IT) l AS(ILF.IT) Q (YC' - YY(ILF,IT)) 
XET = XX(ITF.IT) l AS(ITF.lT) * (YQ - YY(ITE,IT)) 
XLOCAL = (XLF - XFT) / TPL?CU(Ib'l) 
COMPIJTF WING ARFA PRtlJECTFD TO Tl'F X - Y PLPlrlF 
STRUF q STbIF + XLOCAL * TPLSCWtIMl) * (HW * 2.1 * 2. 
NSCW = TRLSCY(IHl) 
DO 410 JCU = lrhWW 
AJCW = JCW - 1 
XLEL = XLE - PJCW * xLDCAL 
NTS = JCW l FoS'.'(lb + MTV(2) 
















































PROGRAM GEOMTRY (Continued) 
PFOGPIII, GFOKTPY 74/74 RRf=l STATIC FTN 4.744R5 8l/n1/27. 13.35.39 PAGF 14 
PV(NTS) = XLFL - .75 * YLntAl. 
PSI(NTS1 = I fxLF - PN(NTS)) * AS(ITf.IT1 + (PN~NTF) 









S(NTS1 = PU / CPM1 
O(NTS1 = YO 
CONT INLIF 
t’SV(IT1 = RSV(IT1 + NSCY 
TEST ICI DETERKTNF UHFN VIC’R PORT IS REACRER 
IF (VPORD(T1 .LT. YPFF(l.IT11 RR TR 790 
NSSWSV(IT1 = 1 - 1 
CONTINIIE 
H. = twV(l) + YZV(7) 
COMPUTE ASPECT RATIO ANI’ AVERPRE CHOPD 
PDT = -ROT 
AU o 4. l @OT l ROT / SPFF 
ARTRUF = 4.’ l PDT * ROT / STRUE 
CAVE = STRUF / I?. * RDT1 
PFTA = (1. - H~CW Q YAW) ** .5 
WRITE (6.1240) M 
WRITE (6.1250) (IT,MSV(IT).K’SSWSV(IT1~1T = IrTRLAN) 
IF (sew .NE. 0.1 YRITF (6~12201 SCW 
SCYJK = SCW 
IF (scu .ER. n.1 YRTTE (6.12301 (TPLSCw(I1.1 = l.NsTA1 
b 547 





























APPLY PRPNDTL-GLAUEPT CtlRRFCTION 
Do R3n NV = 1.v 
PSI (NV) = ATbh’(f3I(h1~) / PETP) 
PNlIUV1 = PN(NV1 / PETA 
PV(NV) = PV (NV1 / PEfA 
NSSU = NSSWSV(l1 + hlSSWSV(71 
JN = 0 
DO 850 JSSU = 1,NSSU 
CHORD(JSSU1 = n. 
NSCW = TRLSCU(JS5K1 
on R4n JCCW = I.NSCU 
JN = JN + 1 

















PROGRAM GEOMTRY (Continued) 
PPflGPAW C-FnVTPY 74/74 OPT-1 STATIC FTN 4.7+405 
wn 
Pan CFNTItJlIF 
PSO XTF(JSRKl = (PV(JNl l (PV(JA’l - PN(Jk”)l / 7.1 * RFTA 
P~SUK = 0. 
DO R6n IKY = l.NSSw 



























FORCE IISF OF PUnGRAM CIPCIIL? 
IFLAG = 2 
PEAD CHOPD LOPIl <HbPES TO PF USED IN NEXT RVERLAY 
READ (5.13001 XCFW.WCFT 
PEAD TPFFFT~ PLANE DPAB ANALYSIS-DATA FOR NEXT WEPLAY 
NLLINF=NO OF LIFTING LINFS 
FJFLAf.=O. FOR CL CDMSTRAINT ONLY 
FJFLAG=l. FOP. CL,CR CONSTPAINTS 
FJFLAR=2. .FOP CL,CR CRNSTPAINTS 
fJCTL=n. FOR Ntl THICKNESS Of’ PLOTS 
FJCTL=I, FOP t.“c) THICUNfSSI FLOT WAN CARRERS 
FJCTL=?. FOR.THIcKNESS$ PLOT AIPFOIL SHAPFS 
FSLP=l. FOR PUNCHED OUTPUT OF SURFACE SLDPEkLSFE PPOG 7DcDETMl 
FSLP=O. FOR NO PUNCHFD OUTPUT OF SURFACE SLOPFS 
NLLINF = IPLAN 
JFLAG = 0 
RFAD (~,I0201 FJFLAR.FJCTL*FSLP 
JCTL = IFIX (FJCTLl 
JFLAG = If Ix (FJFLAGl 
JSLP = IFIX(FSLp1 
ICT = 0 
Ilvc q n 
IST = 1 
ISp=n 
JST = 1 






















































PPCIGRAW RFCWTRY 74/74 OPT=1 5TATIC FTN 4.7+4R5 
JNC = 0 A 631 
97n CONTIPW A 632 
ICT = ICT l 1 
,dF TICT .GT. KLLINE) GD Tn PO0 
RFAn erln2n) PRK~ICT).TOTfICT) 
NRPK(iCTT = iFIxtRRKfICT)) 






















ISP = ISP + NPPKIICT) 
IST = IST l INC 
NPRJ = NPRKfICT) - 1 
JSP = JSP l K!PPJ 
JST = JST l JNC 
REAO (S,lOTO) (5FGGfI)~I = JSTvJSP) 
DO RR0 I = JST.JSP 
RR0 LSEGfl) = IFIXfSFRRfI)) 
INC = NBAKtICT) 
JNC = NARJ 
GO TO P70 
1’00 CONTINUE 
CRPM q 0. 
IF (JFLAG .EO. 0 .DR. JFLAG .ED. 1) GO TO 9nO 
PEAD (Sr1030) CRRM 
Onn CONTINUE 
WRITE (6.1050) xPREF 
C 
C READ THICKF’ESS DISTPIRUTIDK’ FDR USE IN 7DCDETt” 
.9T/nl/77. 13.35.30 PAGE 16 
C THIS DATA RUST RF Sf’ECIFIFn CNLY IF JCTL IS NOT 7FPO 
C SPECIFY PERCENT X/C TARLF .FOLLDWED PY T/ZC TAPLE 
C 
C IF JCTL IS NOT 7FRO. THEN LANGLEY PLOTTIWG SUAPOUTINE 
C INFDPLDT IS U5Fh TO PLOT THF DESIGNED AIRFOIL SECTIDNS 
C IN PLANES NDRYAL TO THE WING PLANE, OR TM CAMRER SURFACE 
c 
: ONLY DNE THICKtJFSS DIST FDR ALL SPAN STATIONS MAY 
C PF SPFCIFIED 
C 
C N7S IS ND DF PCTXrPCTZ VALIJES SPFCIFIED, WHFRF PCT7 
C IS ONF I’ALF OF TDTAL MAX THICKNESS OVER LOCAL WING 
C CHORD 
C 




































IF ~JCTL .EO. nb GD TO 910 
IF (JCTL .EO. 1) GD TO 910 
READ 15.10201 FN7S 
NZS =‘IiIX(Fid?S) 
READ (5.1040) (PCTX(I)rI = 1rNZS) 
READ (Sr1040) fPCTZ(Ilr1 = 1,NZ.S) 
CONTINUE 
IF (M .GT. 4Ofl) GO TO 940 
NSU -= ~sswsv(li + NSSYSVfE) 
IF (NSU .GT. 50) GO TD 930 
ITSV = 0 
tfIi92n IT = leTPLAN 
IF fAN(IT) .LE. 75.1 GO TO 920 
WRITE i6r12Gn) ITIAN 
ITSV = 1 
CONTINUE 
IF (ITSV .GT. 0) GO TO 960 
GO TO 950 
WRITE (691270) NSH 
GO TO 960 
WRITE (6.1260) H 
GO TO 960 
HEWINn 25 





END FILE 25 
WRITE (6r129n) 
WRITE (50,131O) 
GO TO 970 
960 TOTAL = TOTAL - 1. 
WPITF f5n1132n) 
970 CONTIEIIIF 
END FILE 50 
STOP 
9Pn ICDDEOF = 1 
WRITE (h.1130) CoNFIG 
60 Tll 9hn 
qqn ICnnEnF = 2 











































PROf.PAY GFnPTPY 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTM b.?+bR5 n1/n1/77. 13.35.39 PAGE 1R 




Go TO Qhn 
lono ICDnEnF = 3 
WRITF (hrll?nl PrEST.OTFST 




1fIln FORMAT f3Fln.4.Fln.71 
1070 FORMAT flOF5.0) 
1030 FDRf”AT (3Fln.O) 
ln40 FOPMAT fMln.fll 
lnsn FORMAT (/45xr2nHx SHIFT OF OGIGIN = .Fln.4,6H 1iNI75/1 
ln6n FOWAT (l~l//h3~,13~RF0~FTnY DATP) 
ln7n FORMAT (///45x,A)n.?7HRFFFRENCE PLANFORY HAS,I3,7H CURvES//l?X,l9H 
730 
1ROOT CHORD HFIGHT =,F~~.~.~X~~~HVAPIAGLE SWEEP PIVOT POSITION~4x.6 
2HX(s) q rF12.S.=x,hHY(S) =,F12,5//4hX,40~RRFAK POINTS FnR THE REFER 
3Eh’CF PLANFOPM /) 
1nPn FORMAT (OFln.41 
in’90 FORMAT ~~H~//~~x~~~~‘CONFIRII~ATION P’O.tFR.O/) 
.- llnn FORvAT (27X,SWPOTNT,~x~lHx,llx~l~Y,llx~l~7~lnx.SHSuFFP~7X~RHDIHFDR 
73s lAL,4x,4H~OVF/~Rx.5HA~~~LF.AX15HdNBLF.6X~4~CO~F/~ 
llln FORMAT f20X.15,.7F12.5r2F14.5~161 
_. 117n FOprAT (/40X,SWIIpVE,I3r’W IS SWEPT,F12.5rPOb’ nFGpFES ON PLAh!FDpvr 
113) 
140 
1130 FOPWAT (lH1///4lx,43HFND OF FILE ENCOUNTFPFD AFTEp CONFIGU~ATION,F 
17.01 
1140 FORMAT (lHl///l~x,4wT~F FIPST VARIAALE SWEFP CIJRVF SPFCIFIED .(K = 
1*13.44~ 1 nnm hmT HAVE AN Y CODE OF 2 FOR PL~NF~P~+~I~~ 
1150 FORMAT fSFS.1,7Fln.4) 
745 
1160 F0R~AT’(76X~15.7F1?.5.2F1~.5~4X~141 
lltn FORMAT (~PI///~x~~RHFRROR - PROGRAC CANNOT PPnrESs PTFsT =rF5.1,12 
1H AN0 RTEST =,F5.1) 
llpn FFRCAT l//4RX.35HPPFAK POIP’TS FOR THIS CONFIGllpATl~N//l 
750 12nn FORMAT (/~~x.~PHSFC~ND PLANFORM PRFAK POINTS/) 
1210 FORMAT (////75xr34t’THF ~PFPKPOINf LOCATFD SPANYISF AT.Fll.S,3x12f!H 
1HAS RFEN ADJUSTFD TO,F9.5////1 
lE?n FOPMAT (/43X,Fc.nq41H HORSFSI’OE VORTICES IN FACH CHORWISF ROY) 
1231) FOPPAT (/23X,9RHTAPI.F OF HOPSESI’OE VORTICFS IN FACH CHORDYISF ROU 
1lFRt-W TIP TO ROOT PEGINNING hlITH FIRST PLANFnp~)//75FS.O/25FS~Ol 











































PROGRAM GEOMTRY (Concluded) 
PRDGRAP GFOPTRY 74/74 OPT’1 STATIC FTN 4,7+4flS Rl/lll/27. 13.35.39 Paw 19 
1HE CDNFIGURATlGN//50Xr3hHPLANFORM TOTAL SPA~JWISF/) A 797 
1750 FORHAT f52XrI4rl0X~l3,11X~I4) a 758 
lP6R FORMAT ~~~~//~OX~I~,~~HHORSESHOE VORTICFS LAIDOUT, THIS IS HORF Tti A 759 
1aN THE 400 YAXYMJJM. THIS CONFIGURATION IS ABORTED.) A 760 
1270 FORMAT (1~1//10~.I6.101H ROWS OF HORSESHOE VORTICES LAIDOUT. THIS a 761 
11s MD&THAN THF.50 CIAXIMJC. THIS CONFIGURATION IS ARORTED.) A 762 
1280 FORMAT ~lHl~/lnxrAHPLANFOR~,16~4H HASv16g74H RREAKPOINTS. THE MAXI A 763 
765 
1MUM’DIWSNSIDNED iS 25. THF CdNFIGURATION IS ARDRTED.) A 764 
lP90 FORMAT (///45Xr?flHHINIHIJF( FIELD LENGTH = 63Gnft) A 769 
3300 FDRMAT (6Fln.4) a 766 
1310 FDPNAT (35H*CtlCP1LE VLHCDRAGStVLHCCIR2~VLMCZOC) A 767 
1320 FORMAT LlRH+CflPPILE VLHCDIJHPY) A 76R 












COrMnN /AL(/ pnT,~~RFTA,PTFST~OTEST1TRLSCW(~n),~(4~O).PN(4OO~~PV( 
1400l~S(400lrPCI(A0O).PH1(5Ol~7H(50)rNSSW 
COYMOF! /ONFTRRE/ TwIST(2).CREF.TREF~CAVE~CL(‘FS,STRUF,AR.ARTRUE.RT 
1CDHT(2~rCONFIG.NSSW~V(?),YSV(2~rKPOT~PLAN.IPLAN~~AC~,~~WUA(5~~~x~F 
2W~xCFT~YREG(l.?).CP~u~vPnRD(5l~rXPREF 
.COMRlN /TOTHPF/ CIR(4901 
cnwnN /cCPPpp/ CHGwO(5Ol ,xTE(SOl .KPIT,TSPAN.TSPANA 
COPRON /J~K/.NTnT(?~.NPPKf2~rLSEG(l~l.YJ(lO~~7(lO~,PJ(lOl.SCWJK 
CWMlN /JKZ/ PCTX(SOl.pCT7(50l~N7SrJCTL.JSLP 
COf~HOrJ /FEW/ NSPT (4 1 ,KLLINF. JFLAG 
RFAL Raw 
VDPTFX LATTTCF AF~ORYNA~IC CoPpUTATlnN 
PEWIND 25 




W INGTL = 6LW INPTI. 







CALL RVERLAY IUTNGTL.~~O.RFCALL~ 












































END II 39- 
SUBROUTINE FILUP 































SllRDllllTJb’F FTL(IP (Y.Y.M.N.VAR1.VA~t-l) 
**an~rw’E~~T DPTF 09-IF-60 SIIPROIITINF: PFvT+FR 07-07-69 Q*****s+** 
~n~JFICATIcb! nF I.lRL’RPY IHTEPPOLbTIOlr! TllFIPfdlTINF FTLllP 
0 IMENTION VAPIfI)* VARDfl)r V(3). YY(2) 
OIP’FNqICIN 11143) 
1WITIALIZF Al L TNTFPVAL POIITFRS TO -1.0 F‘OR MONOTnNICTTY Ct’FCK 
nbTa fII(J~,J=1.43)/43a-1/ 
MA = IAnS;(M) 
ASSIGN JhlfFP\1PL PnJb’TFR FOR GIVFN VARI TAPLF 
THF sAME PDINTFo WlLL RF USED ON 4 GIVFN VARl TAPLF FVFRY TIt”F 
LJ = ~nD~LOCFfV~aI~l~l.47) l 1 
I = IIILI) 
IF (I .GE, fl, Gn TO 60 
IF (N .LT. 2) PO TO 60 
MONOTflNICITY CHFCK 
IF IvbPI (i’) - vb~Ifi)) ?nrZn,40 
FRROR 1N WONOTONTCITY 
K = LncFfvaRIfi)) 
PRINT 1709 J.l(,(\lART(J)rJ = l,N)r(VARD(J)rJ = l,N) 
STOP 
MONOTI)NIC DFCRFASING 
no 30 J = 2.h1 
IF f’.‘ARI(J) - V401(J - 1)) 30110110 
CONTINIJF 
GO TO 60 
~0NnfrmIc I~MPFAS~NR 
DO SO J = 2.N 
IF (VbpI(J) -‘VARI(J - 11) 10.10,50 
CONTINClF 
INTERPnLATION 
IF (I .LE. 0) J = 1 
IF (I .GF. r’) 7 = N - 1 
IF (N .LF. 1) Gn TO 70 
IF IMA .NE. 0) m To An 
ZFRQ oPDFR 
Y q VAfm(l) 
GO TO 160 











































(cant t d) 
SUBROUTINE FI LUP (Cone luded) 
SURPOUTINF FTLUP 74174 OPT'1 ZTATIC FTN 4.7+485 
Rn IF ((VARl(l) - X) * (VARl(I + 1) - X)I l1ot110~90 
c IN GIVFS DIPECT~I-IN FOR SEARCH OF INTFRVALS 
-qn IN q STGN(l.O,(VAP!(l + 1) - vARI(1)) l (X - VARl(1))) 
c IF x n(ITSIOF FNDPOINTS, FxTRAPOLATF FPOH END INTERVAL 
Inn IF ((I + IN) .LF, 0) GO TO 110 
IF ((I + IN) .FE. N) GO TO 110 
I = I + IN 
IF ((vsR1 (I) - X) l (VARI(1 l 1) - X)1 ~10,llO~lOO 
110 IF (MA .EQ. 2) 611 TO 120 
c 
C FIRST ORDER 
Y = (VARD(I) * (vARI(l + 1) - Xl - VARD(1 + 1) l (VARI(l) 
l(VARI(I + 1) - VARl(1)) 
GO TO 160 
C 
r SECONI, ORDER 
I?0 IF (N .EQ. 7) cn Tn 10 
IF (I .En. IN - 1)) GO TO 140 
IF ;I IEQ. 11 Go To 130 
C PICK THIRD POINT 
SK = rjARl(l + 1) - VARl(I) 
IF ((so Q (X - VARI(1 - 1))) *LT. (SK a (VARl(1 + ?I - x))) Go To R 64 
1140 R flc, 
130 L = I R 66 
GO TO 150 R 67 
)4n L = I - 1 R 6fl 
150 v(l) = VAPI(L) - x R 69 
v(?). = VARl(L + I) - x P 7n 
V(3) = VAPI(L + 7) - x R 71 
YY(Il = (VARn(L) * V(2) - vARn(L + 1) l V(1)) / (VARl(I l 1) - VAR R 72 
75 
Pn 























YY(Zl = (VARD(L + 1) * V(3) - vARn(L l 7) (I v(Z)) / (vIRI(L l 2) 
1 VARI(L * 1)) 
Y = (YY(1) * V(7) - YY(?) (I V(l)) / (vAPI(I. l 3) - VApl(Ll) 





)7n FOPYAT ()Hl,'?nr ~bfll F RFLI-IM OUT OF ORI-WR FnR FTLIIP AT POSITItlW 
115,/3)ti X TEPLF IS STDpFil Ih LOCATION rO6,//(AfilS.RI) 
Fr'P 
R 77 













SURPnUTINF STPFO 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4,7+4AS fll/nl/77, 13.78.34 PAGE 1 
1 SUPROUTINE SllrFI) (A.~~rR~H~OETER~rlPlVOT~~MAX,I~CALF~ c 1 
c SnLUTInN OF SICIIJLTANEOIIS LINFAR.EQUATIONS c: 3 
C (IQ+ OOCUh'ENT OAT!? OR-,Ol-6R SURROUTINE REVlSFll OA-OI-AA a******** C 7 
C c 4 
5 OIMFNSION IPIVOT( A(NUAX,N)r R(NI4AX.M) C 5 
EOUIVALENCF (IROWqJROU)r (ICOLUMeJCOLUM)m (AMAX+T,SYAP) c 6 







20 AMAX = 0.0 
25 
on 70 J = l.N 
IF (IPIVOT - 1) 30,7n.3n 
30 no hn K q 1.N 
IF (IPIVOT(KI - 1) 4nr60,390 
40 IF (APS(blrrAxl - APS(A(J,K))) !ifl~hO~hn 
50 Ian!4 = J 




A~AX = A(JIK) 
6fl CONTINIIE 
711 CONTINIIE 
IF (ncenx) 9n.Rn.90 
Rn PFTFRlr = 0-n 
ISCALF q 0 
GO TO 390 




INTFRCHANGE RCWC TO PIJT PTVCT FLFMFNT 
IF (IROW - I~PIIIUI lno114n,inn 
Inn PFTFoM = -nFTFFl' 
rn lln L = 1.b 
ql.:Pp = A(1Pnbr.L) 
in ISCALF = n 
Rl = 1n.n ** inn 
R2 = 1.n / Ri 
@FTERtd = 1.0 
DO 20 J = l'rN 
70 IPIVOT = 0 
Do 3Rn -1 = 1.N 






































SUBROUTINE SIMEQ (Continued) 
SIIRROUTINF SIHFQ 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+485 R1/01/37. 13.38.34 PAGE 7 
A(lROw,L) = A(ICnLUHILl 
iin A(1CnLuM.L) = SWAP 
45 IF .(M) i40t14n.120 





SYAP = R(lROW*L) 
B(lROw,L) = R(ICOLUb',L) 
130 P(lcnLuwrL) n SWAP 
140 PIVOT = A(ICOLlJM,ICDLUM) 
IF (PIVOT) 150rR0,lSO 
C 
c SCALE THE DFTFPMINANT 
C 
150 PIVOT1 = PIVOT 
IF (APS(DETERC) - RI) lAn~160r160 
160 DETERM = DETERY / RI 
ISCALF = ISCALF + 1 
IF (ARS(DETFRC) - Rl) 210*170*170 
170 DETERM = DETFRc / Rl 
ISCALF = ISCALF + 1 
GO TO 210 
iRn IF (ARs(DETFRc) - Rz) 19n,190q2i0 
i9n DETERM = DETEPC e ~1 
ISCALF = ISCALE - 1 
IF (ARS(DETERP) - R7) 2nn,200,210 




ISCALF = ISCALF - 1 
710 IF (APS(PlVDTI) - RI) 240,270,220 
220 plvnT1 = PIVOT1 / Rl 
ISCALF = ISCALF + 1 
IF (APS(plVDTI) - RI) 27n,230,230 
23n PIVOT1 = PIVOT1 / Rl 
ISCALF = ISCALF + 1 
GO TO 7711 
240 IF (APS(PlVOT1) - P?) 25n.25n.270 
?50 PIVOT1 = PlVtlTI . Rl 
ISCALF q ISCALF - 1 
IF (APS(pIVOTI) - R?) 260,260,270 
260 PlvnTl = PIVOT1 * Rl 
ISCALF = ISCAIF - i 
270 DETEPM = DFTFPP (I PIVOT1 
C 











































SUBROUTINE SIMEQ (Concluded) 







DO 29n L = 1.N 
IF (IPIVOT - II 24nv7w.390 
28n A (ICOLIIYIL) = A(lCOLUM*L) / PIVOT 
290 CONTINUE 
IF (Ir) 320r33a,30n 
JOI? DO 310 L = 1.C 
3ln R(ICt?Llrr,L) = P(TCOLUMILI 1 PIVOT 
C 
C REDUCE NON-PJVIIT ROUS 
C 
320 DO 3Rfl Ll = 1.N 
IF (Ll - I~OLIIV) 330.390.330 
33n T q A(LlrIcnLlw~ 
DO 350 L = IrN 
IF (IPTVCIT (Ll - 11 34n13s0.39n 
340 A(Ll,L) = A(L1.L) - A(IC~LllV~Ll * 
350 CONTINIJF 
370 P(L~,L) = R(LI,L) - R(lCnLUHtL) * 
IF ft.‘) 3R013PO.360 
380 CONTINIJE 
























































DVFDLAY fwIw~1 .i .01 
PROGRAlL CIRC(II.7 
DIWNSTON AfS3,=3). CDpAp (53). JPlVOT(53). NMA(2). PPPrSfl). 77p(5 
111, YP (50) * YC (5l-l) 9 Tl t53.53) 9 T2(53r53) 9 T3153.53). T4l53.53) 9 T5 
2(53rS3) 9 T6C53.53) 9 PKK’(SO) * XTTf51) 
I’IMFb’SION YINT) (SO). Ylh’Ti’L50) t CnRDl (SO). CnPD2f50). XT1 t5G) e XT 
12(50). WNf2) * YY (2) 
DIMENSION CKP(‘iI)q CKlrfSl)r CGI(SPl 
DIHFFJSION PFRIF(l0). YJK(SO)r 7JK(Stl)r PJK(5O). nTHFTA(l0). RGAMI 
151)~ bINT(b) 
DIt’FNsIDN PPl(*OCItl)r YCTROOO) 
DICFNSION CRD(53) 
COCWN /ALL/ PnTrH,PETA.PTEST,OTFSTITRLSCUf~n)rn(400),PNf4nn)*PV( 
14no, ,5(400) .PSI (400) .PHI IGIl) ,7H(5n) *NSSW 
cowD~ /~NFTHPF/ TKTSTI~),~REF~SPFF.CAVF,CL~FS~~TPUF,AR.ART~UF,PT 
IC~HT~~)~CONFTG.NSS~~V~~),KR~~~PLAN,IPLA~~~MACH~~~~WA~~~)~XCF 
2W,XCFT.YREGf1.2).CRPp.VPORnfSl).XPRFF 
COWDN /TOTHRF/ CIRf40fl) 
COMpON /CCI?RDO/ CFInPD(50) ,XTE(SO) .KPIT~TSPAhl,TSPANA 
COYNON /COR/ CfIRSlW 
COTWON /JpK/ NTOT~P)~N~PKIZ~~LSEG~~O)~YJ(~~).~~~O).~J~~~)~SCUJK 
COpKOhl /TFL/ TOL rTDL2 
COMVON /SER/ SJKf59) 
COpluoN /FEN/ NSPTfO)rNLLINF,JFLAG 
TtIIS PROGPP’.! PFRFORVS A TPFFFTZ PLAKE OPTIMIfATION 
TO COHPUTF THF RDLlNn CIPClJLPTInN DISTRIAUTION FOR 
HINIMIJc INDUCFD MPG FOP ONE Op TWO SYWETRIC, INTFR- 
ACTING SUPSONIC PLANFORMS. AN ADVANCED-PANFL THEORY 
DEVELnPED IN F’PSA CR-31541 JLIF!Er 19791 IS USFn. 
THIS PROGRAM PA5 REFN URTTTEF! BY DR. JOHN M. KIIHLpAN, 
DEPT. OF CECHAWICAL FNGRNR. KWCHANICS, OLD DDpINTON 
UNIVERSITY, NORFOLK, VA, 23EOG. 
UNCIER NASA GRPNT NW-1357. DP. JOHN E. LAMAR, TFCH- 
NICAL MONITOR, 
AN OPTIMIZATION CODF OpIpTNPLLY WRITTEN TO IpPLWFNT THIS 
THEORY HPS RFFKI DESCpIPFn TN b USFRtS CANUAL, nDU RESEARCH 
FOUNDATION TFCHNTCAL PROGRFSS REPORT DATEn NOVFHRER,1979r 
GRPNT hlSG-1357 (FEnD MC.) t’OnIFICATIONS AND AnDITTnNS TO THJS 
THFORY TO ALLOY T~PLFMFNTATJON IN THE CUPRENT nESlRN CODE 












































PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued) 




























IN THF AIAA JOURNAL OF AIRCRAFTI VOL 179 ND 99 SEPT. 19G0, 
PP 64R-655. SIYILAR HATFRICL IS ALSO DESCRIREn IN 
IN ASHE ROOK NIJHAFR GOO147, TITLED PAFRODYNAWICS OF TPANS- 
PDRTATION”, JUNE, 1979. 
A USERS MANUAL FOR THIS CDDF HAS REEK WRITTEN AND WILL GE AVAIL- 
ARLE SOMETIME IN’THF SPRING* 1981. 
THF THFORY ASSllMFS THE UNnISTORTED WAKES TO RF BROKEN IIP INTO 
A NUMPFR OF FLAT, FIMITF PPCELS. THF WAKE VORTEX SHEFT 
STRENGTHS ARF ASSUMED TO VARY IN A PIECEWISF ILINEAR FASHION 
ON EPCH OF THFSE YAKF PANFLS. ANALYTICAL FXPRESSIDNS PRE 
DEVELOPED FOR THF INOUCE~ NOPHPL VELDCITIFS AT ANY POINT ON 
THE WAKE USINF, THE RIOT-SAVPRT LAW. THESE APF THFN IlsED TO 
KPITE AN ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION FOR THE INnuCFD DRAG CDFFFICIENT 
AND THE LIFT , PITCHING CIOHENT AND WING PDDT RFNDING ClOHENT 
COEFFICIENTS. FINALLY, ANALYTIC EXRESSIGNS FOR nFRIVATIVES 
OF EACH OF THS CGEFFICIFNTS IN TERMS OF THF IINKNDWN WAKE 
VORTEX SHEET STRFNGTHS ARE USED TO OGTAIN RY A DIPFCT METHOD 
TM UPKE VORTFX SHEET STPFNGTHS FOR CIINIt’uH INnUCFn DPPG 
SURJECT TO LIFT AND FITHEP A PITCHING COPFNT DR A RENDING 
KDCENT CONSTRAINT. THFSE WAKE STRENGTHS ARF THEN INTFGRATEn 
TO OPTAIN THS DPTIF(IIM ROUKlr CIRCULATION, YiiICp IS THEN 
USE0 IN PRDGRPp 7DCDFTPL TAKEN FROM NASP TN D-R091l) TO 
COIUPIJTF THE DPTIHUlu CAPRFR SHAPE AT THE DESIGN POINT. 
JF = 0 
NTOTT = 0 
DO lo I = ~,NLLINE 
JE = JF + NRRK(I1 
NTOTT = NTOTT + NTDTLII 
10 CONTINUE 
KSV = NSSWSV(1) + NSSWSV(7) 




NTCIJJK = IFIxISCWJK) 
80 c 
C 













































PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued) 
















Nb’P(l1 = h’PP(7) = 0 
PI = 4. * ATAN 
RPD = 1RO. / PI 
ROTL = BPS (TSPAhl) 
RnL = ARS (TTPbNA1 
DO 30 1 = l.h’SV 
Kl = (I - 1) 4 NqCVJK + 1 
YCTR(I1 = O(KI1 
CONTINIJF: 
NTOTI = NTOTT l 1 
NTOT3 = NTOTT + 3 
IL = NTDTl 
DO 4n I = l*NTOT3 
C@RAG(I) = 0. 
00 40 J = l,NTflT3 
A(1.J) = 0. 
SCYMI~I = tn. 
Do SO I = 1rwsu 
SCWHIN = A~INl(SCW~TN,TPL~C#fI)) 
hlSCW!IN = SCWlN 
II = 1 
NSVl = NSSb’SVfl) 
NSVE = NSSWSV I71 
DO901 --.’ = 1,IPLiN 
NSVI = NSSHSVfll 
IC = rSVt1) + IT - 11 * MSV(2) 
:; 
= fC l 1 
= NW1 l (I - 1) * NSVP 
YCAT = YREGll.11 
DO 70 J = lrNSV1 
JJ = J + (1 - II l NSVl 
II = II + TRLsCU (JJI 
IE = NSVI -J*l 
ITL = TRLSCY(I7t 
ID = In - ITL 
IA = In * IT1 
IF (IA .FT. IC) YCAT = YCPT - SIID) 
IF (IA .GT. IC) GO TO 60 
YCAT = YCAT - qflnl - S(IAl 
I7 = I7 - 1 _‘. 
YP(IE) = YCAT 
CONTIWIF 



















































PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued) 






DI-J fltl J q l,NqVI 
JJ = J l (I - I) * ‘WI 
YC(JJ) = YP(J) 
CONTIN(lE 
CONfINllF 
NSPT(1) = 1 
ICT = O 
JSf = 1 
JSP = n 
INC = 0 
ISP = 0 
MAD0 = 1 
NTOLD = 0 
CONTINUF: 
ICT = ICT l 1 
IF (ICT .GT. NLLTNE) GD 
NR = NPDKtICT) 
















TO 260 0 142 
D 143 
0 144 
NSPTfICP) = NTnT(ICT) + h’Al?D 
WRITE (6.1430) ICT 
UPITF (6.1410) 
IST = INC + 1 
ISP = ISP + NR 
DO 110 I = IST*ISP 
WRITF (6.1420) yJfI)r7fI).PJfI) 
WRITF: (hr14401 NTOTfICT) 
NPP = NRRKtICT) - 1 
JSP = JST * NPP - 1 
DO 120 I = JST.JSP 
ITEM = JST - 1 + I 
WRITE (6,1450) ItEM,LsEG(I) 
DO 130 J = 1rNPR 
I = IST + J - 1 
PEPIF = StX?t((7(1 + I) - Z(I)) ** 2 + fYJf1 + 
@TOT = 0. 
DO 140 I = l.NPP 
DTOT = DTOT + PFr?If(I) 
WAITE (6r146n) DTDT 
DO 17n I = l.NPR 
IF (I .ER. NPR) GO TO 150 
OTHFTAfI) = P1 / (fL~~T(LSfG(MRPK(ICT) - I - 1 l 























JST))) n 1k7 
n 168 
PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued) 
















DTHETA(I~ r; PI / (2. l fLOATfLSEG(NBRK(ICT) - 1 - 1 + JST1)) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONST q la / PAD 
NRRJ = NRRK(ICT1 
DO 1Rn I = 1,NRRJ 
J=IST-1 l l 
pJ(J1 t CDNST l PJ(J1 
RH = n-5 l PERIFINBR) 
:F= 
NSPT(ICT1 
fNPR .NE. 1) GO TO 19n 
SJK (1) = 0.5 l PFRIF(1) l (1, - COS(DTHETA(l111 
GO TO 700 
SJK(I1 = 0.5 l RH l (1. - COS(DTHETA(llb1 
PJKfI) = pJ(Isp - 11 
NN = 0 l NTDLD 
DO 240 I = 1,WRR 
NN = NN + LSfG(JSp l 1 - I) 
IF (I .EQ. NPP) GD TO 210 
RH = 0.5 l PFPIF(NARKfICT1 - I1 
GO TO 22n 
CONTINIJE 
PH = PFPIffNPRK(ICT1 - II 
CDNTTN(IE 
LL q LsEG(JSP l 1 - 1) 
DO 2%J = 1rlL 
IF (1 .Fn. 1 ,AN0. J .EO. 1) GO TO 230 































D 19A PJK(NU) = PJ(WR + 1 - I l 1NC1 
SJK(Nt') = n.=,n Q PH o (COS(FLDAT(J) * DTMTAfIl) - CnS(fLoAT(J - 1 D 199 
znn 11 * D~iFT4(1))1 
SJK(KV) = bFlq(!ZJK (RI.‘) 1 
?3n CONTINIIE 
740 CONTINIIF 
E!ST = NSpTl1C.T~ 
tki YJK(E!ST) = YJ(ISP1 + SJP(NST) Q COS(PJK(NST)) 
7JI(ftIqT1 = 7(ISP) l XJK(NST) Q SINtpJKfNST)) 
NSEG = NTOT(ICT) l WTOLT, 
F'ZT = wSPT(ICT) + 1 
nn 25n I = NTT,NSFF 
K 











cnc ( n 210 









PRDGRPM ClRCUL2 74/74 flPT=l STATIC fTN 4.7+495 81/01/27. 13.38.34 PAGE 6 
lPJI((I)) n 211 
ZJK(I) = 7JKfI - II + SJK(1 - 11 I) SIN(PJK(1 - 11) + sJK(11 l SIh'( 0 212 










FtT0Ll-I = NTOTfICTl 
INC = FIR 
NAIlI, q NSPT(ICP) 
JST = JZP + 1 
GO TO inn 
CONTINIJF 
WRITE (6.1470) 
WRITE (6.14An) (I.YJK~I).~JKII~~PJK(I)~I = l.NTOTT) 
WRITE (he14901 
RSAVE = 0. 
00 270 J = IeJF 
FCOC = t. * AP$(YJfJl) 
PSAVF = AMAXl(PSAVF,PCDVl 
CONTINIIE 
WRITE (h.15nn) (I*SJK~I)~I = i.NTnTTl 
TOLERANCES SET HfRE PRE FOP SING(JLARITIfS IN INTEGRALS 
TbL IS TOLERANCE FOP ATAN INTFRRALS 
TOL2 IS TOLEPANCE f@P LOG IkTEGRALS 
SHIN = SJK(l1 
DO ten I = 1rNTOTT 
STEM = SJK(l1 
SPIN = AMINI(SMINISTEM) 
TOL q 5.E - 05 I) SNTN Q NSPTf21 
TOL2 = TDL 
DO 290 1 = I.NlOT3 
DO 29tl J = I.NTDT3 
TlfI,Jl = 0. 
T?(IrJl = 0. 
T3(I,Jl = 0. 
T4fIvJ) = 0. 
T5(11Jl = 0. 
T6fI.J) = 0. 
CONTINUE 
@O 300 I = 1rNTDTT 
11 = I l 1 
DO 3017 J = 1rNTOlT 
Jl=J l 1 
















































PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued) 
PROGRAM CIPCULE 74174 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+485 R1/01/27. 13.38.34 PAGE 7 
TltIlrJl) = AIh’Ttl) 
T2(IlrJl) = ATNT(2) 
13(IlrJ11 = AINT(31 
T4(IIeJl) = AINtf4) 
T5(IlrJl1 = AINT(51 
T6(IlrJI) = AINTf6) 
3nO CONTINUE 
DO 42n I = 1rNTOTT 
I1=1 l 1 
DO 420 J = 1rNTDTT 
q J*l 
b’:I,J, = T3(Il,Jl) - 14(IlrJII - TS(IlrJI1 l T6(11.Jlt 
0.0 31n K = l,NCLINE 
IC = NSPT(K1 
IF (I .ED. IC1 GO TD 330 
310 CONTINUE 
A(1.J) = A(1.J) + T3(11 - ltJ11 - T4(Ii - leJ1) l Tsf11 - l*Jl) - 
116111 - IrJl) 
DO 320 K = 1rNlLINE 
JC = NSPT(K1 
If (J .EQ. JC1 GO TO 350 
320 CONTINllE 
A(1.J) = A(1.J) + T3(11 - lrJ1 - lb l T4(11 - lrJ1 - 1) l TSfIl - 
ll.Jl - 1) l ThfIl - ltJ1 - 1) 
330 CONTINUF 
DD 340 K = 1rh’LLINF 
JC = NSPT(K1 
If (J .ECI. JC) GO TCI 350 
340 CONTINUE 
A(IrJ1 = A(1.J) + T3(IlqJl - 1) l TQfIl*Jl - 1) - TSfIlrJl - 1) - 
lT6fIl*Jl - 1) 
350 CONTINUE 
C(I*J) = A(1.J) + 1.5 l SJKfI) l ~Tl(Il~J11 - T2tIlqJl)) 
DO 360 K = l,t.‘LLINE 
JC = NSPT(K1 
IF (J ,EO. JC) GO TO 370 
7hn CONTINUE 
A(I,J) = A(1.J) + 1.5 * SJK(I1 l (Tl(IlrJ1 - 1) + TZ(llrJ1 - 111 
37n CONTINUE 
DO 380 I( = 1rNLLINF 
IC q NSPT(K) 











































PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued) 
PaOGRAM CTPCUL? 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+465 R1/01/27. 13.38.34 PAGE 8 
295 3Rn CONTINUE D 295 
AfI*J) = A(1.J) + .5 * SJK(1 - 1) Q (TlfIl - 1,Jl) - T?(Il - l*Jl) 0 296 
1) 0 297 
DO 390 I( = 1,NLLINE D 29R 
JC = NSPT(K1 0 299 
700 IF (J .EO. JC1 GO TO 400 0 3on 
390 CONTINUE 0 301 




lrJ1 - 1)) 
400 CONTINUE 
41n CONTIN(IE 
A(IqJ1 = A(1.J) * 0.25 
42n CONTINUE 
DO S60 I = 1rNTOTT 
11 = I + 1 
DO 430 K = 1,NLLINE 
IC = NsPT(K1 



















Scot! = 0.5 0 (sJK~~) + SJK(I - 
TEKP = 0. 
NST = NSPT(1) 
NSTP = NSPTIF) - 1 
IF (I .LE. NSTP) GO TO 440 
NST = NSTP + 1 
NSTP = NSPT(31 - 1 
440 CONTINIJF 
LL = NSPT(21 
DO 490 J = 1rNTnTT 
Jl =J*l 
AT = TlfIlrJl - 1) + TP(Il,Jl 
If (J .Fn. 11 AT = n.0 
IF (J ,ECJ. LLI AT = 0.0 
TEPP = ,c, * SJK(1 - 11 * ~Tl~Il~Jl) - T2tIleJl) + AT) 
IF (I .FO. FISTPI GO Tn 4R0 
















IS = I+ 1 n 331 
DO 470 IP = ISqNSTP D 332 
IPl = IP + 1 D 337 
AT = 0.0 0 334 
f?n 45n w = l.hl~~lNF n 375 
,JC = t,‘CPTfK) n 336 
PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued) 
PPOGPAIV r TPCIIL? 74/74 l’PT=) 5TETlC FTN 4.7+4R!i 
IF (J .EIl. JC) 60 TO 46n 
450 CONTIWIIS 
AT = Tl(IPlrJI - 1) + TFfTPIeJl - 1) 
460 CbNTIMJE 34n 
355 DO 5ln K = ).NLLINF: 
JC = b’sPT(K) 
IF (J .EB. JC) GO TO 570 
510 CONTINUE 
AT = Tl(Ipl.Jl - 1) + T7flPlrJl - 1) 
360 520 CDNTINik 





A(1.J) = Af1.~) + TFWP 




DO 57n I = 1rh’TOTT 
DO 570 J q l.CTOTT 
570 TlfIqJ) = P. * AfItJ) 
00 580 I = 1rNTOTT 
00 5Rn J = 1tNTOTT 
AfItJ) = 2. 0 PfIqJ) l TlfJeI) 
580 CONTINUE 
C 
C T~(J,J) NOW HAS A MATRIX FnP CD1 CALCULATION 
C 
345 
470 TFF(P = TEHP + sCCIN * (T~l(IPlrJl) - T2fIpl.J)) l AT) 
480 CDNTIWF 
A(1.J) = A(1.J) l TEMP 
A(1.J) = Afl,~) / SPFF 
49n COF’TINUF: 
GO TO 550 
350 
500 CONTINUE 
SCON = .5 * SJK(1) 
DO 540 J = l.NTDTT 
Jl =J+l 
TEYP = 0. 
Do 53n Ip = ll,T~p 
IPl = IP l 1 
AT = 0.0 
AIIL*IL) = 0.n 














































PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued) 







CONTIFIIJE D 39R 
P(IL*L) = A~ILIL) l (4. / SREF) * SJKfL) + SU)rX D 399 
CO 6hO I q MT,NSP D 400 
SUMX = COSfPJK(T)l * SJK(1) + SJKII .- 1) D 4nl 
I1 =I*1 0 402 
IF (I .EO. NSP) Gn TO 6sn D 403 





SU#X = SIJFX + COS(PJK(J) 1 * SJKfJ) * 
CnNTINIJF. 
CONTIN!JE 





IF (ICT .EO. 7) GQ TO 670 
NST = NSp l 7 
NSP = MPTf31 - 1 
ICT = ICT l 1 
GO TO 670 
CONTINIIF 
Do hen I = leNTOTT 
A(IL,I) = 2. * AfIL.1) 
Af111L) = A(ILtIl 
CONT I tllJE 
42n CDRAG(IL) = CLI’FS 
630 
DO 610 I = leNTOTT 
AT = 0.0 
Dn 5qn K = 1 .NtLINF 
IC = NSPT(K) 








PT = rOs(PJKfT - 1)) * SJK(1 - 11 @* 2 n 3~5 
CONTlElltF n 3R6 
A(1L.I) = (2. * COSfPJKfI)) * SJKfIl ‘4 ? l Al) l 4. / (3. l SRFF) n 3~7 
CONTINUE n 3RA 
ICT = 1 D 3R9 
NST = ? n 390 
NSP = WPT(7) - 1 D 391 
CONTINIJF: D 39? 
IF fICT .GT. HLLTNE) GO TO 670 n 3~3 
SIIHX = n.0 0 394 
L = NSPTIICT) D 395 
no 630 I = NST ,NSP 0 396 
sucx = SiJHX + COSfpJKfI)) Q SJK(I) n 397 
















PROGRAM CIRCUL2 [Continued) 

















NOW CALCULATF PITCH AND RFWDING HOPENT CONSTPAINTS 
JCT = IL 
IF (JFLAG .FQ, 0 .OR. JFLAG .EQ. 2) GO TO A90 
JCT = JCT l 1 
PITCH CONSTRAINT 
WRITF (6el510) 
DO 690 J = 1,NSVl 
YINTlfJ) = YCTPLJ) 
XTltJ) = XTE(J) 
CORD1 (JI = CHORD(J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 700 J = l*NSV? 
JJ = J + NSVl 
YINTZLJ) = YCTRLJJ) 
XT2LJ) f XTELJJ) 
CORDLLJ) = CHOPD(JJ) 
CONTINUE 
NSPb’ = NSPTL?) - 1 
DO 7RO J = 1,K’TOTT 
IF (J .GE. t!SPTfP)l GO TO 720 
YKJ -= YJK LJ) - S%(J) l COS(PJK(J) 1 
CALL FTLUP fYKJ.CRL, l ~,NsV~~YINT~~CORD~) 
CALL FTLUP (YKJIXTLI l l.NSVlrYINTl,XTl) 
NSM = K’SVl - 1 
DY = YINTI(K’SVII - YINTl LNSL’I 
SLP = (XT1 (NSVi i - XTlLNSV)l / DY 
SLPP = (CORD1 (NSVl) - cowl twit-i)) I nY 
XTP = XTl(N5Vl) + SLP * ART(YINTlLNSVl1) 
CPP = COPDl(NSV1) l FLP2 Q ABS(YINTl(NSVl)L 
IF (J .FO. N5RFr) GO TO 710 
Y.KJ = YJKLJI + SJKL,J) * COSLPJK(J)) 
CALL FTLUP fYKJ,CQP. + 1.N2VltYINTI.CORnl~ 
CALL FTLUP (YKJeXTP. + I.NSVl,YINTl*XTl) 
CONTIMlE 
GO TO 740 
COWTIWLlE 
YEJ = YJKIJ) - 5JKt.J) + COSfPJKLJ)) 
CALL FTLUP IYKJrXTL, + IrNSV7.YINT7rXT2) 




















































PROGPAV CIRCULE 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7*405 81/01/27. 13.38.34 PAGE 12 
CALLsFTLUP (YKJ,CRL, l laNSV2eYINT2*COR(-‘2) 
NSP = NSVP - 1 
DY = yINTP(NSV2) - yINT2lNS)r) 
SLP = (XT2 INSV?) - XTE(NSk’l1 / DY 
SLP2 = (CORD2 (NSVPl - COF!DP(NSHll / DY 
XTP = XT2(NSV2) l SLP l ARS(YINTE(NSV211 
CRP I CORDP(NSVP) + SLPP l ABS(YINTE(NSV21) 
IF (J .EQ. NTOTT) GO TO 730 
YKJ = yJK(J) l SJK(J1 * COs(PJK(Jl1 
CALL FTLUP (YKJ,CRP, + lrNSV2rYINT2,COR~Eb 
CALL FTLUP (YKJ,XTP, + 1 rNsV2,YINTPexT21 
730 CONTINUE 
740 CONTINUE 
XTEH = XCFW 
JCK = NSPT(21 
IF (J .GE. JCP) xTEM = XCFT 
IF (XTEM .En. 1.) Go TO 760 
AxSU~ = a.0 
ASUH = O’.O 
00 751) K = 1rh’SCYJK 
xcL(.= (I( - 0.75) / SCUJK 
PI = (1. - XCK) / SCUJK / (1. - XTEM) 
XI = 1. + (n.7c, - K) / SCuJK 
IF (xCK .LE. XTFMl AI = 1. / SCWJK 
ASUM = ASUH + AI 
AXSIJH = AXSUM + AI * XI 
750 CONTINUE 
COM = AXSUb’ / 451Jb 
GO Tfl 770 
760 COMTINUE 
Ccw = 0.5 
770 COEJT INIJF 
XCP = XTP + CPP * Cob! 
XCL = XTL + CRL * Cl-IN 
CKP(J) = (XCL + XCP) + 0.5 
CKM(J) = (XCP - XCL) * Il.5 
7Pn CONTINUE 
on eln J = l*NTOTT 
A(JCT,J) = SJK(J) *a 2 * (CKF(J) + 4. * CKP(J)I * COS(PJK(J)l / 3 
nn 790 K q ) .EILLINE 
JCK = rlSPT (K) 











































PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued) 
PPOGR4P CTPrULil 74/74 OPT=1 zTATlC FTN 4.74645 Rl/O1/?7. 13.3a.34 
5ns 790 CI-INTINUF: 0 505 
6fJCT.J) = A(JCT.J) + SJK(J - 1) ** 2 l (CKM(J - 1) + 2. l CKP(J - 0 506 
1 1)) * COS(PJK(J - 1)) / 3 0 so7 
0nn CONTINUF n SOR 
810 CONTTNllE 0 509 
510 STFW q 0.0 n srn -~ _- 
CO 870 J q l.F'T(ITT 0 511 
.DO P2n I( = I.NLLINE n 512 
515 
JCK = NSPT(K) 0 513 
IF (J .E4. JCK) GO TO R30 n 514 
820 C@t.'TINIIF 0 515 
STEW = SJKfJ) + '=,JK(J - I) b 516 
A (JCTIJ) = A(JCT,J) + 2. II COS(PJK(J)) l SJK(J) * SJKiJ - 1) l 'CKP 0 517 




GO TO ?40 
COh'TIMI!E 
STEP = SJKfJ) 
CONTINUE 
TEWP = n.0 
IST = J + 1 





IF (J .LE. NSPh') ISP = N!iPM 
IF (J .En. ISP) GO TO Ahtl 
00 fm I = IST,ISP 
TEMP = TEMP + 2, l STEM * CKPfI) l SJKfI) l COS(PJK(I)) 
CONTIWF 
A (JCTIJ) = A(JCT,J) + TFMP 
CONT f NUE 
CONTINIIE 





















00 PRO J = 1rNTOTT 
A(JCT,J) = 4, * AfJCTeJ) / (SREF Q CREF) 
A(J,JCT) = A(JCT,J) 
CPlr(J) = A(JCT.J) 
CONTINIJE 
CDRAGIJCTI = 0. 
CONTIfh-lE - 
IF (JFLAG .Fn. 0 .OR. JFLAG .En. 1) GO TO 10211 
JCT = JCT l 1 

























PROGRAP CIRCIJL? 74/74 OPT”1 5TATlC FTN 4.7+485 n1/01/37. 13.3A.34 PAM 14 
00 =!fln I = IrNTOTT 0 s47 
PKK(1) = PJK(T) 0 54A 
PJK(I) = 0.n n ~49 
pnn COLITTNUE 0 53 
C n 551 
WaITE (FtlSi’n1 I-J 552 
00 9htl J = I.P’TflTT n 553 
NSTP = NTOTT D 574 
IF (J .GE. NSPT(3) 1 fin TO 910 0 555 
NSTP q NSPT(?) - 1 0 5% 
91 O CONTINllF n 557 
A(JCT.Jl = 0. n 55~ 
00 920 K = l.NLLTCF n 559 
JCHK = NSPT(K) n 560 
IF (J .EO. JCHK) GO TO 940 0 5hl 
$320 CONTINIJF 0 562 
OL = YJK(J) + COq(PJK(J11 + 7JKfJ1 0 SIN(PJK(J)b 0 563 
A(JCT.Jb = 2. + =iJK(J) l SJKfJ - 11 + DL 0 564 
IF (J .EO. NSTP) GO TO Qhfl n 505 
JJ = J l l n 566 
00 938 K = JJ,NSTP n 567 
OL = YJKIK) l COS(PJK(K1) + 7JKo() + SIN(PJK(K)) 0 5hA 
A(JCTvJl = A(JCT.J) + 3. * SJK(K1 + OL + fSJK(J) l SJK(J - 1)) n 569 
930 CONTINUE n 570 
GO TO 960 n 571 
g4n CONTINUE 0 572 
Jl = JCHK l 1 0 s73 
OL = YJK(J1) + COSfPJKfJl)) t ZJK(J11 * SINfPJK(J1)) n 574 
A(JCT.J) = 2. + $JK(dI) + OL + SJK(JCHK1 n 575 
00 950 K = 3rNSTP n 576 
QL = YJK(K1 + COS(PJK(K)) + 7JK(K) l SIN(PJK(K)) 0 577 
A(JCT,l) = A(JCT.1) + SJK(1) + 2, + DL * SJK(K) n 57~ 
950 CONTINUE n 479 
960 CONTINUE 0 c9n 
00 990 J = 1,NTfITT 0 5Al 
LJL = YJK(J) l COS(PJK(J1) + ZJK(J) + SIN(PJK(J)) 0 502 
A(JCT,J) = AfJCT,Jl + SJK(J) ++ 3 / 3. + 4. + SJK(J) ++ i! + OL / 3 0 5A3 
1. n 5~4 
CO 970 K = 1,NLLINE 0 595 
JCHK q NSPT(K) n 5~6 
IF (J .Fn. JCVK) GO TO QPo 0 SA7 
P7n COFITINUF 0 m 
PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued1 
PPOGPAt’ ClRCIJLt 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+4R5 81/01/27, 13.38.34 PAGF 15 
DLM = YJK.(J - 1) + COS(PJK(J - 1)) + ZJK(J - lb + SIN(PJK(J - 111 0 SA9 
59n A(JCT,J) = A(JCT,J) + SJK(J - 1) ++ 3 / 3. + 2. + SJK(J - 1) ++ ? 0 590 


















P I 2. / (FF - 7. + 551 - 2. / (FF + 2. l SSl 
CONTINUF 
IF (I111 .EO. 0.) Go TO 1050 




1bPS (U(I) B 1 / ARS (UUI 
GO TO in60 
1050 COlvTINuE 
QQ = 2. / (AJ - 2. + S’S) - 2. / (AJ + 2. +, SS1 
1061) CONTINUE 
11 = (ss + SS + FF + SS + GG1 / (SS + SS - FF + SS + GG1 
22 = (55 * 55 + bJ + SS + b)o / ISS + SS - AJ + SS + PKI 
AlIJ = (P + Al + 0.5 * 9R + ALOG( / (2. + PIl 
A3lJ = (CL + P + ?, o RR + ZS + CO + ALOG( / (2. + SS + PII 
CALL CnNCAL (nD,FF,AJ,AK,SfrA2,R,C,OI,Flt.CJ1CK~CL,C~.C~~CG~C~1 
CONTINIJE 0 592 
A(JCT,J) = -A(JCTtJ) + P. / (SREF + BSAVF / 2.) cl 593 
CONTINUE D 594 
DO InOn L = 1rNTOTT D 595 
CRI(L) = A(JCTrL) 0 596 
CRRH = CPflM + CLOfS + 0.5 + 0.424413 0 597 
CORAG(JcT, = CPRM D S9R 
D 599 
b0 1010 I = 1rNTOTT 0 600, 
PJK(1) = PKK(I) 0 601 
n 6n2 
CONTINUF 0 603 
CALL sIMF0 (A~JCT~CORAG.l,OETERH,IPIVOT~53,ISCALE) 0 604 
CDRAG(ILb = 0. D 605 
WRITE (6915301 0 606 
00 lion I = 1,NTOTT n 607 
WNORM = 0. n 6oR 
00 1090 J = l,NTOTT 0 669 
SS = S.JK(J1 0 clln 
CALL CCAL (I,J,YJK~7JK~PJK,SS~AA~RP,DD~FF,GG,SF,AJ,AK,RR,TT,U(l~WWl 0 611 
CALL CONCAL IAA.RR~FF~GR~SS~A~~R,C~OI,F,G.CJ~CK~CL,CM,CN,CO~CP~ 
IF (RR .fQ. 6.) GO TO 1030 




















PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued) 
PPnGRnw CTPCULP 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+405 Gl/Ol/Pf. 13.3A.34 
635 
AZIJ = -(I-&I * 113 + 0.5 l FE * ALOO( / (2. l (‘1) 
A4IJ = -(CL l OQ + 3. l FF l SS l CO l ALDG(17)) / (2. l 
DO 107n K = 1,NLLINF 
KK = K + 1 
KCHK = KSf’T(KK) - 1 
IF (J .EfJ. KCHK) GO TO lOR0 
1 n7n CONTINUE 
UNl?RM I UNORH + .S l (CDRAG(J + 1) + CDRAG(J)) * (PlIJ l 
1.5 * (cDRAG(J + 1) - CDRAG(J)) l (A3IJ + A4IJ) 
GO TO 109n 64n 
ineo CONTINIIE 
UNDPH = WNORH + n.5 * CDRAG(J) l (AlIJ l PBIJ - A3IJ - A41Jb 
CONTINUE 
WASH AT WING Is n.5 uASH AT CINUS INFINITY 
UNORPl = WNORM / 2. 
WOP = WNORM / COS(PJK(1)) 
WRITF (6,15401 I.UNOPHIWOP 
CONTINUF 
DO 1110 I = 1,NTOTT 
CALL GAMCAL (I,ILvSJK*CDRAGeRGAPO) 
HGAM(1) q RGAYO 
CONTINUE 
RGAC(IL) q RGAY (NTOTT) l CDRPQ(NTOTT1 * SJK(NTOTTI 
URITE (6r!5ho) 
DO 1140 I q 1rIL 
IF (I .EO. IL1 GO TO 1120 
ETA = 2. l ( - VJK(I) + SJK(I1 * COS(PJK(II)) / RSAVF 
GO TO 1130 
CONTINUE 





























WRITE (6.1550) I,BGAb’(I~rC~RAG(I)rETA 
CONTINUE 
COluPUTF FARFlFLll CM 
IF (JFLAG .NF. 1) GO TO 1160 
SUluATT = 0, 
DO llcn J = 1,NTOTT 
































1150 CONT INOF: 
I 1h0 CO~TINIJE 
- 
PROGW: CIRCUL2 (Continued) 
PPncnA!’ CTPCUL2 74/-I& PPT=l STATIC FTN 4.?+685 n1/n1/27. 13.38.34 Pnfx 17 
cn = n. 
C 
675 C CPLCllLbTF CD1 JIBING 11. WICH IF nRPG MATPIX 
C 
DO 11Rn 1 = l.NTnTT 
CR1 = n.0 
no 117n J = 1,NTOTT 
680 CPT = fD1 l Tl(1.J) * CnRAGfJ) 
1170 CClNTINllE 
CD = cll + CD1 0 CnRAG(I) 
11Rn CnNTINUF 
WRITS (6*157fl1 cn 
685 IF (JFLACi .NS. 7) PO Tn lmn 
CR = n. 
690 
On 1190 J = l.klnTT 
119n CR = CR + CRI(J) * CDRAc;fJ, 
HRITE (6.15AO) CR 
12no CDNTIN~IF: 
C 




PJK(IL1 = PJK(#TOTT) 
JS = n 
C WRITF (6elS91 
DO 1290 I = l.lpLAN 
WTD = F!TOT(I) 
NT01 = NT@ + 1 
XTFH = XCFY 
IF (I .ER. ‘71 XTEH = XCFT 
ASUM q 0, 
IF (XTFM .EO. 1.) GO TO j220 
705 
710 
DO 1210 K = 1,NTCUJK 
XCK = (K - .75) / =CUJK 
AI = (I. - XCK) I :sCWJK * (1, - XTFC)) 
IF (XCK .LE. XTF’“) AI = 1. / SCWJK 
ASU14 q PSUM + 61 
1710 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1230 
1?20 CONTINUE 
ASUM = 1. 
1231)’ CONTINIIF: 











































PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Continued) 
PPDGPAP CIPCUL2 74/74 nPT=l sTnTIc FTFI 4.7+4R5 
715 J = L + JS 
77H(L) q YJK(Jl - S.JK(J) * COS(PJK(J1) 
XTT(L) = RGAMfJ) / =CWJK 
1?4n COWTINIIF 
IF (I .FG. 1) Gn TD l7sn 
720 77H(NTDl) = 0. 
-XTT(NTOIl = RFAM(IL) / .SCwJK 
C WRITE (6.1611 
GO TO 1260 

















27H(t.:Tnl) = n.n 
XTT (NTRl) = (PRAM (NTO) + CDRAG(NTD1 * SJK(NTD) I / SCWJK 
CONTINllE 
DO 1270 K = l.P’Tfll 
WRITE (6rlh.7) t,77H(K)rXTT(K) 
CONT INI IE 
NSVI = NSSWSV(1) 
DO 12P0 J = l.NSVI 
:ii 
= J l (I - 11 * hlSSWSV(l1 
= 1 + (JJ - 11 Q (IFIX(SCh’JK)) 
CALL FTLllP (O(JK)aPRI(JJ*l1r l lrNTDlrZtU.XTT) 
PPP(JJ1 = PPl(JJ.11 / ASUM 
CONTINIJS 
JS = NT01 - 1 
CDNTINIIE 
JK = o 
CALCULATIONS OF NORMAL WASH AND NWSR/COS(RUI) 
NSVTDT = NSVl c NSV? 
DO 1300 I = l*NfVTOT 
K=l+(I - 1) (I NSCWJK 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(hq153) 
DO 1340 I = 1rNSVTDT 
WNORR = 0. 
Kal+(I - 1) . NSCYJK 
RPHI = ATAN(PHI(1) I 
DO 133n J = 1rNSVtOT 
L P 1 + (J - 1) * NSCWJK 
SPHI = ATPN (RPI (J) 1 
YY(1) = R(K) - fl(Ll 




























































YY(2) = O(K) + Q(L) 
27 = ZHtIb - ZH(J) 
SNN = S(L) 
DO 1310 KK = 1.2 
@SIGN = 1. 
FSIGN = 1. 
IF (KK .EO. 21 GO TO 1310 
IF IYY(1) .LT. TOLC) FSIGN = -1. 
IF (YY(1) .LT. ( - TDLCI) @SIGN = -1. 
YYY = YYo(Kl 
CALL DRAGSUR ~RPHI~SPHI~YYY,ZZ,SNN~DSIGN~FSIGN~WNKI 
WNIKK) = YNK 
SPHI = -SPHI 
CONTINUE 
WNORC = WNORW + PPl(J.1) * (WN(ll - WN(211 l SCWJK 
CONTINUE 
WNORH = WNORH / (2. l PI) / 2. 
WOP = WNOR!’ / (COStRPHIb b 
WRITE (6r154) I,wNORC,UnP 
CONTINIJE 
DO 1360 I = 1rIPLAN 
KA = 1 + (I - 1) l NSSYSV(1) 
KR = NSSWSV(1) + (1 - lb l NSSWSVfE) 
0 = XCFW 
IF (I ..EQ. 2) D = XCFT 
DO 1350 J = KArKR 
NSCW = TRLSCW (J) 
AI = NSCW l D + 0.75 
IlrAX =‘INT(AI) 
DO 13SO.K = 1rNSCW 
JK = JK + 1 
E4 1. 
IF (K .GT. IMAX) E = (1. - (K - .7S) / NSCUI / (1. - O, 
CIR(JK) = PPPtJ) * E 
CON’FINllE 
CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,16301 CLDES 
NR = 0 
DO 1376 NV = 1,NSSW 
NSCW = TBLSCW (NV) 
NP = FIR -+ 1 




















































PFQGRAR CIRClJLP 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+405 
PHIPP ,= ATAN(PHI(NV1) * RAD 
IF (NV .EQ. (NSSWSV(l1 l 111 WRITE (6916401 
DO 1370 I = ‘NP,NR 
PNPR F PN(I) l RETA 
PVPR = Pv(11 . RETA 
PSIPR I AiAW(PFTA l TAN(PSI(I1)) l RAD 
WRITE (6916501 PNPR.PVPRIQ(I~~ZH(NV)~S(I~,PSIPRIPHIPRICIR(~~ 
1370 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6r16101 
WRITE (h.1620) CREF,CAVE~STRUE~SREF~F~OT~AR,ARTRUE~WACH 
WRITF 16r15901 xCFW 
UPITE (6r16001 xCFT 
CLTQT = CWTOT = 0. 
DO 1390 I = 1rNSSw 
IF (I .EQ. 11 WRITE (6r16701 
IF (I .EQ. (NSSWSV(1) + 111 WRITE (6r16801 
SPAKLD = 0. 
DO 13RO IJ = I,NSCWHIN 
IK = (I - 1) * NSCWMIN l IJ 
SPANLD = SPAFlLn + 2. l CIR(IK) * COS(ATAN(PHI(I11) 
CLTDT = CLTDT + R. * S(IK) * CIR(IK1 / SREF l COS(ATAN(PHI(I111 
CMTOT = CWTnT + R. l S(IK) + CIR(IK1 l PN(IK1 l RFTA l COS(ATAN(PH 
11(I))) /‘(SREF l CRFF) 
imo CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,1’7001 Q(IK1 ,SPANLD 
IF (I .EQ.~NSSWSV(l)) CL1 = CLTDT 
IF (I .EQ. NSSWSv(l1) CM1 = CVTOT 
IF (I .EQ. NSSWSv(11) WRITF (6.16401 CLlrCHl 
IF (r,;FQ. NSSw .AWD. ‘IPLAW .EQ. 21 CL2 q CLTnT - CL1 
IF (I. .EO. NSSY .AND. IPLAN .fQ. 21 CW2 = CWTnT - CWl 
A1/01/?7. 13.38.34 PAGE 20 
IF (I..FP. PISSw .AND. IPLAN .EQ, P1 YRITF (hrlh901 CL2rCH2 
1390 COFITINIIF 
C 
IF’ (JFLAG .FQ. 1.1 CHTDT = SUMATT 
WPITF (6.16601 CLnFS,CLTflT,CwTOT~Cn 
c 
C 162 FnPWAT(35x146HnATA usFn Tn INTFRPOLATF RACK Tn VLHC GFOWFTRY/P 
C 5X. ~lHYtlOX~SPGAWwA/) 
C 
1400 FnPWAT (//2SXe39HTOTAL NO WAKE SEGMENTS ARnVF WAX AF 50/B 
1410 FORMAT (///3Sxrl3HwAKE GFnWFTRY///32XrlHY,12XIIHlrlOXI3HPHI//) 




















































PROGRAM CIRCUL2 (Concluded) 
PFfKPAl’ ClPCUL2 74/74 OPT’1 STATIC FTN 4.7*405 el/ni/27. 13.38.34 PLGE 21 
(//25X.J3H PO OF b’AWF VORTICITY SFWFtlT’i = .15/l 
f25X.~PWAKF VnaTlCTTY SEC.5 ON uI#R SFWFNT NO.15.1H=,lS/) 





















,l EO SWET DIST = rEl5.5/) 
159n FOWAT f///lnx.WAl = rFln.S/) 
16On FORMAT f//lnX.SHA? = .FIG.CI/) 
f/35X.l~lr5x,6HSNN(l)/) 
(25X115.Fl3.5) 
~/25x,??HP1TCl’ CnNqTPAINT ACTIVE/) 




~//21X.~HS~G~T,3xrln~‘P0llN~ C!RCI?X.~OHSHF~‘~ STRTHI~X.~HETA// 
(///75x163Hcn CALCULATF~ USING D~PECT nPTrw7ATmN LINEAP s 
OIST = ,FlS.G/) 
fI/25Xr6WCR CALAULATFO USING DIPFCT OPTIHr7ATlnN LINFAR’qH 
1610 FORPAT f////4X.llH RFk. - CHnRD,hX,?5HC AVERARF TRllF ARFA *2X*1 
14HREFFRENCE APFA~~X,~HR/?.~I~.~HPEF. AR.AX,IHTI?UF AP,~x.~~HYACH NUW 
?PER/l 
1629 FORMAT (AFl*.‘?) 
1630 FOWAT ~l~l.///?5X.1HXllXrl~X~llX~lHY~llX~lHZ~l2X.1H5.~X,9HC/4 ZUF 
lEP,4X,P~61~FORAL.3XI10Hfibrul/(l AT/?4X,3~C/4,0x.4H~C/4.4?X.ZHANG~.Fr 
27X,SHANGLE,4x.,~HCLOF~=,F7.4/) 
1640 FORMAT 1/45X,4!WSFCONO PLANFORY PORSESHOF VORTFX DFSCRfPTIONS/) 
1650 FORM’AT t17X.RFl?.S) 
1660 FORMAT f///I/lSx,llHCL DFsIW =rFlO.6~5Xel?HCL COMPUTFWrFln.6e5X. 
112HC~ CO’JPUTEfI=~ElO.3~5X.5HCb V=rFlG.6) 
1670 FORMAT f////4BX,56HF 1 I, 5 T PLANFORM SPAN LO 
IA D I N G//~OX~~HY~~~X~~IWLW) 
1680 FORMAT (////411~.5t’Hs E C 0 Ir D PLANFOaM, SPAN L 
10 A D I N G//COX~I~‘Y.~~X~~HCL*C) 
1690 FORMAT f//SGXr3OHcL RFVFLOPEI) ON THTS PLANFOPY=rFl0.6/40X,3~~C~ OE 
1VELOPED ON THTS PLANFORb’=.Fln.L) 











































SURPPUTINF GAHCAL 74/14 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+4R5 Rl/nl/27. 13.m.34 PAM 1 
1 SlIPROUTINE Gbt’CAl. f!.IL.~MN,AnpTrRGA~~~ F I 






; CALCULATF Pntmn CIRCULATIFN PT LFFT END PT OF CEGYFNT frW3M 
C AnpT LAST COLIJPN COWTA1N.S ARPAY OF OPTIPI7Efl SHED <HFFf STRENGTHT: 
C 
Covcnh~ /FEN/ NSPT (4 1 .NLl INF 
DIMENsrON St.‘N(l)r AOPT 
PGbMO = n. 
00 10 K = 1rNLlINF 
KK = NLLINE - K l 1 
KCVK = NSPT(KK1 
IF (1 .Fn. KCI’K) GO TO 40 
IF (I .GT. KCHKI GO TO 70 
10 CnFJTIWIIE 
217 CONTINUF: 
RGAHO = AOPT(KCHK) l SNNfKCPK) l AOpTf!) l W”f! - 1) 
KCHKl = KCHK l 1 
IF (1 .EQ. KCPKl) GO TO 50 
IM q I- 1 
IP = KCHK + 1 
DO 30 J = IPtlM 
RGAMO = RGPF(o + AOPT * (SWfJ - 1) l SNNfJ)) 
3n Ct’NTINUE 
GO TO *O 
































SIIRPOUTINF nR4esuR 7i/74 flPl=l TTATlC 
1 SUPfWlTINE ORPCSllR (~.A.Y,~.S,IS.JSIWNK~ 
REAL ISIJS 
5 
7P = 7 + S * 4Tv(A) 
YP = Y + s 4 CrlZfA) 
zc = 7 - SIN(P) * 5 
YM = Y - s + CnsfA) 
RL = SOPTfZP l * 2 + YP ** 2) 
RR = SORTfIH ** 2 l YM +* 2) 
10 
15 
ZPOYP = 7P / VP 
ZMOYM = IV / YY 
PtIILTLJ = ATbK(7POYP) 
PHfPTLJ = ATAN (7MOYY) 
PLF(P! = PHILTLJ - R 
PRHP! = PHIRTLJ - P 
COSPL! = COS(PLMP!) 
COSPR! = COS (PRMP!) 
YF’K = 1s l COcPLI / RL - JS l COSPR! / RR 
RETURN 
END 






































SURROUTINE ORACAL ~I,JIYHHIIHHIPPPIAIHT) 
SURROUTINE ORACAL 
TREFFTZ PLANE DRAG ANALYSIS ASSUMES RIECEUISE LINEARLY VARYING 
SHED vORTICITY SHEET STPFNGTI’ 
CALCULATE INTF,GRALS A THROUel’ F FOR DRAG COEF CALCULATION 
CALLS SUi3ROUTINES LOGS,SNTAU,CCAL,CONCAL 
OIWNSION AINT(6) 
OIluENSION ~W’(lbr 7HH(1)9 PPPtl) 
COIWON /SEG/ SNN(5t-I) 
PI = 4. * ATANfl.1 
S = SW(J) 
CALL CCAL (I~J.YHH~~HH~PPP,S~AA,RR,~O~FF~GG~FF~AJ,AK,RP~TT~~~~~~WY~ 
CALL CONCAL (AA,RB,FF,G~,S,A,G;CID,F,G,CJ,C~,Cl,CM,CN,CO~CP,l~ 
S = SNN(I) 
CALL LOGS (S.CJ.FIRFLN,RFSL~V,RE~~LN,RES~LY) 
CALL sNTAN (S,C;FIR,RP,TT~RTAN~RSTAN,RS~TAN~RS~TAN,~?S~TAN~ 
AAAAAA = A l RTAN + R 0 PSTAh + ee * RFLN / 4 
PPPRRP = 2. 0 (CL + RTAN + Cl’ * RSTAN + CN i PSZTAN) + Co l RFLN + 
1 CP l PFSLN 
cccccc = A * RSTAN + R Q RS2TAN + RR l RESLN / 4 
ocmnm 5 2, + (CL l PSTAN + CM * RS2TAN + CN Q RSJTAN) +-CO l RFSL 
1N + Cp * PEs2Llr’ 
EEFEEF = A * RSZTAN + R Q RSJTAN + RR.+ RES?LN / 4 
FFFFFF = 2. * (CL * p43TAN + CM * RSJTAN + CN * RS4TAN) + CO l PFS 
12LN + Cp * RES3LN 
CALL LOGS (S,CC.G,RFLNIRFSLN~RES~LNIRFS~LN) 
CALL TNTAN (S,@,PR,RR,TT,RTAh~PSTAN,RS2TAN,PS3lAN,RS4TAN~ 
AAAAAA = AAAAAA - A Q RTAN - R * RSTAN - RR + PELN / 4 
RPPPAP = eeRRw - 2. l (CL * RTAN + CM Q RSTAN + CN * PSPTAN) - CO 
1 * PFLN -.CP l RESLN 
CCCCCC = CCCCW - A 0 PSTAN - R * RSZTAN - RR * RFSLN / 4 
oonnnn = Donnnr! - 2. * (CL * RSTAN + CM * RS?TAN + CN l PS7TAb) - 
1CO * RFSLN - CP * PFS?LN 
FFFFFF = EEFFFF - A * RS?TAk - P * RS3TAh - PP * PFSZLb / 4 
FFFFFF = FFFFFF - 7. 0 (CL Q PS2TAN + Cb’ * P57TAN + CFI * RS4TANI - 
1 CO * PFSPLN - CP * PFS~LN 











































(cant ’ d) 
SUBROUTINE DRACAL (Concluded) 
SURROUTINE DRACAL 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+405 G1/01/?7. 13.38.34 PAGE 2 
45 
50 
CALL CfiNCAL (On,EE~AJ~AK,S,ArR~C~O,F,G,CJ,CK,Cl,C~,CN,CO~CP~2~ G 43 
S = SNNfI) G 44 
CALL LOGS fS,CJ,F,RFLN,RFSLN,RESZLN,RES3LN) G 45 
CALL SNTAN (S,C,FE~IIU~VW~RTAN,RSTAN~RS2TAN~RS3TAN,RS4lAN~~ G 46 
AAAAAA = AAAAAA - A l RTAN - G l RSTAN - EE l RELN / 4 G 47 
BBRRRR = emem - 2. l (CL l RTAN + CC l RSTAN + CN l RSPTAN) - CO G 40 
1 + PFLN - CP l RESLN G 49 
CCCCCC = CCCCCC - A * RSTAN - B l RSPTAN - FE l RESLN / 4 G 50 
000000 = OonnO@ - 2. l ICL l RSTAN + CM l RSPTAN + CN l RS3TAN) - 
1CO * RSSLN - CP l RiSELN 
G 51 
G 5i 







FFFFFF = FFFFFF - 2. + (CL + RSPTAN + CM l RS3TAN + CN l RS4TAN) - G 
1 CO l RESPLN - CP l RES3LN G 
CALL LOGS fS,CK,GrRELN,PESLN,RES2LN~RES3LN) G 
CALL SNTAN (S~O,FE,IIU~YU,PTANU~RSTANIPS~TINIR~~TAN~RS~TAN~ G 
AAAAAA = AAAAAA + A l RTAN . R l PSTAN + EF l RELN / 4 .G 
~““l”~~~N=~G~~“~PR~sL’); * (CL l RTAN + CC l RSTAN l CN l RSPTAN) * CO “, 
CCCCCC = CCCCCC + A l RSTAN’+ R l RSPTAN + FF l RFSLN / 4 6 
oooofTl = 00rl000 l 2. * (CL l RSTAN + Cc1 l RS?TAN . CN l RSJTAN) + G 
1CO l RFSLN + CP l RES2LN G 
EFEEEE = EEFFFF + A l RS~TAN + R l RS3TAN + EF l PFSZLN / 4 G 
FFFFFF = FFFFFF + 2. l (CL l RSZTAN + CM l RSJTAN + CN l RS4TAN) l G 
1 CO * RESPLN + CP l RES3LN 0 
SK s SNNfJ) 0 
AAAAAA = AAAAAA 1 PT G 
ewm = RBRRPP / (2. * PI + SK) . (2. l S / PT) l (RP - EC) G 
cccccc = cccccc / PI G 
oonnon = oonrmo I (2. 4 PI l SK) G 
FEFEEF = EEFFFE / (? * PI l S) 8 
FFFFFF =.FFFFFF / (4, * PI * S * SK) l (RR - FF) l S l S / (3 * PT G 
1) G 
AINTfl) = AAAAAA I7 
PINT (7) = efwwm G 
AINT (3) = cccccc G 
AINTf4) 5 onrmnn R 
AINT(S) = EFFEFF G 

































SIJRPnUT INF t-CAL 74/74 l?PT=l CTATTC FTN 4.7+4F15 R1/01/27. 13.38.34 PAGF 1 
1 
5 
SUPROUTINE CCAL (IrJ,YH~.7~H,PPP,S.AA.APrnT),FF.GG.FF,J,l.KK.RWrTT.I.I 
1UlVU) 
C 
C SllPPnllTINE CCAL 
C 
C CALCULATES REn~FTRIC4L CONSTANTS NFEnFll IN FVALUATION nF INTFGPALS 




OIHENSIDN YHP (1) l 7HH(l)r PPP(1) 
OYIJ = YHH(I) - YHHfJ) 
07IJ = ZHHfI) - 7HHfJ) 
CO1 = COS(PPP(I)) 
SII = sIN(ppP11)) 
COJ = COSfPPpfJ)) 
SIJ = SIF!,fPPP(J)) 
AA = nvIJ * COT + 071J * ST1 
ep: = -COSfpPP(J) - RpPfI)) 
FF = -2 * fDyIJ * COJ + n7IJ * SIJ) 
GG = OYIJ * DYTJ l r)7IJ * DZIJ 
OYIJP = YHl’fI) l YHHfJ) 
07IJP = DZIJ 
00 = DPIJP * Cnl l n7IJP * SII 
EE = COSfPPPfJ) + pPp(I)) 
JJ = 2. + fOYIJP + COJ - D7IJp * SIJ) 
KK = OYIJP 0 lryIJp + DZIJP + OZIJP 
RR = 2 * (OYIJ Q SIJ - 071J + COJ) 






uu = 2. + f@yIJp + SIJ l D7IJP * COJ1 































































SURPtWTINF CnNCAL 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.744AS 41/n1/27. 13.9R.34 PAM 1 
C SUPROllTINE COW’TAL . 





A = AA - 0.6 0 QR l FF 
P = 1. - PR + PP 
C = FF + 2. Q 5 
l-l = FF - 2. * s 
F = S II S + S * FF + GG 
6 = S c S - S l FF + GG 
J = P. * (AA l S l RR) 
K = 2. * (AA - $ * RR) 
L q 0.5 0 (PR l FF l FF - AA * FF - 2. * RR l I;G) 
p = 0.5 (I ( - FF - 6. s AA l RR + 4. l FF l PR l RR) 
N = 2. l (BP 4 RR - 1.) * RP 
0 = 0.S l (AA - FF 0 RR) 






















































SURROUTINE SNTAN (S~C~RR~RR~TT~RTAN,RSTAN~RS?TAN,RS3TAN~RS4TAN~ 
SUBROUTINE SNTAN 
EVALUATES INTFGRALS OF THE FORM S~*N~ATAN((C+2~GG*S)/(RR+S*TTl1 
ALL DIvIOED RY (RR+S*TT) 








ATAN PART OF INTFGRAND APPROXIHATEn AS A QOAI)RATIC IN S WHICH IS 9 
FORCED THROUGH ATAN vALIIES AT -S,O,AND S. : 10 
J 11 
A,C ARF CALCIJLATFD IN SUPROUTINE CONCAL J 12 
P@,RP,TT ARE CALCULATED IN SURROUTINE CCAL J 13 
J 14 
PFSULTS ARE RTANrRSTAN*PS?TAN,RS3TAN J 15 
APPROXIMATE INTEGRAL FVALOATED USING MACSwfA PROGPAM OF HIT PROJ. J 16 
EVALUATION OF INTEGPALS FOR TT=O. REBIND AT AT LAREL lb J 17 
SIWGULAR INTFRRALS EVALUATED AT APPROXIMATE FNDPOTNTS,~-SAYAY 3 10 
MIORANRF SINGULARITIFS FXCLUDEOeATAN PART OF TNT APPROx- J 19 
IRATEll AS 2 GUA~RATICS 
CORMON /TEL/ TGLITOLZ 
DIMENSION AA1 (3.31 9 AAf3). IPIVOT(31 
RPR = PR 
55s q 5 
ccc = c 
RTAN = 0.0 
RSTAN = 0.6 
RSETAN = n.0 
PS3TAN = 0.0 
RS4TAN = 0.0 
IF (TT .FG. 0.0 .ANn. AAS .LT. 1E - OR) GR TO TO 
IF (TT .EG. n.n .ANn. RR .FR. 0.01 GO TO 70 
IF ITT .EQ. 0.0, GO TO 40 
FIRST, CHECK FOR RIIIRANGF SIkGULARITIES.ExCLUnlNG ANY 
S7FRn = -RR / TT 
IF (ARS(ARS(S7FRO) - 5) .LT. 1E - n4 .AND. ARSfS7FPR) 
10 30 
IF (SZFRO .GF. 0.0 .ANO. S7FRO .LT. Sl GO TO 160 

















FOIlNIT J 36 
J 37 
J 38 





SUBROUTINE SNTAN (Continued) 




CLOGW = ALOG(APS( (PP l TT l S) / IPR - TT l S) 1) 
CONn I IC * TT l TT - C? . RR * TT + Cl l RR l RR) / -iTT l * $1 
CON1 = fC? * TT - Cl l PP) / ITT * TT) 
PTAN = CON0 b CLnGR + 2. + S * CON1 
CON2 = (C * TT * TT - C2 + RR + TT + Cl * RR l RR) / i7T l * 3) 
COW3 5 (C l PP * TT * TT - CP l RR * RR l TT *‘Cl 0 PP l * 3) / (TT 
1 ** 41 
RSTAN = 2. 0 5 0 COP’? - CON3 l cLnm + 7. + Cl l TT l TT l S l * 3 
l/ I3 * TT ** 3) 
CON4 = (C * RP . RR * TT * TT - C2 l Rli l * 3 + TT + Cl l RR l * 4) 
l/ ITT ** 5) 
CON5 = 4. * C? o TT ** 3 - 4. 0 Cl * RP l TT l * 2 
CONS = CONS / (I? * TT ** 4) 
COP.lb = ( - C . RR 0 TT * TT + Ct + PR * Rf? l TT - Cl l RF) l * 3) / 
1fTT ** 4) 
RS2TAN = C0~4 * CLOGR + 7. l CONS l 5 l * 3 l ?. * 5 l CON6 
CONA = 20. + (C 0 TT ** 4 - CX l RR l TT l * 3 + Cl l RP l * 2 l TT 
70 l** ‘2) / (60 * TT *+ 51 
cow9 = (C * RI? 0. 2 l TT l * 2 - C2 b RR l * 3 l TT + Cl l RR l * 4) 
l/ ‘ITT ** 5) 
CONlO = C * RR ++ 3 + TT ** 2 - C2 0 RR l * 4 l TT . Cl * RR l * T 




C = ATAN2(CCt.ARSfRR)) 
Cl = .5 * (ATAh’ZffCCC l 2. * F’R l StrAASfRk? / TT l St) l ATANi?(fCC 
1c - 3. l @F! + S).APS(RfJ - TT * S))) - C 
Cl = f-1 / IS * 5) 
cz = fATAN2ffCCC l ?. ‘4 PR * S)rAPsfRR l TT l S))) / S -C/S-C 
11 l s 
C 




RS3iAN = 7.-o ini0 (I s ++ 3 + 7. * CON9 l s - CONlO l CLOGR l 24. 
l* Cl * TT ** 4 * 5 ** 5 / (60 * TT ** 5) 
CONA = (C l WR ** 4 l TT ** 7 - C? b RR +* 5 o TT + Cl l RR ** 6) 
l/ (TT l * 7) 
CON4 = fC7 l TT - C) + r)l?) / IS * TT l * 2) 
CONC = I - c . RR b TT oo 2 + C2 4 RR ** 2 * TT - Cl l RR l * 31 / 
lf3 * TT ** 4) 
CON0 = CONC b PP ** 2 / (TT ** 2 / 31 
RS4TAN = COhlA II CLORP + COR’P 0 i’ l 5 0. 5 + CONC * ? * !i ** 3 l cr) 











































SUBROUTINE SNTAN (Continued) 
SUPPf’UTI1.‘F zNTAN 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+405 A1/01/?7. 13.38.34 
9n 
85 IF IRR .GT. 0.) GO TO 26 
RTAN = -RTAN 
RSTAN = -RSTAN 
RSPTAN = -RSZTAN 
RSJTAN = -PSSTAN 
RS4TAN = -RS4TAN 
2n CONTINUE 
GO TO 130 
30 CONTINllE 
SAWAY = S - TOL 
s = SAWAY 
GO TO 10 
C 







PR = ARSfRP) 
ALNNUH = I2 0 RR) 0. 2 l S l * 2 + 4 l C l RR l S + RR l * 2 + C l * 
12 
ALNDEN = I2 + PR) 0. 2 l S l * 2 - ‘4 0 C 0 RP 0 S + RP 0. 2.+ C 00 
12 
IF IALNNUH .FO. n.0 .OR. ALNOEN .EO. 0.0) Gn Tfl 50 
GO TO 60 
!in CONTINIIE 
S = S - TOL 
ALNNIIP = I2 + PP) 0. 2 * C ** 2 + 4 l C * RP * S + RR ** 2 + C l * 
12 
AL#OEN = (2 * PR) ** 2 * S ** 2 - 4’. C * RP + S + RR 0. 2 + C ** 
12 
60 RATLN = ALOG (ALNNIJH / ALNOFh’) 
TNOIF = ATAN2((C l 2. l RP l S)rPR) - ATANPIIC - 2, l RG l S)ePR) 
Tt.‘SUN = ATAN2((C + ?. * RP l S)rRP) + ATAN2((C - 2. l RR * S)rRP) 
PTAN = -1.25 + RR / PG) * PATLN l 0.5 * C * TNOIF / RR 
PTAN = RTAN / RR + S * TNSIIY / RR 
RSTAN = n.5 (I (5 * S + (RR l RR - C * C) / (2 + RR) 0. 2) * TNOIF 
l- .S + RR * S / RR + If.5 l C l RR) / 12 l RR) ** 2) + RATLN 
RSTAN = RSTAN / QR 
PS?TAN = (S *+ 3 / 3) * TNSUP l 1 (RR ** 3 - 3 4 C b. 2 * RR) / (4A 
1 * PR ** 3)) + DATLFl + C * RR * S / (3 * RR ** 2) - ((6 l C * RR * 
?* ? - ? * C +I) 7) / (6 * (2 * RF) ** 3)) o TNDIF 
RSTTAN = RSZTAC / RP 




























































1 * RR +* 4)) + RATLN - TNnrF * (RR #4 4 - 6 l c ** 2 l RR l * 2 + c J 127 
2 ** 4) / (64 * QP ** 4) - RR * s ** 3 / (12 l RR) - S l (9 l c a* J 198 
32 * RP ** 2 - 3 l PC) ** 4) / (40 * RR l RR *a 3) J 129 
RS3TAN = PS3TAN / RP J 130 
RS4TAh’ = IS +* r; / (5 l RF?)) l TNSIIM l TNnIF l (5 l C . RR l * 6 - J 131 
110 l C l b 3 l RP l . 4 l C l * 5 * RR l * 2) 1 (Iti l RR 0 5 l aa l C J 132 
t 31 - RATLN * (RR l * 6 - 10 l c *, z l RR l * 4 l 5 l c l * 4 l RQ 0 J 133 
3* 7) / r3Pn l RR I)* 7 * RR *+ 5) a c l S l * 3 / (15 l RR l * ?) + 5 J 134 
4 l rc l * 3 - c l RR l * 7) / (10 Q RR l * 4) J 135 
Go TO 130 J 136 
J 137 
FOR CASF: OF RP=TT=0.0* IF I=J J 134 
TOP = c l 2. * RR 4 $ 




IF (C .En. 0.0 .bNP. AR .FQ, 0.0) GO TO 130 J 142 
SRAO = -c / (7, l @RI J 143 
SPACIAP = PBS (SPAri) J 144 
IF (SRADAR .LT. SJ GO TO RQ J 145 
GO TO 90 J 146 
CONTINUE J 147 
SUL = SAAD - TOL J 148 
SLL = sRAD + TOL J 149 
CL&l = ALOG(TOP / (C + 2. l RR * SLL)) J 150 
CLOGRZ q ALOGfrC + 7. * PP * SULJ / ROT) J 151 
CLOGQ = CLOGRl + CLnGnZ J 152 
RTPN, = -(.5 / RR) * CLOGR J 153 
RSTAN = f.PS * c / Rn ** 7) l CLOGR - (.5 / !?R) l (2. 4 5 - SLL + J 154 
ISUL) J 155 
RS2TAN = -(C ** 7 / (A. 0 RP ** 31) l CLOGR + (C / (4. . IV! l + 7)) J 156 
1 l (2. * s - SLL l RILP - 
PS3TAi’ 
r.25 / PRJ l rsIIL l SUL - SLL * XL) J 157 
= rc ** 3 / (16. * PP .* 4)) + CLOGR - (2. l S l e 3 - SLL l J 15,R 
16 3 l SUL l * 31 / (6, * RR) - (C l c / (cl.. l PR l * 3)) l (7. + s - J 159 
2 SL; + SIJL) + fC / (8. * RR l PAI) * (SUL l S1lL - SLL + SLL) 
RS4TAN = -(C l a 4 / (32, Q RF’ l * 5)) l CLOGR - (SUL l * 4 - SLL 
14) / rn. l PRJ l (C / (I?. 0 RR l R9JJ l (2. l s +* 3 - SLL l * 
2 SUL l * 3) - c +* 2 * (SUL Q* 2 - SLL l SLL) / (16. l RP l * 3) 
3 (I* 3 4 (2. l s - SLL l SIlLI / (16. l RP ** 4) 
GO TO 130 
90 CONTINUE 
IF (APS(TOP) .LT. IF - 9 .OF. AASrPOT) .LT. IF - 0) GO TO 120 
IF (TOP .LE. 0.0, GO TO 110 
J 160 
.C J 161 
3* J16? 






SUBROUTINE SNTAN (Continued) 









IF (PCT .LE. 0.n) GO TO 110 J 169 
inn CLOGR = ALOG(TOP / POT) J 1711 
RTAN = -(l / RR) l CLOGA J 171 
RTAN = RTAN / 2 J 172 
RSTAN = (.25 o c / RR ** 2) l CLOGP - S / RR J 173 
RSPTAN = -(c l e 2 / (A l RR l * 3)) l . CLOGR + C l s / i2. l BB l * 2 J 174 
1) J 175 
RS3TAN = (C *t 3 / (16. l BB l * 4)) l CLOGR - S l * 3 / (3. l BBI - J 176 
1 s l c ** 2 / (4. l RR l * 3) J 177 
RS4TAN = -(C .* 4 / (32 * RI? .* 5)) l CLOGR + 2. l C l s l * 3 / (1 J 178 
12 * RR ** 2) l 2. l 5 l C .* 3 / (16 * RB l * 4) J 179 
GO TO 130 J 180 
110 .TPDRBT = TOP / ROT J 1Al 
IF (TPORBT .GT. 0.0) GO TO 100 J 182 
IF (TOP .LT. n.n, GO TO 140 J lB3 
IF (ROT .LT. O.n, GO TO 140 J lR4 
120 CONTINUE J 1RS 
SAHLY = S - TOL J lA6 
TOP = c + 2. 0 RR l sAUAY J 187 
ROT = C - 2. l RR l SAUAY J 18R 
CLOGP = ALOGtTOP / ROT) J lR9 
PTAN = -(l / PR) l CLOGP J 190 
RTAN = RTAN / 2 J 191 
RiTAF! q (.25 l C / RR ** 7) l CLOGR - S / RR J 192 
RS?TAM = -(C a# ? / (A l PP fi* 3)) l CLOGR + C l S / (3. l RR l * 2 J 193 
1) J 194 
RS3TAN = (C ** 3 / (16. * PB ** 4)) l CLOGR - S ** 3 / (3. * RR) - J 195 
1 s * c ** 2 / (4. l PR ** 3) J 196 
RS4TAN = -(C .* 4 / (32 Q RR l * 5)) l CLOGR + ?. l C l S l * 3 / (1 J 197 
12 * RR ** 2) + ?. * s * C a* 3 / (16 l IS@ l * 4) J 198 
GO TO 130 
130 CONTINIJE 
C 
C WRTTE STATEMENT5 GO WRF IF NEEOEO 
C 
GO TO IS0 
140 VRITF (6,240) 
150 CONTINIIE 
GO TO 730 
c 











SINGIILARITY J 209 
J 2in 
PAGE 5 









74/74 OPT'1 STATIC 




SUL = s7ERO - TOL 
SLL = SZEAO + TOL 
Sr;IOl =~s - 0.5 at ARSfS - SLL) 
skIIn D -s' + 0.5 l ARS( - S - SULB 
ANGl = ATANZ((C + 2. l RR l s)qABStRR + TT l S)) 
ANGE = ATANP((C + 2. + RR + SHIDl),APS(RR + TT l SMIDl)) 
ANG3P + ATANE((C + 2. l RR l SLLJrARSfRR l TT l SLL)) 
ANG3 I ATAN2((C - 2. + RR * SJ,ARS(RR - TT l $1) 
AN64 = ATAN?((C + 2. l RR * SHID2JgPRS(PR + TT l SMIn?l) 
ANGS t bTANE((C + ?. l RR * SUL)rARS(PR l TT * SULI) 
DO 221l I = 192 
IF (I .EQ. 2') GO TO 170 
AAl(I,ll = SUL 9 SUL 
AAltlr?) = 5lJL 
AAl(lr3) = 1. 
AAl(2.3) = 1. 
AAl(3.3) = 1. 
AAl(2,l) = wIn7 l sMrn2 
AAl(?rEb = swv 
AAl(3.1) = S l 5 
AAl(3;i) = -S 
AA(l) = ANGS 
AA(Z) = ANG4 
AA(3J = ANG3 
CLOGP = ALDG((Ra + TT * SUL) / (RR - TT * SIB 
TUSF = sMID2 
DFLS = SIJL + S 
DELSZ = SUL ** ? - S ** 2 
DFLS3 = SUL l I 3 + s l * 3 
DELS4 = SUL l * 4 - 5 ** 4 
DFLSS q SUL ** 5 + S ** 5 
DELS6 = SUL l * 6 -S**6 
Gel TO 180 
170 CONTINIIF 
AAl(l.1) = S l S 
AAl(1.7) = S 
AAl(l.1) = 1, 
AAl(2.3) = 1. 
APl(3.3) = 1, 













































SUBROUTINE SNTAN (Continued) 
DFLS2 = S ** 2 - SLL ** 2 
DEL53 = S l * 3 - SLL ** 3 
DFLS4 = S ** A - SLl l * 4 
265 DEL5S = S ** 5 - SLL l * 5 







SUPPt-tlTIhlE 5NTAF’ 74/74 OPT’1 STATIC FTN 4.7+4R5 
AAl(2.71 = SMInl 
255 
A61(3.1) = SLL * SLL 
AAl(3r3) = SLL 
AA(I) = ANGI 
AA(Z) = ANFZ 
AA(3) = ANG3P 
260 
CLOG&? = ALOG(APS((Rn + TT * S) / (RR + TT l SLLI)) 
SIISF = srlnl 
DELS = S - SLL 
CALL SICFO (44l.3,AA,l.~FTFRC.IPIV~T~3~~SCALF~ 
Cl = AA(l) 
cz = AA(Z) 
C = AA(3l 
cohln = (C * TT * TT - ~7 Q RP * TT + cl * RR 4 RR) / OTT ++ 3) 
CON1 = (C7 4 11 - Cl * RR) / (TT * TT) 
co~ii = n.5 * cl 1 TT . 
CON7 = (C * TT l TT - C7 l RR * TT + Cl * RR l RI?) / iTT l * 3) 
CON3 = (C l PR * TT * TT - C2 + RR * RR l TT . Cl l PR l * 3) / 
1 l * 41 
























(Ti J 276 
J ?77 
J 770‘ CC)NEI t cz / (7 4 TT) .- Cl * RR / (2 l TT l TTI 
CON4 = (C + PR b RR * TT * TT - C2 l RR *+ 3 l TT + Cl l RR l * 41 
I/ (TT ** 5) 
CONS = 4. * C? * TT ** 3 - 4. * Cl + RR l TT l * 2 
CCINS = CONS / (12 l TT l * 4) 
CON6 = ( - (! Q RR 4 TT + TT + C2 l RR l RR l TT - Cl l RR 4* 31 / 
I(TT ** 4) 
CON31 = (C * TT *’ 3 - C2 o RR * TT l * 2 l Cl l RR l * 7 l TT) / (2 
1 * TT ** 4) 
CON32 = Cl / (4 * TT) 
CONR = 20. * (C + TT ** 4 - Cz as RP Q TT 04 3 + Cl * FIR *+ 2 l TT 

















CON’2 = (C + RP +* ? * TT ** 2 - C2 + RR 00 3 o TT . Cl l RR ** 4) 
11 (TT l * 5) 
CON10 = C 0 RR (II) 3 4 TT (14 2 - C? I) RR +* 4 * TT . Cl * RR ** * 
CoNlO = CON10 / (TT ** 6) 
CON41 = (c2 * TT - Cl Q RR) / (4 * TT ** 7) 





SIJAPO~lfINF qNTAN 74/74 OPT=1 qTATIC FTM 4.744A5 Al/01/?7. 13.7R.34 PAGE R 
CON42 = ( - C (I PI? (I TT *o 2 + C2 * WP l * 2 l TT - Cl * RR l * 31 / J 295 
1 (2 * TT ** 41 J 29b 
CON4 = fC l PP a* 4 * TT *Q 2 - C2 . RR .C 5 Q TT + Cl l RR Q* 6) J 297 
l/ fTT l * 71 J 298 
COW = (CP * TT - Cl * PP) / (5 * TT ** 21 J 299 
CONC = ( - C 8 RI? (I TT Q* ? + C2 * PC, *e 2 * TT - Cl l RR e* 31 f J 300 
113 ’ TT ** 41 J 301 
CON~I q cow 4b PR l * 2 f fTT ** 2 f 3) 
CONE = (C + TT *(I 2 - C? + PR + TT l Cl * RP l * 2) f 14 l TT ‘4 31 
CONF = Cl f (6 * TT) 
CONG = CONE * F)R l * 7 * 3 / ITT ** ?) 
IF (I .FO. 11 GO TO 160 
J 3ni’ 
J 303 
IF (I .EO. 2 .ANn. (RR + TT * SUSE) .GT. 0.1 GO TO 19n 
RTAN = PTAPl - CON0 o CLOGP + CON1 * OELS + CnN11 + DFLSP 
RsTAN = RSTAN - CON?) * I-IFLS? + CON2 + PELS - CON3 l CLOGR l Cl . 
1DFLS3 f (3 * TT) 
RSPTAN = RS?TbN - COh14 * CLOGR + CON5 l DELS3 + WIN31 4 DFLSE + CO 
lN32 + DELS4 + Cr)hIc, * DELS 
RS3TAN = RS3TAY - CON41 * DELS4 l CONR l DFLSJ + CON47 l DELS2 l C 















315 RS4TAN = RS4TbN - CONA 0 CLOCR l CONR * DFLSS . CONE l DEL54 + COY 
1F l DELS6 l CONC l DEL53 + CONG * DELS2 l COND l DFLS 
‘GO TO 700 
190 CONTIMJE 
RTAN = RTAN + CON0 o CLOGR + CON1 l bELS + CON11 * DEL!?? 
320 RSTAN = RSTAN + CON21 * nFLS2 + CON7 l DFLS - CON3 l CLOGR l Cl l 
lDELS3 f I3 l TT) 
RS2TAN = PS2TAN + cO~4 * CLOER + CONS 4 DELS3 4 CON31 l DFLSZ + CO 
lN32 0 DELS4 + CON6 * DELS 








325 lON9 + DELS - CON10 + CLOGP + Cl l DELSS f (5 l TT) 
RS4TAN = Rs4TAN + CflNA * CLOGI? + CONE! + DELs.5 + CONF l DELS4 + 




IF (I .EQ. 31 c-0 TO 210 
IF (I .Eo. 1 .ANn. (PR - TT * 51 .GT. 0.) GO TO 2ln 
RTAN = -RTAN 
RSTAN = -RSTAN 
RS~TAN = -Rs~TAN 
RS3TAN q -RS3TAN 
RS4TAN = -PS4TAN 
210 CONTINUE 
J 375 











SUBROUTINE SNTAN (Concluded) 
SURRWTINF 5NTAN 74f 74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7;465 
220 CONTINUE J 337 
GO TO 130 J 338 
230 CDNTINIIE J 339 
340 RR = RRR J 340 
s q sss J 341 
c = ccc J 347 
RETURN J 343 
C J 344 
345 2’40 FORMAT (30X.43HONE OF THE FkDPOINTS HAS A NEGATIVE LOO ARG) J 345 
250 FORMAT (3OX.llH A0 FNTERED) J 346 
FND J 347- 
81fOlf27. 13.JB.34 PAGE 9 
- 
SUBROUTINE LOGS 


























CALCULATES IN7FGRAl.S OF FOW S+*N*ALOG(S*S+E*S*D) WITH 
RESPECT TO S OVER LIMITS OF -S TO S FOR N=O,lrP*3. 
S= PANEL SEGWFNT HALFWIDTH 
E,D ARF CALCUIATFD IN SIJPR~I~~TINF CONCAL 









EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS PERFORMED USING MACSYMA ALGEARAIC 
HANIPIJLATION PROGPAM OF MIT PROJECT YAC 
IF I=J INTEGRAL EWAL{IALTED AT APPROXIMATE FNDPDINTS++-SAWAY 
K 12 
K 13 
COWWIN fTFLf I)IIM~TCIL 2 
RFAL LATRILARP,L~,LPIL~~L~ 
TOL = TOL2 
RELN = 0.0 
RESLN = 0.0 
RES2LN = 0.0 
PFS3LN = 0.0 
ss = s 
A=SaS+F*q*D 
fl=s*s-F*s+n 
A = APsIA) 
EC = ARSfA) 
AA = APSIAI 
QP = ARS(Rl 
IF (AA .LE. n.nnnnOOnnl) FO TO 60 
IF (PP .LE. n.onnnnnnol) Gn TO 60 
in DISC = F * E - 4 * n 
n1s0 = SORT (APS (DISC, 1 
01s =~dE-?.*n 
DIS3 = FQ’3-7.*D*F 
0154 = (E * E - 4. * D, * (F * E - D, 
l-t1544 o E *c 4 - 4. Q n * F * E + 2. * D * D 
n1s5 I E ** 5 - b. oD*Fa*3+R.*FaD**P 
LPTR = ALOG(h * P) 
LPPP = ALOG(A / RI 
TF IAA .t.F. n.nnnnnnnnl) s’= SAWAY 































SUBROUTINE LOGS (Continued) 









=‘I? = 5 * LAT9 + 0.5 * E * LPDR 
FSP = F + 2 * S 
SSM = F - ? * S 
IF cnrscb 40.3n.20 
?O CONTTWIF 
Ll = E - DJSr) l 2 * $ 
LP = E + DISO + 2 * S 
L3 q E - DIs(3 - 2 * 5 
L4 = E + DISO - 2 * s 
DIFFLPI = ALOG~LI * ~4 f Lz f L3) 
PFLN = RE - 4 * T - n.5 * DISQ * DIFFLN 
PESLN = 0.5 * LAnF’ * S ** 7 l fO.tS * E * DISC f DISO) * DIFFLN 
RESLN = RESLN - (1.25 * DTc * LAD0 + F * S 
RESPLN = fS ** 3 f 3) * LATP - DIS4 f (6 * DISO) l DIFFLN + LADR + 
1 fDIS3 / 6) -4*S**3/9-6* DIS*S f9 
RFS3LN = 0.75 * S ** 4 * LADR + OIS5 f fP * DTSQ, l DlFFLN - LAW 
1” (DIS44 f 01 + F * 5 ** 3 f 6 + 0.5 l S * DIS3 
GO T9 !io 
30 CLOGRT = ALOG~ARS~ESP f Fqr)) 
RELN = S * LATP - 4 * S + F * CLOGRT 
RESLN = 0.5 * s ** 2 * LAnR - 0.5 * 01s * cLnGpT + r + s 
PES2LN = fS ** 3 * LATR + 0123 * CLOGRT l (DIS4) * ((1 f FSP) - (1 
1 f FSH)) - 7 + 5 * nrs) f q - 6 * (S ** 3) f q 
RFS3LN q 0.75 * q ** 4 * LADP - DIS44 * 0.25 * CLWRT - .2cj * DI55 
1 * (1 f ESP - 1 f Eqpfl) + F * 5 ** 3 f 6 + 0.5 * S l @Is3 
GO TO 50 
40 TNRAT = ATAN?(F<P.DISO) - PTPN?fESMrDISfl) 
RFLN = RF - 4 + 5 - (DISC f DISO) * TNRAT 
RFSLN = n.5 * (S ** 2 - 0.5 * 01s) * LAD9 + 0.5 * F * DISC f DISfJ 
1’ TNRAT + E * C 
RFS2Lhr = S ** 3 f 3 * LATR + fDIS3 f 6) * LADP - fDIS4 f (3 l DTSQ 
1)) * TNRAT -4*S**3/9-2*S* DIS f3' 
RES3LN = (0.21: * S ** 4 - DIS44 f A) * LADR + 0.25 * nys5 f DISn + 
1 TNRAT l E * S ** 3 f 6 + s * DIS3 f 2 
50 CONTINUE 
G@ TO 70 
h’l CONTINtIE 







































A = SAUPY * SPWAY l F * SPWPY + D K Rl 
I? = SAWPY * SPWIv - F * SAWPY l n K A2 
A = 4P<(P) K R3 
9 = APCfR) K 04 
SUBROUTINE LOGS (Concluded) 
SllRPnllTIr.F L ncs 74/74 il”T=l STATTC 
85 GO TO 10 
71l CONTINllF 
s = ss 
RFTIJPN 
END 














PPGGPAP 7nCDETlu 74/74 llPT=l STATTC FTN 4.7+485 al/nl/27. 13.38.34 PAGE 1 
C 
OVFRLAY (WINGTL.2,OI L 1 
PROGRAM ZOCDFTH L 2 
DIt’ENSION YY(2). Fv(2’)r FW(21e DZDX(4001, XXCC(En)r WDU(201 L 3 
DIMENSION x3C4(?2)r ALDC(22tl), T(41) . SS(4lrl)r SSl(4lrl)c SS2(4 L 4 
llrl), 52(22,1)r s3(2?rllr DEL~(22r11r H(22), PSlJH(41el) L 5 
DIkENSION ZDCP(41), ZOCK(3G). POUHL4lrl) L fl 
DIMEN5ION 7UPb(41), ZLOA(41), PTx(4l)r ZMC(41) L 7 
DIYENSION YK(4551 L 8 
COMMON /ALL/ POT,H,PETArPTFST~~TEST~TRLSC~(5~~~~(4OO).PN~4OO~~PV~ L 9 
~~~~~~s(~~~~~PSI~~~~)~PHI~~O~~ZH(SO)~NSSW 
COMCON /TOTHRF/ CIR (400) 
COMMON /CCRRDD/ CHDPD(Sn),XTE(SO)rKRITeTSPAN,TSPAtJA 
COMHON /INSUP?3/ APSI,APHI,XX~YYY~Z7~SNNtTOLC 
COMMON /JKE/ PCTX(501,PCT7(SO)eN7SrJCTLIJSLP 
PART 3 - CDRPUTE z/c VERws x/C 
THE TDLERANCF SET AT THIS POINT IN THE PRDGRAH HAY NEED TO 
CHANGFD FOR CCYPIJTERS OTHER THAN THE CDC 6000 SERIFS 
WRITE (hr2an) 
TOLC = (ROT * 15.E - OS) ** 2 
PI = 4. * ATAN 
PAD = 1ao. / PI 
177 = I 
NNV = TRLSCW (777) 
DO 30 NV = Irk’ 
DZOX(NV) = 0. 
I7 = 1 
NNN = TPLScW(I71 
DO 20 NN = lrl’ 



























APSI = PSI(NNl I. 36 
xx = pv(NV1 - PN(NN) L 37 
YY (1) = O(Nv) - O(NN) L 38 
YY (2) = C((Nv) + ~(WNI L 39 
I? = 7HfI7z) - 7HLI7) L 4n 
SNN = s(NN) L 41 










PROGRAM ZOCDETM (Continued) 













YYY = YY(I) L 43 
0:: ~NF:~~I(PDT~FV(I)~Fw(I)I L 45 4
APSI = -APSI L 46 
CONTINllE L 47 
FVN = FW(l1 + FW(21 - (FV(l) + O'(2)) 
DZDX (NV1 = D7Dx(hlVl + FVN * CIRINNl / 
IF (NP! ,LT. NWW .oR. NN .EG. Ml GO TD 
17 = I7 l 1 
frrNbj = NNN l TPLSCW(17) 
CONTINUE 
IF (NV .LT. NPIV .OP. NV .FQ. Co GO TO 
I27 = IZZ l 1 

















INTFGPATE D7/DX Tn ORTAIN Z/C 
IF IJSLP .NF. 11 GO TO 40 
PUNCH 24Oe (D7CX(NN) .NN = Irk’) 
CONTINUE 
REWIND 10 
IF (JCTL .FR. n, GO TO SO 
CALL PsFUDO 
CONT IPI~JF 
LA = 1 
L@ = 0 
no 33n I = 1,NS5W 
IN = TRLSCWTII 
L 59 














CPHI = CGS(ATAK(PWIII))‘) 
IF II .EG. 1) GD TD 60 
LA = LA + TPLcCU(I - 1) 
CR = LR + TRLSCw(Ij 
DO 70 J = LA,LP 
W=J-LA+I 
unu (v) = -07nx(J) 
YXCCCN) q (1.1 - I?.?‘?) / TN 
K = JFI + I + Lb - J 
X3C4 (K) = PV(J1 * PFTP 












PROGRAM ZOCDETM (Continued) 
PROGPAfJ 7nCnETP 74/74 PPT=l STATIC FTN 4.7+4P5 Ri/ni/27. 13.3R.34 PAGE 3 
a5 
90 
Y = O(LA1 / POT 
WRITF (hr2SO) R(LA~,YICHDRDIII 
WRITF (hr29tTl 
WRITE (6r3hO) ~wOII~IJl.IJ = 1rIHb 
WRITF (6.3001 
WRITF (6,3h0) (XxCCTIJlrIJ = 1,INl 
Kl = IN + 2 
K? = IN + 1 










ALDC(K1, = ALQCtKPl L 94 





X3C4fKll = XTF(1) + CHORD(I) L 96 
Dl = 0. L 97 
03 = 0. L 98 
no AO L = ir41 L 99 
a0 T(L) = xTE(I1 + CHDROfII Q (L - 11 * .025 L 100 
IW = 0 L 101 
CALL SPLINE (??,~,41rK1,1,41rX3C4,AL~~~7~A.SS.SSl~SS7~S2*S~~~~LY,~ L 102 
lrIwrnl.Dp~lrpsuwl L ln3 
Do 90 L = lr4n L 1114 
K=42-L L ln5 
J =41-L L 106 
90 PSUWIC) = PSIJt'fJl L 107 
PSUF!(]) = 0. L 108 
ALPIK = ATAN(PSIIH~~II / CHORD(lll * RID L 1n9 




IF (JCTL .FR. 21 GO TO IOn 
WRITE (6.3201 




Do icln L q 1,41 
K=42-L 
X01: = 1. l (XTFTll - T(K)) / CHDRDTIl 












zncv(Ll = -7nc 
x = xnc Q CHnPll(T1 
1 122 
1 123 
7nrPP = znc * CPHI L 124 
7PCTLl = -7ncpp L 125 









PROGRAM ZOCDETM (Continued) 









IF (JCTL .NE. 2) 6D TO 200 
DO 1fl0 L = lr?l 
LL = 1 l IL - II Q 2 
ZIIPA (Ll = ZIIPA ILL) 
ZLDA (Ll = ZLDA(LL1 
PTX(L1 = 0.05 + (FLPATLL - 1)) 
WRITF (1017701 TPTX(LI,L = 1,211 
WPITE (10,27nl (7UPA(Ll.L = lt21) 
WPITF (lnr270l (7LOATLl.L = 11211 
DO 190 L = I,21 
7UP4 (I. 1 = -7llPA (L) 
7L04Tl.1 = -7LOAfLl 
CALL lVF@PLl’- (n~?lr~TX~l.711PA,lrO.~l.~ - .5rn.5ro.n,7.RHx/Cl12.13H L 163 
L 161 
1 162 
IF (JCTL .NE. 2) GO TO 120 
CALL CSIUNI (SO,N7S,lrlrl,PCTX.PCTZ,XRC~THK, - l.wKl 
zocu = ?DCPR - THK 
ZOCL = 70CPR + THK 
ZUP = 7OCIJ + CHORD(I) 
ZLO = 70CL o CtmRDtI) 
ZUPAtLl = ZOCU 
7LOAILl = ZOCL 
CONTINllE 
IF {JCTL .FR. Pl SD TD 130 
WRITE (697601 xOC~ZOC~Z~CPR~X,PSUMO rDLT2PR 
GO TO 140 
CONTINIIE 




DO 16n L = 1.19 
ZOCK(L) = 7occ (I.1 
CO~ITINUE 
DO 171) L = 20*30 
IL = ? l L - 19 




































17/c CnS(PHI1.n) L lh4 
TliFT = I-I. L 165 
XL = *.5 1 166 
YL = A. L lh7 










PROGRAM ZOCDE'I?~ (Continued) 
PROGRAC 7oCnETM 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+405 81/01/27. 13.38.34 PAGE 5 
CALL NOTATE (XL .yL~HT,6HC~nPD=.T~FTIh) 
YL = 7. 
CALL NOTATF (XL,YLIHT,~HY/R/?=*T~ET*~) 
XL = R. 
YL = A. 
CPLL NUMBER (XLIYLIHTICHOAD(I),THET~~) 
YL = 7. 
CALL NUMRER (XL,YL,HTIYITHFT~~) 
CALL INFOPLT (I,?lrPTX~1,7LOA~I~O.~~.~ - .5~0.srn.or3,3HX/Cll2*l2H 
12/c c05cPHIl.01 
200 CONTINIIE 
IF (JCTL .NE. 1) GO TO 720 
DO 210 L = 1.41 
PlO PTX (L) = 0.075 * FLOAT(L - 11 
CALL TNFOPLT (1,41tPTX~lrfMCrlrO.~l.~ - .Sr0.5rO.Or3,3HX/C.l2~12HZ 
l/C COS(PHI) 90) 
THET = 0. 
XL = 5.5 
YL = R. 
HT = n.3 
CALL NOTATE (xL,YL~HT*~HCH~R~=~THET,~) 
YL = 7. 
CALL NOTATE (XL,yL,HT,6HY/P/2=rTHFTv6) 
XL = P. 
YL = A. 
CALL NuMRER (xL,yL,HT,CHf%?fJ(I) ,THFT,3) 
YL = 7. 
CALL NIJMRER IXL.YLIHTIYITHFT~~) 
220 CONTIN~IF 
WPITF (10,270) (70CY(L)1L = 1,301 
730 CONTINilE 
EN0 FILE 10 
RFWINll lfl 
C 
24n FORPAT (PFlO.6) 
750 FI-IRMAT (35X,i?l’Y=. F1n.4.11x,~HY/R/~=rFlO.4~llX,~HCH~~~=.Fl~.4//~ 
P60 FORYAT (33X;F4.4;5(SxF9.4) j 
770 FORVAT (7Fln.6) 
380 FOPPAT (lHl,S~x,?nHLOCAL FLFVATION DATA///) 
290 FORPAT (41X,47~SLOPF5.07/nXIAT SLOPE POINTS,FPOY FFONT TO RFAR/) 
3nn FORVAT (42X,4~~CnRRFSPn~nlNG X/C LOCATIONS FROM FRnlrlT TO REAR/l 













































PROGRAM ZOCDETM (Concluded) 
PPOGRAC 7DCDETM 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+405 Rl/O1/27. 13.36.34 PAGE 6 
330 FORMAT (29Xi3Hx/CillXi3+‘7/C ,5X,l3H(Z/C1COS(DIH1rSX,7HDFLTA Xv7Xv7H 
1DELTA 7,3X115HfDLf 71CoS(DIH1/1 
330 FORMAT (///34x,35HCHGRD ANGLE OF ATTACK IN X-7 PLANE=,F9.4,7HDEGRE 
lFS1 
340 FORMAT (4X,F9.4r9(4xeF9.4)) 
350 FORMAT (AXwJHX/C,9X,3H7/C,4Xt12H7/C CGSTDIH~,IXIISHZ/C US CGS(DIH1 
lrlX,15HZ/C LS COSlDIH1tlx,7HDFLTA Xe4Xv7HDELTA ZtlXtlSH(DLT 71COS( 
PDIH1rlx~l3Ht US CGSLDIHTrlxe13HZ LS COS(DIH)/) 
360 FORMAT (SX92OFC.4) 
























SlJRWflllTIhlF: lNF+IIR (RCIT.FVI,FWI) M 1 
crwotd /INSllP?3/ PSJ~,APHTI,XXX~YYYI~~~*S~~*T~LRNC M ? 
FC = CnStPSII) c 3 
FS = qIN(PSII) c1 4 
FT = FS / FC H 5 
FPC = COS(APHJI) n 6 
FPS = cIk(Ap~~1) M 7 
FPT = FPS / FPC )r A 
Fl = yxx + SUN * FT * FPC M 9 
F2 = YYY + SN& * FPC M 10 
F3 = 777 + SN'k * FPS H 11 
F4 = xxx - SNN I FT 0 FPC p 12 
FS q YYY - SNN * FPC n 13 
F6 = 777 - SNh’ 0 FPS M 14 
(XXX +* 7 + (YYY * FPS) *(I 2 + FPC I)* 2 * ((YYY l FT) l * ? l N 15 
/ Fcl l * 2 - ?. * xxx * YYY * FT) - 2. l 727 * FPC + (YYY l v 16 
XXX * FT + FPS)) n' 17 









1 + F5 
(F4 * F4 + F5 * FF; + Fh * Fh) *a .5 H 19 
FS * F5 + Fh b Fh ‘4 to 
F2 * F? + F3 * F3 H 21 
(~1 * FPC o FT + F2 Q FPC + F3 * FPS) / FFR - (F4 * FPC l FT v 22 






THE TnLFRANCF SFT AT THIq POINT IN THE PQnc;PAM MAY NFFn TO RE 
CHANGFn FOP C~PPUTEPS OTb’FP THAN THF CDC boo0 SFRTFS 
IF (ARS(FFA) *LT. (POT * 15.E - 5) o* 2) GO TO 10 
FVOM = (XXX l FPS - 777 * FT * FPC) l FFF / FFA 
FWONE = (YYY l FT - xxx) (I FFF / FFA * FPC 
GO TO 20 
FVONE = 0. 










IF (APS(FFD) *LT. TOCPNC) cc) TO 3tl 
FVTWO = F6 * (1. - F4 / FFC) / FFD 
FWTWO = -F5 a (1. - F4 / FFC) / FFO 
GO TO 40 
FVTUO = 0. 









SUPPOtlTINE TNFSUP 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC 




40 IF (APs(FFE) .LT. TOLPNC) PO Tn 50 
FVTHRF = -F3 l (1. - Fl / FFP) / FFE 
FWTHRF = FE l (1. - Fl / FFP) / FFE 
GO TO 60 
50 FVTHRF = 0. 
FWTHDF = 0. 
C 
60 FVI = FVONF + FVTWO + FVTPPF 
FWI = FWONF + FUTWO l FUTHPF. 
RETIIWN 
END 














SUAPOUTINF SPLIRE 74/74 OPT=1 STATIC FTN 4.7+485 A1/01/27. 13.31.34 PAGE 1 
1s2,s2;s3,DELY;~,IW.~l~~2~~AR,PSU~) N 2 
OIHENSION ~~(501, nFLH(S0.11~ CT(SOlr TH2(501, DFLSfWfSO)* ST2(50 N 3 
l*l) N 4 
OI~ENSION PsUP(M~AXI~NCVS) N 5 
DIMENSION X(Vh’PTSlr Y(~NPTS.HNCVSl , TOW’AX), I?ELY(MNPTS,MNCVS). S N 
12(HNPTS,WNCVS)r S3lMNPTS*PNCvsl , SSl(MYAi,MNCVS), SS~WPAXIMNCVS). N t 








3jr n(w) N 9 








IF (Iw) 9Orl0,9n 
IQ1 =N-I 
IW = 2 
00 80 K = 1rFlCVS 
00 20 1 = 1eWl 
l+(I) = X(1 + lb - X(I) 
=I+1 
&Y&K1 = (y(IleK) - YlI*C)l / l-It11 
C(I) = H(I) 
a0 30 I = 2rNl 
H2(1) = lhl(I - 1) l HII)) * 2. 
DFLSOYIII = (nFLY(1.K) - IJELYII - l,Kll * 6. 
CONTIN(IE 
IF (KAR(K) .Fo, nl Go TO 40 
H2fl) = 2. 4 PII\ 
tl2fNl = 2. 4 l’fP!ll 
DELsOY(I) = 6. 4 (nELY(lrKl - Dl(K)) 
DELSOYfNl = fn21K) - DELY(NlrK)) * 6. 
GO TO 50 
VP(l) = 1.0 
H2(N) = 1.0 
C(l) = 0.0 
HlLIl) = 0.0 
OELswfi) = n.n 
DELSOy(N) = 0.0 
CALL TPIMAT (~,H?,C,nFLSQY,@,N) 
DO 60 I = 1.N 
si?(Ie~j = D(I) 
n IN1 1 = ClNl) 
DO 70 1 = 1,Nl 

































SUBROUTINE SPLINE (Continued) 

























IF (T(J) - 
IF (T(J) - 
IF (T(J) - 
I = I + 1 





GO TO lqn 
I q N 
CONTIP'IIF 
IY = -I 
I = I-l 
00 18n K = 
HTl = T(J) 





fXfJ).I = 1.N) 

























HTZ = T(J) - XITTI 
PROD = HTl * b'T7 
N 65 
N 66 
SS2(J,K) = S?tl.rO + HTl * S3fI*K) N 67 
DELSQS = (SPfTtK) + ~?fII,K) l SS2fJqK)) / 6. N 60 
SS(J,I() = Y(I,k) + HTl * ClELY(IvK) l PROD 4 I'FLSQs N 69 
SsI(JIK) = nFLY(l,K) + (IAT) + HT2l 4 nFLS0~ + PROD * VifI*K) / 6.0 N 70 
CONTINUE N 71 
CONTINUF 
IF IJ .LT. t") GO TO 100 
Ml =r-1 
no 240 K = I,WCVS 
00 200 I = lrwl 
Tl'fI) = TII + 1) - T(T) 
II=T+ 1 
lVLH(1.K) = (SS~TIIK) - SSfIeK)) / THII) 
CT(I) = THIJ) 
CONTINIIF 
Dn 2ln I = 2.r1 
TV?(I) = lTH(1 - 1) + THIT)) * 2. 














SUBROUTINE SPLINE (Concluded) 
SURRDJJTINE sPLINE 74/74 OPT'1 STATIC FTN 4.7t485 Rl/Ol/27. 13.38.34 PAGE 3 
05 210 CDNTINllE 
TH2fll = THE(C) = 1. 
CT(l) = 0 
THfHl) = 0 
DELSOH(lI = DELSQHfMl - 0. 
so CALL TRIMAT (T~rTHZ,CT.DFLSQH,D~~~ 
no 220 I = 1,~ 
ST2fI.K) = D(I) 
22n CONTI&E 




PROXIN(K1 = n.n 
DO 230 I = lrM1 
II = I +l 
PRDXIN(K1 = PROxINf)o + .S 4 THfIl 4 fSSfI,Kl l SSfII,Kll - THfIl 
144 3 4 fST2fI.K) l STPfII,Kll / 24. 






25n FORRAT 1x4~34~~~ ARGLIHFRT OUT OF RANGE) 



























SURPnUTINF TaTMAT 74/74 OPT’1 STATIC FTN 4.7+405 Rl/01/27. 13.38.34 PAGE 1 
1 SUBdOUTINE TPIYAT fA,ReC*D.T*N) 
DIYFNSInN A(l)* R(I), C(I), Dfl)q Tfl)c wfS0)r 5VfSO)r Gf50) 
C 
C THIS RDUTINF SOLVES THE TRICIAWM'AL (EXCFPT TWO FLFHENTS) HATPIX 
5 C 
Y(l) = R(l) 
SVfl) = CO) / Rfll 
GO) = 011) / VII) 
NM1 =N-1 
IO DO 70 K = 2rN 
KC1 = K - I 
WfKI = F!(K) - AfKMll 4 SVfKt’l) 
IF fK .FQ. N) GO TO 10 
SVIK) = C(K) / u(K) 
15 10 G(K) = (D(K) - A(KRl) 4 BfKI’l)) / WIKI 
20 CONTINUE 
TINI I G(N) 
DO 30 K = 1,NIUl 
KK =N -K 
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